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1.    CENERAI 

»arket foÎn.ÏÎÎî T'î T Î" ^"«»y concerned viti, tu« 

í« LKrï f0°Í!iÍ"*Vn ««it, vegetable, and meat, *,icl» 

three year«.     The«, product, are usually packed in can. or 
gta.a jars. 
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2.  UNITED KISGDOM 

2.1 Sise of baby food Market 

,t(^.  
The baby food market is currently valued at approximately 

lSfca/year at retail selling prices.  The «aiti categories in the 
market are milk products, rusks and cereals, »trained foods, 
'instant' foods and syrups. 

The following table gives a breakdown of the value 
of the market in 1973. 

TABLE I 

Value of the Market (retail) 

Ni Ik product« 

Rusks 

Cereals 

Strained/junior foods 

Instant 

Syrups 

12 

4 

1 

19 

l.S 

3 

(Sourcet Trade estimates) 

I 
I 
I 
Ï 

I 

Por the purposes of this study we are considering the 
markets fori 

strained and junior foods 

instant foods 

1 
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Value of the Market 

In  1973 the market  for  these product» was estimated to 
be worth approximately £19m at r.s.p. and  is  thrrefore the 
largest section of  the baby food market.       It is estimated that 
in 1975 this market will be worth about £25m at r.s.p.  a. a result' 
of manufacturers Introducing more  sophisticated and expensive 
products,  and as a consequence of  inflation.       Nevertheless, most 
manufacturers express the view that  in real  terms this is a 
declining market because of  the decreasing birth rate: 

(births per 1,000 population) 

1969 16.7 
1970 16.3 
1971 16.2 
1972 14.9 
1973 13.9 

Production of strained, junior  (ft toddler* food {* r«,. 

and glass  jars in 1972 

(million units) 

glass jars 127 
cans 317 
TOTAL 444 

('000 tons) 

70,000 - 73,000 

I 
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The most popular fruit puree«  (these contain 7O-80X 
fruit) in order of popularity are as follows! 

- applet 

- pears 

- pears and pineapple 

- peaches 

- apples and other fruits. 

Gerber have recently launched a new range of 'Special 
Beaterta' which are a mixture of fruit and crean. 

Packaging 

The United Kingdom is unusual in that Heinz, the leading 
Manufacturer, mainly uses cans whereas the markets in most other 
European countries are dominated by glass.  The most commonly 
used container Bizes are as follows: 

cans - 4| OE 

7i ol 
glass jars       - *| OK 

7| oc 

6 os jars and cans are uaed to a lesser extent. 

There is a great deal of competition in the United Kingdom 
between Heinz, who hive traditionally packed their products in 
cans, and Gerber, who exclusively use glass jars.  In theory 
a majority of mothers seem to prefer glass because of beliefs 
about glass being more hygienic and because the contents can be 
seen.  In practice, however, because of price, distribution and 
other factors, the cans still have much the larger sales.  It i 
interesting to note, however, that as a result of the pressures 
of competition, Heinz have introduced a range of baby foods in 
glass jars. 

8 
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Variations in Consumption 

*i„       Prepared baby foods are purchased by mothers of all 

2.3 Imports 

in th. ni"  the re"dy"PrePflred strained and junior baby foods sold 
ÎLtîoeïer?" roam,faCtUred »«'•"y. - there are no import     ^ 

2.4 Exports 

to UK colonies  such as Gibraltar \nA •„ * quantities, mainly 
BHH«i, p-,„i i.       "»ratear, and to former parts of the »nosh Empire  such as Malfa    runr..0   .. J •       i""lB vi  ine 
West Indie«        A ~        ,      if ' cyPrus a"d various countries in the 

2.5 Tariffs quotas and Regulations 

b.by foJhi.:ev?^aïîy ¡TA"' ÍSSiS- Í^Y"* Ín 

therefore come under the or Lulîîî        í a"d JUnÍ°r Prod««« 
bottled food products       °rdinary rc8ul«tion. for canned and 

2.6 local Manufacturers 

«em.. ^^i?z:t:zT^i:%tir^r. ¿tir - 

I i 



i   .,,     thm lollo»inl *•"• «how» ti» tar««* «hare, of the 
leading manufacturen: 

TABLE 

Brand Share« - .Strained « Junior Food« 

Malm Garber Others 
I X X 

1968 •2 * 9 
1969 It 7 
1970 « 9 
1971 •1 11 
1972 71 13 
1973 77 13 
1974 - - „ 

1973 63 22 IS 

H.J. Mains Co. Ltd 

a <» i    Ï* ?Ll ll,troduced their baby food producta into 
•main in 1937, and, after the war, expanded their range and 
•aleaat a rapid rate, having over 90% of the market in 196*. 
Heinz a thare of the market has dropped to its current level 
of 63% mainly due to growing competition from Gerber.    Their 
product« are divided into strained foods,  suitable for babies 
in the 3-8 month age group, and junior foods for the 8-18 
•onth olds.    The 'toddler' range is suitable for children of 
up to three years.    The total number of Heinz varieties Is 
now approaching the 100 mark, moat of the products being 
packaged in cans  i4j oat, 6 oz, 7J os), although Heim also 
have a range in glass jars (4J oa, 6 o«). 

I 
r 
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Prices oí Heine baby Foods« 

rroductB              .              ÏEAÉ« Muti 
<p«r cas« of L4 

tuo doten) (**CB' 
»trained Breakfast« » 4j o« ran«, 

Egg and bacon breakfast 

Fruit 

Car aal and honey breakfast 

Orange and cereal breakfast ll.55| a» 

•trained Main Heals - 4j og cansí 

leaf and bone broth with vegetablea 

leef and carrot casserole 

leaf and oxtail dinner 

iraiaed land» dinner 

Braised «teak and kidney dinner 

Chicken casserole with vegetablea 

Country lanb and carrot puree 

Golden chicken dinner 

Haddock in cheese aauce 

Turkey dinner 

Scrambled egg and tonato 

Egg and ham savoury 

Scrambled egg and chees* £1.147 olp 

June 1975 Grocer Index 
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1 
1 
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Products 

Strained Desserts - 4j oz canas 

Trade 

(per caae of 
two dosen) 

Retail 

(each) 

1 
Apple dessert with vitamin C 

Apple and prune custard 

1 
Apples with vitamin C 

Apricot custard 

Apricot dessert 

1 Banana dessert 

Chocolate pudding 

1 Creamed rice milk pudding 

Egg custard with rice 

1 Fruit dessert with vitamin C 

Pineapple dessert £1.551 ftp 

1 Strained  Suppers - 41 or canst 

1 Beef and liver supper 

Carrots 

1 
Mixed vegetable puree 

Tomato and beef supper ti.551 *P 

1 
1 

Junior   Breakfasts- 4| 02 cana: 

Creamed porridge 

Egg and bacon breakfast 

Egg 

1 Tomato and potato breakfast 
Pruit 

r Cereal and honey breakfast M.MI Sp 
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******* f*«l« ««tail 

(par case of .       . 
two dosen) í**c"' 

I Jwntor Mai" Heal a - k\ oi cans» 

•Beef and bone hotpot 

Braised lamb and  liver dinner 

S Braised steak dinner 

Chicken and ham dinner 

Chicken supreme dinner 

Haddock cheese and macaroni dinner 

Laab casserole with vegetables 

Liver and bacon dinner 

Savoury pork dinner 

Iteak and kidney dinner 

Scrambled egg and sausage C1.S47 ff» 

Junior Desserts -Ajo» canst 

Apricot dessert with rice 

Banana 

Rice and rose hip dessert 

Chocolate pudding with tapioca 

Egg custard with tapioca 

Fruit dessert with tapioca 

Orange and apricot dessert 
with tapioca 

Orange dessert with rice 



1 
1 
1 
1 
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Products Traile 

(per case o 
• two dozen) 

1 Pineapple and orange desacrt 
with tapioca 

1 
Pineapple dessert with rice 

Rice pudding with cream 

1 
Tapioca pudding with crean C1.55I 

Junior Supper s - 4j oz catta t 

1 Cheeae 

Haa and egg supper 

1 Cheeae savoury supper 

Macaroni and beef supper 

1 Spaghetti and beef supper 

Vegetable and egg supper t1.531 

1 Toddler Foods - 7| oz canai 

1 Macaroni and beef in tomato 
sauce 

Thick chicken broth with 

1 vegetables and rice 

Vegetable broth with ateak and 

1 
kidney 

Vegetable and iamb stew 

Vegetables with beef £2.333 

1 • 

I 
f 

jetait 

(each) 

( 
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Product! 

Strained Food« - ¿} oz fari» 

Apple dessert 

•anana dessert 

»•ef and egg noodles in 
touto sauce 

•one and vegetable broth 

Chicken noodle broth 

Chicken soup 

Chocolate pudding 

Egg custard with rice 

Fruit dessert 

Orange and rice dessert 

Toswto soup and beef 

Vegetable and beef broth 

Junior Foods - 6 oz  jarst 

Apricot and rice dessert 

Banana 

Rice and Rose Rip Jessert 

B«*f and egg noodles in 
tonato sauce 

»on« and vegetable broth 

Trade 

(por case of 
two dosen) 

Ketail 

(•ach) 

12.041 «M» 

I 
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ZSSÈÌSÌi lr.de latti! 
(fr case of 
two dozen) <Mch> 

Chicken noodle broth 

Chicken soup with rice 

Chocolate pudding with tapioca 

Egg and bacon breakfast 

Fruit dessert with tapioca 

I*s* broth with vegetables 

Macaroni and beef in tomato 
sauce 

Pineapple and orange dessert 
with tapioca 

Vegetables with beef 

Vegetables with chicken broth 

Vegetables and egg noodles in 
turkey broth £2.A3 |2|t 

Cerber Division C.P.C.  (United Kingdom) Ltd 

l„ 1QA/ Tïe Gnrber bra"d *" launched on the U.K. baby food market 
in 1964 when Brown and Poison,  the British subsidiary of the 
«¿*i     •" Crrn/r?ducu Corporation,  introduced a range of strained 
and junior foods  m glass jars to the U.K.  market, made under 

tÎr^î/n/t      r-,    Thl" techni*» of  Packaging was started  in 
the United States and was brought about  by  the shortage of tin 

aVanÌ    7  fg  th? War:      The ,dea appcale"   to mothti« «ho felt  the Standard of purx.y nught be higher and by the end of the war 
ïrTÏT    fí °vertak*\»?*»* i" «"les of  strained foods in the United 
States,  their  share  being 63% against  their competitor's 15% 
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.1— * /?°r di*trlbutl°n «H» trouble with the lids of the Ian 

ÏÏÏÏÎÏ ? fn?ProB,otlonal activities and increased numbers of 
improved varieties - each jar of junior savoury meals now chains 

zn£bv?otcin,caicium and iron to meet ^-^ird of r^îîîî' 
old baby's requirements fof one day - Gerber now claims a steadilv 

in .pite of the higher price of glass jars compared with cans 
Cerber currently hold 22% of the market compared with 9% in m8 

IIIÍlVlTu   -ade by 8la8S «»««•««"» •»»•« tS    tin J a e    ' prices will  increase more rapidly than glass so that ultimately 

ZlTliz :ix J;the 8rprice or chea»er ^ «» •î would .eem to indicate that,  even in the U.K.  where cans have always 
been do.in.ut,  the trend will continue to be towards gla88 ' 
containers.      Gerber produce a similar range of product."„ Heil« 
but .11 products are in 41 o., 6 oz and 7| o« glass jar. 

Price, of Gerber Baby Food. 

Product Trade Price 

(per dos.) 

Strained Aj oz f>lass jars 

Strained Breakfasts 

Egg and bacon 

Bean, and ham 

Creamed porridge 

&«tail Price 

(•ach) 

M|p »I* 

•__^^p—J 
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Btrained Dinner« 

I 
I 
I m rwwct Trade Prie« Retail Prie» 

• (per 4es.) (e«ch) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Vegetable and lamb 

Vegetable and beef 

Vegetable and chicken 

Beef end egg noodle« with 
vegetables 

Chicken noodles 

Beef broth 

Chicken broth 

Vegetable/cereal 

Vegetable and beef broth 

Bone and vegetable broth 

I Vegetable and liver with 
Ka/inn bacon u¡p «J, 

Strained Tea Time» 

Macaroni 

Tonato 

Beef and bacon 

Cheese savoury 

Bacon and cheese 

Cheese and macaroni 

Veal end tomato with noodles     94 ip t|p 
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Pro4ucte 

Itratned Desserts! 

Fruit dessert with tapioca 

Chocolate pudding 

Orange pudding 

Banana ft pineapple 

Egg custard with rice 

Apricot ft orange 

Banana dessert 

Apricot custard 

Apple dessert 

Creamed rice 

Milk pudding 

Pineapple ft rice 

Junior 7 j oz glass jars 

Junior Breakfasts; 

Egg and bacon 

Creamed porridge 

Beans and ham 

Trade Price 

(per dot.) 

Retail Price 

(each) 

Ni* n» 

ti.at tip 

Li 
.i à 
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Products 

Junior Dinner«i 

Vegetable and beef 

Vegetable and chicken 

Vegetable and turkey 

Vegetable and lamb 

leef/Egg noodles with 
vegetable 

Chicken noodle 

Junior Tea Time! 

Spaghetti 

Tomato Sauce and beef 

Cheese and macaroni 

Bacon and cheese with noodle« 

Cheese and celery with 
macaroni 

Veal and tomato with noodles 

Tomatoes and ham 

Tomato».'s and egg 

Metail Price 

(each) 

CI. 29 13 

11.2» IS 

I 
I 
I 
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rroaucca Trad« Price »etail Price 

(each) (per doc.) 

Pruit Desserts 6 oat 

Paare 

Paar« and pineapple 
Applet 

Apple and apricot 

Apple and orange 

Apple and banana 

Apple and blackcurrant El.29 IS 

Fruit Juice 6 o* ftlaat» bottlet 

Orange 

Apple 

Pineapple and orange £3.36 201 

3@ 
Blackcurrant £5.02 
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Cow and Cate Baby Food« 

Trufood was one of several companies merged 11 years 
•go to form Unigate.  Now renamed Cow and Gate baby foods, 
they claim 7Z of the market. 

Cow and Gate produce a full range of strained, junior 
and toddler products packed in glass jars, similar to the Heins 
and Gerber ranges. 

Distribution 

Distribution of strained and junior foods is largely 
in the hands of grocers, though, in recent years the Boots chain 
of chemists shops have made a very successful effort to increase 
their share of the trade - gaining sales both from grocers and 
from other chemists. 

» i  J
The/°llowin8 table shows the percentages of purchase of 

•trained and junior foods made at different categories of shop. 

Grocers Boots 

X 

Other chemists Others 
X X X 

1968 70 • 17 5 
1969 69 11 It 2 
1970 66 15 17 2 
1971 67 15 16 2 
1972 66 17 15 2 
1973 - - - _ 

1974 - - . » 

1975 62 27 11 11 

2.7 Importers 

There are no significant imports of baby food into the 
United Kingdom. 

i 
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2,8   Advertiling and Promotion 

Heinz 

It ii estimated that Heinz spent EI million in 1974 
on television, press and direct advertising of baby foods.      This 
was the biggest ever campaign launched by a baby foods manufacturer 
and it is being extended at  a similar level during 1975. 

Heinz back their baby food products with continuous 
advertising.    Their strategy is to influence the market with 
television and presa advertising that otiroulates sales, 
building and retaining the loyalty of users.    The theme of 
Heinz's major television and press campaign in 1974 was 
"Heinz, the taste babies love". 

In addition, press advertising on a major scale 
includes colourful, factual advertisements in women's 
Magazines and specialist mothercraft journals throughout 
the year.    Heinz provide an extensive range of point-of-sale 
Material for  in-store displays.    These aids range from 
improved meal  segment identification cards for shelves to 
multiple dump-bin header boards for in-store "spectaculars". 

In addition to distributing 750,000 free colour-printed 
promotional   booklets each year,  offering mothers a comprehensive 
guide to feeding a baby during its first 18 months, the Heinz 
baby food advisory service  is available to answer any problems. 
Heinz baby club offers a wide range of baby products, and toys at 
reduced prices. 

Baby food tumblers have been on sale for 10 years. 
Last year Heinz sold 730,000 against a total of 743,000 live births 
virtually one for every baby born. 

I 
I 
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An in-atore promotional pro granine is normally agreed aa 
an essential part of the baby foods retailing plan and major 
•tore operators  usually stage  special price promotions three or 
four times a year. 

Cerber 

Cerber advertise exclusively in the specialist 
press.    Initially they were severely restricted by 
production capacity and then hindered in sales because of 
• giant advertising campaign by their competitors,  but in 
1973 with an estimated £100,000 spent on advertising and 
promotion and great attention paid to improvement in 
varieties, particularly their glass jar packaging,   they 
now aim to become a bigger force in the market.      A large 
percentage of   Gerber's promotional  expenditure  is 
allocated to the Baby Council, a full-time working team 
of nutritionists who deal with enquiries from the public 
about infant welfare and who also call on hospitals and 
maternity homes. 

Cow and Gate 

Cow and Gate spend about 1250,000 a year on TV advertising 
plus press advertising in 'mother'  type magazines.      Their sales 
force calls not only on retailers but also on hospitals and the 
medical profession.      In line with their competitors Cow and Gate 
provide an advice service which deals with enquiries from the 
public.     Two recent promotion schemes which proved very 
successful were  the personalised -  i.e. baby's name and date of 
birth - pottery mug, bowl and plate for baby which was obtained 
by the mother collecting 25 labels freni Cow and Gate baby food 
jars, and the  initialled silver-plated a peon for which 15 labels 
were required. 

I i 



Advertising Expenditure 

The following table ammari ses the expenditure on 
Ì!Ì!T      °n,and,national pre,s advertising for strained, junior, 
toddler and dried baby foods.      (It doe. not cover total expenditure 
as these figures arc confidential  to manufacturers.) 

1972 1973 1974 

Cow and Gate 50,100 166,500 149,900 
Cerber 22,100 not recorded 3,700 
Heine 309,700 693,700 344,400 
Robinsons (Colman«) 76,700 129,000 19,600 
Other brande (including 
•ilk and cereals) 510,100 417,400 761,»00 

TOTAL    Baby Food 968,700 1,416,600 1,279,400 

The fact that figures for Gerber's expenditure are low is 
probably accounted for by the fact that Gerber advertise almost 
exclusively in publications not included in the above  summary. 
It  should be pointed out  that point-of-sale promotion and other 
below-the-line" promotional activitity probably involves 

budgets larger than those for advertising, but no data on this 
is available. 

T 
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*••    Instant (Dehydrated) Baby Food« 

Description of Product 

-nâ *h. ?îhiduaîed b!by f?0ds arc made b* » roller drying process and the finished product it in a flake fora. F«PI.MS 

There are two types of instant foodt 

1. A very fine, smooth dehydrated food which 
it very bland and suitable for babies aged 
3-4 months. 

2. For babies aged 6-7 months a mixture of 
different flakes containing actual lumps of 
food. 

..**„     SJ6"/0^" a!e mixed With milk and/or *«"<* »»«fore **ing ^•..r1!!; ?to *n,o8t suítabu f°r v^ *»«« ****> ««* ^Un «et a. a forerunner to Heins and Gerber strained and junior 

—« • „.!? Í" *lalffied that the chi«« advantages of 'dry' foods ovar   wet   foods are» 

1. Portion control - the mother can mix as much 
or as little as the baby requires without wastage. 

2. Consistency choice - ione babies need a thicker 
fsed. 

A 
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• Market Value 

Ii« Mi*•*?6 !üíU* ?î *îe Wirk,t for dri* "««ilk **y foods it shown In the following tablet * 

r 

la \ 
«72 li4 

1973 i.§ 

1974 i,? 

I 
I 
• «rk.t Â?uV*î ^í* the

i
valu« of the «t"i"«l and junior wirket the 'instant' section of the market ia relatively 

_ unimportant. * 

• Production 

I o. -*w*5L*S*SSS>r**",ho" produ"lon o£ drl«1 **»f«- 
I (in millions of packs) 

1972 376.f 

| 1973 388.4 
1 1974 356.S 

I It should be noted that the drop in volume in 1974 vai 
unusual and entirely due to production probwT 

Consumption 

«. A    w1? lin? wlth,the reit of th« Iwby food market thia section 
is declining along wïth the declining birthrate. 

I 
I 

Co'Muwc*' Preferences 

I These are very similar to the preferences described 
earlier with regard to strained and junior foods. 

I 
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Packaging 

I Instant baby foods arc «old in 1| and 2 ot. packets. 

local Manufacturera 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Colman« are the leading manufacturers of instant baby 

food« and claim 772 of the 11.5« market for Instant baby foods. 
Their brand name is Robinsons. 

There are only two producers of instant baby foods in 
the U.K. 

1. Colman Foods 
2. Boots 

Their brand shares can be seen in the following tablet 

Colman Foods loots 

I X 
1W2 73 n 

WÌ 77 23 
1974 i; 13 

Colman Foods 

loots I 
Boots currently claim 231 of the market for instant 

I baby foods.     They manufacture own-label goods which are only 
sold through Beota outlets. 

I 
I 
I 
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Price* 

The varietiei of products in this   sec 
similar to those outlined in the strained end 
Prices are as follows: 

:tion of 
junior 

the market are 
section. 

Instant Baby Foods Trade per dos, Retail 
(eachl 

1st course (savoury) packets 
1J 01 packets £1.15 12|p 

2nd course (sweet) packets 
2 os packets El.IS I2ip 

•tate II Baby Foods 

1st course (savoury) packets 
lj os packets £1.211 nit 

2nd course (sweet) packets 
2 os packets 11.231 13ÍP 

Distribution 

Boots instsnt baby food is distributed through Boots own 
outlets.    The distribution of Colmena baby foods in 1974 vas as 
follows i 

I 

Chassis tt 34 

Grocers 30 

Boots 3« 
Importers 

There are no importers of instant baby food in the 
United Kingdom. 

I 
I i 
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• advert i »ing and Promotion 

1 £=^ 
• ,*rvic* Theî rUn * health Ti8ltor 8ervice and a other's advice 

•«vice.      Consumer promotions include offers on toys which lit 

»22 KPUlar,rd free bookleU the rao8t "«nt of whLh dííl¡ trith the problems of taking babies on holiday. 

| 2»10   The Potential for Vitaminica Product« 

-.nufact^r^' SX f°°dJ?T**Í í" ade«uately «"PP"«* *y local 
|!~r ,       f his to8ethe^ with the declining birthrate 

»ake it clear  that there are no export opportunities for 
Vitaminica products in the U.K. market      Pporcunmes for 
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and Addresaeg of Manufacturen; 

g.J. Hein» Co. Ltd, 
rfayci Park, 
Hayes, 
MIDDLESEX. 

•                                Cwber Diviaion C.P.C.  (United Kingdom) Ltd. 
Claygate House,  
Batter, 
8URREY. 

\ 

Coy and Gate Baby Fooda. 
Guildford, 
SURREY. 

I 
I 
•Colman Fooda  (Robinaont). 

Carrov, 
NORWICH. 

Iloota Company Ltd. 
NOTTINGHAM. 
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3.        FRANCE 

3.1     Sise of market 

In  19 73 the market  for baby food in jars wai estimated to 
be worth 350 million francs. •    The total market  for dehydrated babv food 
was  thought  to be worth 108 «illion francs.        Strained and jWor'foof 
in jars accounts  for 51 per cent of total  consumption compared 
to dried baby food which only accounts  for 17 per cent. 

3.2     Consumption 

In   1973 33,000 tons of baby food were consumed.    This 
figure rose to 34,000 tons in  1974. 

Babies of up to 18 months consume  75 per cent of baby food. 
The remaining 25 per cent  is consumed by children in the   18 months 
to 3 year old age group. 

Consumer Peferences 

An approximate breakdown of the types of baby food consumed 
is at follows: 

fruit based 50 
vegetable based 15-20 
neat baaed S 
meat or fish & 

vegetables 10-15 
junior 20-25 

Carrots are said to be the most popular vegetable,   while the 
•»•t popular fruit varieties are apple,  raspberry, peach, apricot 
and fruit mixtures. 

i 
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Variations in consumption 

According to the manufacturer», the consumption of baby foods 
ill France does not show any signficant regional variations with the 
one exception of Paris where-consumption is slightly higher than in 
the more rural areas of France.  Baby foods are purchased to a 
greater extent by middle and upper class housewives. 

Packaging 

Unlike the United Kingdom,  strained and junior food in 
France is packed exclusively in jars ranging in size fro» 70g. 
to 220g.    As can be seen from the  following figures,   I30g -  I50g 
jars are the most widely used: 

Breakdown by size of jar 

iOOg 
130 -  150g 
190 - 220g 

35 
45 
25 

I 

Consumption trends 

In  1974 34,000 tons of baby food were sold in France, compared 
to just over 1,000  tons in  I960.    Consumption of baby foods is 
developing very fast and the growth rate, which has fallen from its 
high of 60 per cent a year in the sixties was still 20 - 25 per cent 
unfil   1973.    The reason for this  considerable increase in 
consumption is that   the French were  late in getting used to modern 
baby  food, prefering to rely on more traditional powdered milk and 
other mixes.    In spite of this growth rate the French baby eats 
on average only  150 jars of baby food per year compared to 400 jars 
for a German baby and 700 jars for an American baby. Trench baby food 
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Manufacturers regard the market as a developing one.    Only 
30 per cent of French babies   are regular consumers   (more than 
one jar per week)  20 per cent  are occasional  consumers and 
50 per cent are not consumers.    Thus there  is considerable 
potential still   to be exploited. 

Although the long term trend in France would seem to be 
towards increased consumption,   1974 showed a drop in consumption. 
This  ia thought  to be due to  the decrease  in  the birth rate  and 
the decrease in purchasinp, power due  to the   current economic 
crisis.    The declining birth rate ìB not  thought  to be a handicap 
to the potential  growth of the market because fewer babies in the 
future will mean  that a greater amount of money will be available 
to be  spent on each child. 

3.3.  Imports 

French consumption requirements are *t«t entirely by local 
Manufacturera.      We have not found any evidence of iaported 
branda. 

3.4 Exports 

Export figures are not available as they are confidential to 
»anufacturers and are not recorded separately in the official 
statistics.      Although trade  in baby food ia relatively unimportant 
tome quantities of French baby food is exported to other European 
countries, mainly to Belgium and Switzerland. 

3.5 Tariffs, quotas and regulations 

There are no separate regulations for baby food, which therefore 
COM under the rules for bottled fruit and vegetable products. 

•   - 



3.1     Local    manufacturer» of baby food 

The brand shares of the leading manufacturera are indicated 
bs}owt 

Manufacturer Brand Name Brand Share 

Diepal Bledine 
CPC Gerber 
Diepal Fali 
Meatie Guigoz 
Diepal Gallia 
Nestle Ptlpo 

40 
22 
12 
12 
7 
? 

100 

Diepal-Jacquemaire 

Thia company, controlled by Gervais Danone, produces and 
distributes baby foods and diabetic foods. It has three brand 
names which between them claim 59 per cent of the market: 

Brand Sh ares 

Bledine 
Fali 
Gallia 

% 
40 
12 
7 

» 

Goods are distributed direct to grocery shops and via 
wholesalers to chemists.    Fali ia sold exclusively in chemists. 

t 
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This  company is controlled by the Nestle organisation in 
Switzerland.     In  1973 it had an annual  turnover of 1,709,300  ff. 
«id employed  a staff of 6,262. 

Its  activities include  the production,  distribution and 
export of instant  coffee,  instant chocolate,  soups, instant mashed 
potatoes, desserts, jams,  reody-to-eat  dishes,  chocolate,  canned 
meat,  sauces,  concentrated milk, powdered milk and baby foods. 
Nestie's  two brands of baby  food claim IP per cent of the market 
between them 

Brand Shares 

Guigoz 
Ptipo 

12 
7 

19 

Hestl« normally make direct deliveries to chemists and 
grocers.    Guigoz is sold exclusively in chemists. 

Société  des Produits  du Mais 

CPC (Corn Products)  USA control  this  company which produces 
and distributes baby foods, soups, instant desserts, instant mashed 
potatoes and sauces.    Production is carried out in five  factories. 
Annual  turnover is 430 mi U i on ff.  and there are currently 2,200 
employees.     Baby food is manufactured under the brand name of  Gerber 
and has a 22 per cent share of the market.    This company carries 
out its own distribution to retail food outlets. 

t J 
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Wholesale and retail margini are as follows s 

Wholesaler to chemists 10 
General food wholesaler 8-12 
Chemists 15 - 25 
Retailers 20-30 

Since   15th July  1975, retail and wholesale margins for 
baby foods have been blocked under the official price control regulations. 

Retail  prices and product ranges of some of the  leading brands are 
given below.    These details were obtained from Euromarché, a 
leading chain of hypermarkets. 

•rand Varieties 

Retail price 
Pack sire per unit 
in gramma F.fr 

Gerber Junior-meals 

mutton, mixed vegetables 2O0g 2.15 
fish, vegetables M "                        ! 
beef, pasta,  cheese M "                                  ! 
duck, vegetables M N 

veal, vegetables, potatoes M M                                            . 

chicken, rice M "                                            1 
ham, carrots M M 

beef, carrots M m 
beef, vegetables, pototoes N M 

chicken, green vegetable* H M 

mutton, vegetables, rie« M W 

I 
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Brand 

Sorber 

Varieties 

Retail price 
Pack Sisa       par unit 
in grama» r.fr 

baby-meals 

Nam, carrots 
veal, vegetable« 
chicken, vegetable! 
fish, vegetables 
haddock, pototoes 
hast, "fenouille" 

Vegetables 

carrots 
green beans 
artichokes 
•ixed vegetable! 

Fruit and Dessert! 

apricots, semoulina 
raspberries, semoulina 
bananas, semoulina 
apple/prune, semoulina 
apple/raspberry 
apple/prune 
apple/honey 
apple 
peaches 
6 fruits 
apricots, "frasas* blanc" 
pineapple, * 
banana, * 

IJOg 
M 

« 
m 
M 

»00g 
N 

N       ' 

N 

1.40 
N 

M 

N 

N 

M 

I.» 

I30| 
w 
N 

M 

N 

N 

H 

200g 
130g 

».» 
m 
m 
N 

M 

M 

W 

1.00 
w 

un 
1.3S 
N 

W 
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Ir and 

•ladina 

Retail price 
Pack Sise per unit 

Varieties in jjrumnts F.fr 

Meals, Baby arid Junior 

1»R beef, vegetables 1.3© 
han, carrots M M 

mutton, green vegetables M M 

neat, vegetables M " 
chicken, vegetables M W 

sole, vegetables M W 

chicken, mixed vegetables N M 

»eat, eggs, vegetables 200g 2.15 
beef, mixed vegetables M M 

ha«, egg,  cereals N M 

ham, egg,  vegetables W II 

brains, vegetables N M 

•utton, pasta M N 

•eat, spinach M N 

chicken, vegetables II M 

chicken, rice m M 

neat, vegetables, rice M N 

fish, rice N N 

chicken, vegetables M W 

fish, mashed potatoes N W 

Vegetables 

•ixed vegetables 130g 1.30 
green beans 100g 1.90 
spinach M 1.00 
carrots N w 
artichokes W M 

I 
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•rand 

fall 

Varieties 

Retail price 
Pack Sit«       per unit 
in «ranina F.fr 

»Udina Fruita 

apricota, apple* 
pineapple, peach, honey 
paar, orange, honey 
pear, banana 
prunes, apple 
pear,  raspberry 
pa ach 
apples, honey 
pear, honey 
apple a, orange, lemma 
apples, banana, raspberry 
ptach,  raspberry 
applea, prunes 

lOOg 
I30g 

1.00 
1.30 

N 

M 

M 

M 

M 

W 

M 

W 

1.00 
1.30 
M 

M 

1.00 
M 

1.30 
M 

Wsals, Baby and Junior 

ve al, nixed vegetables 
baef, vegetables 
carrots, ham 
•ole, vegetables 
chicken, vegetables 
liver, veal, vegetable 
be«f, vegetables 
chicken, vegetables 
kan, veal, carrots 
chicken,  green beans 
ham, mashed potatoes 

lOOg 
M 

2O0g 
M 

M 

N 

M 

M 

1.45 
M 

W 

W 

M 

2. IS 
w 
N 
N 
N 
H 



Br*nd 

Fall 

Varieties 

Vegetables 

carrots 
green beans 

Fruit and Desserts 

apple, apricots 
apple, pineapple 
apple, raspberry 
apple, primes 
peach, pear, apricots 
raspberries 
apple, orange, banana 
peach, semoulina 
peach, pear 
peach, prime 
biscuiterie à l'orange 

Pack Sise 
in grami» 

Retail price 
per unit 

F.fr 

lOOg 
M 

1.00 

lOOg 
n 

1.00 
N 

M N 

n W 

M N 

n    • N 

N N 

130g 
w 

1.45 
W 

w N 

M n 

I 
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DU tribut ion 

Overall distribution of baby food is as follows) 

X 

Chemists 20 
Food section of dépannent! 
stores ; 

Supermarkets ¡ 
Independent grocers ; 

Prepared baby foods are sold in about 70 per cent of all retail 
grocery outlets. 

3.7 I «porters 

Since consumption requirements are met entirely by French 
Manufacturers, there are no importers of baby food. 

3.8 Promotion and Advertising 

Promotions 

Since the beginning of  1975 most baby food manufacturers have 
concentrated on in-store promotions instead of  on traditional media 
advertising.    The most frequently used promotional aids are display 
stands, special offers and price reductions  if more than one purchase 
is nade.    All of the leading manufacturers spend considerable 
aaounts of money on promotional activity. 

Advertising 

All manufacturers have greatly reduced their advertising budgets. 
The total  amount spent on baby food advertising in  1972/1973 was 
* nillion   francs.      This dropped to 2.5 million francs in 1974/75. 



^^ 

3.f   In»tant   (dehydrated) baby  food 

The market in France for dehydrated baby food* bated on fruit 
«id vegetable»  is very small.    The average annual growth of üIJB 
market is thought  to be about- 15 per cent.    The most popular 
varieties are  fruit  compotes, mashed potatoes and soups.    Leading 
brands are Jacquernaire, Fali  and Gerber. 

3.10 Potential  for Vitaminica Products 

Consumption of baby food in France  is  likely to increase as 
French mothers overcome psychological barriers which have in the 
past  led them to believe that home-made baby  food is  a sign of 
greater maternal  devotion.    Increased demand, however,  is  almost 
certain to be met by French manufacturers.    We therefore  consider 
that there is  unlikely to be any possibility for Vitaminka to 
export baby food to France within the foreseeable future. 
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Mame« and addresse« of manufacturera 

Diepal-Jacquemaire 
BPSA - 696S4 Vi lief ranche 
S/Snone 
France ^ 

Sopad-Neatle 
17-19 Quai Pt. Paul Doumcr 
92401 - Courbevoie 
France 

•ocietie des Produits du Mais 
Avenue du General de Gaulle 
92140 Clamart 
France 



** Belgium 

*• '        Size of market 

or•,!    Th! •arket f°r b*y f°oá'in Belgium is small and although it is 

ÏAioî îaET a\1§  1ÌmÌtfd"      The P^-^i- "E Prepare!strained 
of the  ¿X?*ny   \  f ;s.no"7exi8ta«. «"a  all  the products available 
7. lu    I .?    ? Tket belng  imP°rted  from neighbouring countries such as the Netherlands, France and Germany. 

The total value of the market in 1973 was as follows: 

tm 

Powdered and liquid milks 2 
Compound cereals and biscuits 1,3 
Strained and junior foods j,*2 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I over 1 ^ i•!* °rf ^f" ^ PWderi for chUdren *• ••tlmfú at • over 1,400 tons.    Competition from Dutch suppliers  is intense and Belai*« 

nanufacturers export a high proportion of their output.    ÎÏÏ ««ari to 
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Birth rate In »elpium 

(live births per 1,000 population) 

Year 

(1973 population in ni liions    9.8) 

1955 |6.i 
1**0 ,6.9 
1966 ,5.9 
1967 ,3.3 
1968 ,4.8 
1969 ,4.7 
1970 ,4.7 
1971 ,4.6 
1972 ,4.o 
1973 ,3.3 

Coni urne r preference« 

In Belgium babies usually start on compound cereals or biscuits 
•t six to eight weeks old.    This section of the market has decreased 
slightly in importance as a result of competition from strained and 
junior foods which are gradually becoming much more widely used.    The 
ctreals section of the market is only growing at a rate of 2 per cent 
par annum as compared with 5-6 per cent seven years ago, whilst the 
market for strained and junior foods is growing rapidly at an annual 
rate of  10-15 per cent.    This  rate of increase is likely to continue 
fot a while since the per capita consumption of baby food is still  low 
coapared with other countries.       According to  importers  interviewed, 
some 60 per cent of Belgian babies are not fed with strained ami 
junior food,  25 per cent of babies are occasional consumers,  and only 
15 per cent are regular consumers.       It  is estimated  that  the potential 
market  totals 32 million jars annually.        At present  the market totals 
8.5 million jars, which is equivalent to approximately 1,530 tons so 
clearly there is considerable potential. 

f 



ïhe most popular brandi of strained and junior food are 
Nutricia (Dutch)   and Bledina (French).    In the cereal section of 
the market Nestle  (French)  and Nutricia are the brand leaders. 

At in other countries the pattern of baby food reflects 
adult food habits, with savouries and main means accounting for a 
greater proportion of sales than desserts. 

Variations in consumption 

Vegetables  and meat arc the leading varieties in all regions 
of the country.    The most popular vegetables are spinach and carrots. 
Fish varieties  are mainly bought  in the  coastal regions where adult 
consumption of fish is highest. 

Packaging 

inn»     *t«í"ed
i
andJmior food ia Packed in t1"« J«»• '«»ging fro« lOOg.  to 250g.  in site. 

Consumption trends 

Any future growth in the milk and cereals sectors is considered 
to be limited due to the virtual saturation of the market and the fall 
in the birth rate.    There has been coneiderable growth in the strained 
«id junior market but as in other more advanced countries this will 
probably reach a peak and then decline slightly. 

4.3       Imports 

Strained and junior foods  are all imported with the bulk of iworts 
owing from France, the Netherlands and Vest Germany, as the table on 
the next page indicates. 
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Belgian importa of baby  food (1974} 

Voltine Value 
Country of oripin        (100 kg) (100 F.) 

France 
Aether! an da 
Weit Germany 
United Kingdom 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
USA 

Total Iiaporta 

6.176 
12.940 
2.467 

321 
30 
29 

133 

22.096 

31.189 
30.196 
11.018 

1.009 
146 
178 
439 

94.255 

4.4       Exporta 

Exporta are minimal and confiât entirely of cereals, biscuits 
and «ilk producta.    There are no exporta of «trained and junior food. 

Belgian export» of baby  food (1974) 

Country of destination 

Norway 
•weden 
Portugal 
Malta 
Guinea 
Zaire 
Rwanda 
Burundi 
USA 
Canada 
French Guyana 

Total Exporta 

Volume 
( 100 kg) 

4 
2 
2 
I 

14 
1 

2 
3 

1.729 

Value 
(100 F.) 

2 
26 
16 
I 

II 
IS 
10 
4 
3 
I 
I 

5.527 

J i 



4.5 Tarif ft quotas and rep.,1»,-^,. 

to the ^La^tari•, «r^Ìtì^!1' *- Ì8 th"efor« •«*•« regulations for processed food. 

4.6 Brands available in BglH..» 

jra the leading brands, follLd by HeiL „M Dfi) 3nd Bledin* <*••*> 
LS?17 f Eul8t in Holland,and Ceïber whi2 2 '¿^Z'* tr°m th« Hei"« 
Belgium by the Corn Products Corporation U,l*r fran<*ise in 

follows The total baby food market i„ tar», of volu« i. 
estimated as 

Baby ni Iks 
Baby flours 
Strained and junior foods 
Baby biscuits 

tons 

1,400 
1,500 
1,530 
1,000 

•5,430 

(••fry juices 1,000 tons) 

f 
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Prices 

Retail print of »elected varieties of baby food «re M followsì 

Brand 

Mi 
Meat and vegetables 

Mestie 

Powdered potato 
Powdered compot 

Nutricia 

'Nutrix' mala 
Meat 
Vegetables 

Container sise 

100g. 

2Sg. 
25g. 

I30g. 
200g. 

Price 

23 IF 

12 IF 
IS IF 

14 IF 
21 BT 

(July 1975) 

!• MIHI        I 
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Distribution 

Strained and junior food ia sold in chemists, supermarkets and 
other grocery outlets.    Before .the appearance of «trained and junior 
food, distribution was mainly confined to chemists but since the market 
for strained and junior foods has increased it is estimated that  70 
per cent of sales go through retail food outlets and 30 per cent through 
chemists. 

4.7        Importers 

iaby food is imported by the manufacturer» Mentioned in section 4.ft. 

4«8       Advertising and promotion 

Advertising is carried out for all brands of baby food, with 
idverts appearing mainly in the specialist press  read by mothers. 

Promotional  activities include  free samples which are sent to 
young »others and also distributed in medical  circles. 

4.9 Instant  (dehydrated) baby food 

Fruit and vegetable based cereals are a comparatively new product 
and so have as yet only a small share of the cereal market.    Since the 
growth rate of  the  cereal market as  % whole has decreased it is  unlikely 
that  fruit and vegetable based cereals will ever provide any serious 
competition for strained and junior food. 

t**^    ***! 3tadin8 manufacturers of cereals are Nutricia (20%), Nestle 

à Mscuit.      ,N*   (22%>>      BCttCr TOOd* ia the leadin8 "^acLrer 

• ¿j 



*#l°    Potential for Vitaminka producta 

•K *     I*" Í*í8i*n "•**•* for »«»»y food is a relatively tmll on« and 
that potential growth is therefore United.      Although^proTt. 

conaider that thia market will offer any worthwhile opportunity foT 
Vitaminica exports within the foraaeeable futur«. W0""""* tot 

\ 
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Mame» and addreeaea of manufacturer«/importer» 

Strained and junior • 

Nutricia 
Äijkaveg §4, 2680 lomen 

Gerber CFC Europe 
traiteli 

Other baby food» 

Weitie 
Rue de Birmingham 221 
1070 Brune la 

Head Johnaon Benelux 
Chaussee de  la Hulpe   tSS 
1170 Brunei« 

letter Food 
Rape 1 lenstwg 753 
2070 Ekcren 

Ima 
Wanerijitr 5 
2120 Schoten 

r 



5. Holland 

5.1 Market siga 

Production of «trained and junior baby food in 
Holland is estimated at approximately 2400 tons in 1975 
Domestic production meet» 95 per cent of total consumption 
requirements. The remaining 5 per cent it supplied by 
imported brands such as Hein* and Gerber. 

5.2 Consumption 

Par capita consumption 

Per capita consumption amounts to 225 unita of 150a 
par year on the basis of 190,000 babies being bom per year. 

Consumer preferences 

Two thirds of the market is accounted for by food 
suitable for babies of up to 18 monthsl 

Age of baby 

Up to 18 months 
18 months - 3 years 

M 
33 

The greatest demand is for savoury productat 

Maat or fish and vegetables 
Vegetables 
Fruit 

Variations in consumption 

X 
60 
30 
10 

Major regional and class variations apparently do not exist 
ill the consumption of baby food for the simple reason that as a rule 

doctors prescribe the use of babyfoods.   This sane procedure 
occurs in all regions and among all classes. 

f 
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P«ck«piM 

.1«. i •**•*«•* and junior food is packed  exclusively in 

;SS   ^.L1^08 Jf8 f0r babieS o£ "P t0 18 *»*»»• «* 20Q - 250g jar« for babies aged between 18 month« and 3 
years, 

Consumption  trend a 

at . r»f^i1,SeCently the hahy food market had been 8^ing 
iLLl Í £ Per ?ent Per year- «««ver. niñee 1974 this 
wrket has been static.   This can be explained by 3 factors« 

1. A« can be seen from the following figures, 
the birth rate has been decreasing: 

No. of births 

1»70 231.912 
Uli 227.180 
I9• 214.133 
19" 195.188 
l9n 186.293 

2. Consumer purchasing power has been reduced due to 
the current economic crisis. 

3. The percentage of babies eating baby foods is already 
v«ry high so potential growth is limited. 

5.3   Importa 

••i..     î"Jy £ÍVe *" îint of *il baby food co«»««ed is imported. Beins and Gerber are the only imported brands. 

J 
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5.4 Exports 

Small quantities only are exported, mainly to Belgium 
and to Greece. 

5.5 Tariffs, quotas and regulations 

Baby food is not classified as a separate category 
and is therefore subject to standard food tariffs, quotas and 
regulations. 

3.6 Local manufacturers 

Manufacturers and their brand shares are as follows: 

Manufacturer Brand name % 

Nutricia Olvarit 95 

Imported brands: 

Heins    ) 
Gerber ) 5 

Nutricia,  the leading manufacturer,  is a public company 
wnich produces, exports and distributes baby foods, dietetic 
foods, chocolate drinks, sweet products, sauces, canned foods, 
margarine,  edible oils and fat.    Baby foods and dietetic foods 
account for 19 per cent of Nutricia's turnover.    Turnover in 
1974 was 395,4 million DK and net profit was 7.8 million DK. 
Nutricia s brand name for baby food is Olvarit and it claims 
95 per cent of the market.    Distribution of Olvarit is mainly 
through food wholesalers to retail food outlets. 

Prices 

below: 
Prices of the Olvarit range of baby foods are given 

Li 
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SiSEÜ      I—It - babie. „„..      ^gff 

Liver I Vegetable«       150       0.88 

Beef I mixed vegetables    " " 

Meat A cerróte i 
potatoes w n 

Veal A vegetables " « 

Vaal, green beans A 
potatoes M „ 

Meat, cauliflower 
and potatoci •» M 

Beef, spinach A 
potatoes » n 

Vegetablea - babies 

Carrots A potatoes ISO 0.79 

Carrots N H 

Endives H N 

Green beans " n 

Brown beans A apples N * 

MeaU - juniors 8 wontha 

Cheese, nacarón! A 

tonatoes 200       1.09 

Turkey, champignous 
and tomatoes *        H 

Liver, carrots A tonatoes  H » 

Nasi, potatoes, carrots, 
tosato M n 

Bacon, endives, potatoes   H " 

Beef, spinach, potatoes    N " 

Beef, green beans, 
potatoes N        H 

Mea, bacon, potatoes, 
carrots 230       i,H 

Chicken, rice, vegetables  N        » 

( 

conti., 
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Olvarit Meal» - juniors 8 months 

Beef » green beans, potatoes 

Fruit 

Mixed fruit 

Orange, banana, currant 

grease 

250 

150 

Retail 
price 

1.55 

O.90 
M 

ïn^Ju^îm1"8 Were COllected in an Albe*t Heijn supermarket 

Margins 

Retail margins are approximately 20 per cent. 

Wholesale margins are approximately 10 per cent. 

Distribution 

Baby foods are distributed aainly through general food 
wholesalers.    There are no wholesalers who specialise in the 
distribution of baby food. 

Most baby food is sold through grocery outlets, aainly 
•ultiples and voluntary chains.    Chemists only play a minor role. 

5.7    Importers 

The only two imported brands of baby food available in 
the Netherlands ate Heinz and Gerber.    Hein« have a factory at 
list in the Netherlands and Gerber baby food  is imported from 
Prance or Germany and distributed by a firm called Zwaard«maker. 

*•'   Advertising and promotion 

Nutricia is the only manufacturer spending any money on 
radio and television advertising and in 1974 their expenditure 
decreased to a considerable extent. 

! 
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In store promotions of baby foods are ver« »» — tv 
•rt considered to be of little value. * ° '*** 

5*' Instant  (dehydrated) baby  food 

Dried baby foods based on fruit and vegetables are not 
twrketed in the Netherlands. *««»>ies are not 

5,10       Potential, for Vitaminica prudurf 

and 1. J**6 DUtCh ïafket for bab> food i8 dominated by Nutricia 
Siíílí tïT;? fa rly iUtic-    We «».refore consider i 

Names and addreases of manufacturers 

».V. Nutricia, 
Stationsstraat 186, 
Post bus 1, 
Zoetermeer, 
Netherlands. 

H.J. Heins N.V., 
Stationsstraat. 
Eist, 
Netherlands. 

• 
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é West Germany I 

'* '        Site of market 

Consumption requirements, are met entirely by local production. 
Production figures are not available. ( 

\ 
The baby food market in Germany is at an advanced «tage with \ 

consumption at a high level.    The total value of the market exceeds 
that of any country in Europe. 

Value of baby food market in  1973 

I» 

Strained and Junior (jars)        55 
Cereal based food 20 

The jar market is growing at 5 per cent per annua whilst the 
cereal sector is declining at 7 per cent per annum. 

6.2       Consumption * 

It is estimated that 90 per cent of German babies are given ready- 
prepared and  junior  foods  to eat.      About 40 per cent of mothers are 
regular purchasers,   50 per cent are  occasional purchasers and only  10 per 
cent do not buy this  type of baby food at all.      It  is thought  that with 
regular promotion every second mother could become a regular purchaser 
of baby food. 

The market for strained and junior food grew rapidly between   1965 
and   1971, but has slowed down since then.    This decrease in the rate of 
growth is partly due  to the  declining birth rate.    However, the market 
potential has not yet been fully exploited, so, in spite of the birth 
recession German manufacturers are not too alarmed.    The birth recession 
has slowed down slightly since   1973 and is now only   1.7 per cent per 



annum.  Manufacturers are fairly confident that the worst is wer, 
and that the market will increase in the next few years.  In fact, 
the downward trend ia not as great as it might have been because 
the wives of immigrant workers tend to have several children to 
th« extent that every tenth child born is from an immigrant family. 

Birth rate in Germany 

(par 1000 population) 

1966 
1967 
196« 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 

\ 

17.8 
17.0 
16.1 
14.» 
13.4 
12.7 
11.4 
10.2 

1973 population 
in millions 62.0 

Annual per capita consumption of jara of baby food ia high and 
reached a level of 400 in 1972.  This is atill not as high as 
Sweden where par capita consumption ia 550» nor th« United States. 

Estimated annual consumption of jars per baby 

1963 
1965 
1967 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 

ars 

122 
175 
223 
323 
360 
MO 
400 
400 

I 
I i 
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^mm 

Manufacturers estimate that 1.5 jars will be consumed per head 
pa* <**y until   1980. 

It it interesting to note that one of the reasons for the rapid 
increase  in consumption is the fact that a great many old people in 
Cermany  find it very convenient to eat baby food.    It  is not  easily feasible 
to find out what proportion of baby food is eaten by old people because 
they tend to be embarassed by questions on the subject. 

Research carried out  recently by Glucksklee,  a leading manufacturer 
has shown  that more mothers  are buying strained and junior food regularly. 
Glücksklee have  also found that their new range of toddler food is 
proving to be very popular and their sales have doubled in this section. 

6.3 Imports 

Germany does not import baby food. 

6.4 Exports 

laky food is exported to other European countries including 
twit 1er land and Austria, 

6.5 Tariffs, qtiotas  and regulations 

Baby food is not classified as a separate product and it therefore 
subject  to the standard regulations for processed food. 
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Littet «wait (conté) 

ChocoUt« tcaolin« 
••no lina 
8««»Un« and fruit 
Appi« and «en»lina 
Milk and honey 
Martipan 
tanatia and aereo Una 
Apple, pear and mua ili 
French toaat and o rant« 

Vegetable! 

Carrott and buttar 
Carrots and agg 
Vegetable! 
Spinach 
Crean vegetable! 
Cauliflower 

Deaaerti 

Apple, apricota and banana« 
Fa ach, apple and pineapple 
Mixed fruit 
Apricot!, peart and honey 
Banana, »andarina and pear» 
Faara and apple 
Raapberry, pean and appla 
Applet and nut! 

J. ^^ 



*••       Advertising and Promotion 

The four leading manufacturers advertise on radio, television 
and in the press.     In recent years Alete haa been carrying out an 
extensive advertising campaign. 

Manufacturers are keen to encourage long-term relationships 
with retailers and try to encourage them to sell baby food by 
providing expensive brochures, wall stands, display units and 
sometimes  facilities for setting up a baby food "shop within a ahopM. 

At consumer level  constant promotions are carried out by all 
manufacturers.    Attempts are made  to win over young mothers as early 
as possible by sending them free brochures and food samples immediately 

if Jhe birth °f their child*    *" advlce Bervic« *or young «others is 
available at all  times to give information on feeding, baby care, 
hygene, exercises  for young mothers and Renerallv to answer any 
individual queries. 

In view of the fact that every tenth child in Germany is born 
into an immigrant  family, every effort is made to ensure that immigrants 
are kept well-informed and they are provided with information sheets 
in their own languages. 

6.9 Instant (dehydrated^ baby  food 

The cereal market is declining at an annual rate of 7 per cent. 
This is due to the  fact that strained and junior food is   much «ore 
widely consumed.    It seems likely that this decline will continue. 
Manufacturers in this section of the market and their brand shares are 
a« follows: 

Mi lupa 
Kollfl 
Ale te 
Aurora 

Brand share  1  

29 
26 
IS 
12 

T 
L I 
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Prie«» 

Ratall prices at« at follow i 

Manufacturar 

Alata 

Sia 

feat Siia 

190 g. 
220 |. 
250 g. 

190 g. 
220 g. 
250 g. 250 g. 

Barbar tat of 3 jara (190 g.) 
" " " " (220 g.) 
"     * "   "      (230 g.) 

Ma 
mi.21 

1.41 
I.6S 

1.23 
1.41 
1.31 

3.22 
3.12 
4.22 

Since tha beginning of 1975 »one manufacturera nava bean using 
different colour lid» to indicate prices in« te ad of orici tickets.    This 
has proved to be very popular with retailers 

Dl»tribution 

Strained and junior food is sold in chemists and mail food 
shops with a greater proportion being sold through tha latter type of 

Distribution of baby food 

Chemist» 
Grocers 
Cone tasar stärket» 
Other 

Ml    Ifll 

31 
40 
10 
12 

40 
38 
Ml 
II 

Deliveries «re either nude direct by Manufacturen to retailers 
er supplies «re obtained via wholesalers. 
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*.M)     Potential  for Vitaadnka Producta 

It seems likely that W«tt German producen will'continus to 
M«t local  consumption'requirements.    We consider    that the« is no 
potential   for Vitamínica products in Vest Or many.. 

Ma»es and addresses of leading manufacturers 

Cluck«kit- Milchgesellschaft sfcH 
Mittelweg 36 
2 Bovebury  13 

Aligner Alpenrniich AG 
Priniregentenstrassc  ISS 
Poetfach  126 
1000 München 80 

Maisena Markenartikel 
Halilbronn 

I 
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George Kipp 
Mua dien 
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7. Austri« 

'•'       jiw of «artet 

Tho Austrian marttat tei baby food it eatiiaatod to Mount to 
approximate 6,200 torn a yaar.    The aurkat is thought to b« growing 
*t a rate of about S per ant annually. It ia supplied by locai 
•anufacturera or by importi, »ainly fron Her many and Switwrland. 

Production 

Total production of baby food it aatiuted aa follows s 

V 
\ 

1972 
I97S 
It H 

(ton«) 

4, SM 
S.S63 
4,493 

'•2      Conowptiow 

Cona ustión it thouaSt to b« static and 
following taèlo tba birth rata it decreasing. 

M can bo (tan fron tho 

lirth rato 

(ft 1,000 population) 

SMI 
»70 
1971 
1973 
1973 

li.S 
IS. 2 
14.6 
13.1 
12.9 

1 
Á 
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Î.3      Inporta 

A staVstantial anount of baby food is inported fro« Germany.    In 
•one coil Gtman anuf actunn km production facilities in AIM tria. 

7.4      Export» 

Ai»tria docs not export baby food. 

'•5       Tariffi, quotas and regulations 

»«by food is not classified separately and is therefore subject 
to the standard regulations for processed food. 

'**       Austrian manufacturers and importera 

Tti« leading maufacturers and importara of baby food are aa follows i 

Cosy any 

Maatle Ces. afeli 
Felix Austria Ges. abH 
Knorr Cea. *bH 
IH lupa 
lasMlon 

trend Name (a) 

Alate, (German), Kathreiner 
Felix 
Knorr 
Hi lupa, (Ge man), Milurit 
Hipp, (Caman) 

• 



7,9      franti«! for Vitamínka product! 

The Aue tri an market  ii relatively unias>ortant and aenware m k. 
Matrt by Gjm.an.rand..    We therefore «52^1?^ S £ 
poMntUl for Vitaminica producu in Austria. 

Matt and addreeaee of aanufacturera/iwporter« 

Mattia Gei. mbH 
lOSl Wien 
Margaretengurtal  142 
fettfach 50 

Milupa 
Ha inri eh Koch 
5412 Puch bai Hall«in 6 

Felix Am tri a Gee. «¿»H 
721© Matte «buri 
Poetfach 109 

Knerr Gee. a6R 
4600 Heia 
Unser Gaaea (2 
Poetfach 166 

Haiti« Gea. MbH 
4021 Lina 
Poetfach 302 
Franchetraeee 2 

leaulon 
George Hipp 
•aliburg, GrodigO.H.G. 
Dr Richard Hartmann Strata« 6 
SOt I Crodig 
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*'* lie« of «arfcet 

The Swedish baby food market is dominated by 
two local manufacturers, FÌndus and Samper, who have equal 
market shares. Total production of all baby food is 
estimated at 18,200 tons for 1973 of which about 7,500 
tons was strained and junior food. 

8.2 Consumption 

Par baby consumption of strained and junior food« 
in Sweden hau  reached the high level of 550 units per year. 
Only in the United States where per capita consultation is 
660 units per year, have higher levels been reached. 

Strained and junior food claims 41 per cent 
of the total market with production for 1973 at a level 
of 7,500 tons.    (Since there are no imported brands, we can 
assume that the figure for consumption is slightly below 
that for production taking into account the fact that Sweden 
exports baby food to Denmark).    The level of consumption 
of baby juices is quite high at 1,619 tons. 

Packaging 

As in the rest of Europe, with the exception of 
the United Kingdom, strained and junior food is packed in 
glass jare.    These range in sise from 135g - 200g. 
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Cwwptlon trsnds 

Emma*« „,„    T¡» coniumptioii of baby food ha. been riling in 

íi^u     Ì ?       continuing to decrease in 1975.    Thie 
ti thought to be due to increased prices and the fact that 
Í.UtÍ!i rKC!ntìy i"" Dublicity  *" the  mass media against 
re.dy-.ade baby food.    In addition,  the birth rate in Sweden, 

ire« the following figure«t 

Birth rate in Sweden 

(rate per 1,000 population) 

Tear 
(1913 population in millions) 

1955 
I960 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1966 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 

•J 

14.8 
13.7 
1S.9 
IS.» 
15.4 
14.3 
13.5 
13.7 
14.1 
13.1 
13.5 

•ro*tti in consumption of 2 - 3 per cent per year. 

••3   toports 

•wtioned have become household name, anJ it i, t«it that it 
m*UU very difficult to persuade «other, to change their buying 
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•.*   Export! 

Sweden exports baby juicea to Norway and »trained and 
junior food to Denmark.    Semper bave formed a new company to 
produce and market baby food in Denmark. 

Thia Company is called Semper Food A/S and it ia jointly 
owned by Swedish Semper and Mejeriaelskabet.    Agreement haa 
been reached with Hong/Buko, which i a partly owned by 
Mejeriaelskabet, for them to aell Semper'a producta in Denotark. 

•.3    Tariffa quota» and régulations 

baby food. 
This doe» not apply a» Sweden does not import any 

•••      Local . manufacturer» 

The market ia dominated by two Swedish firm», Pindus 
and tamper i each of whom have 50 per cent of the market.    Both 
firms produce a full range of baby foods, including gruel, 
porridge powders, strained and junior foods.    Findus has 
recently introduced a range of meat baaed baby foods for children 
over one year old in order to widen the potential market. 
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t.* Exportt 

Paeden exporta baby Juices to Norway and it rained «id 
Junior food to Denmark.    Semper have recently formed a new company 
Co produce and market baby food in Denmark. 

This conpany it called Semper Food A/S and it is jointly 
owned by Swedish Semper and Mejeriselskabet.    Agreement has been 
reached with Hong/Buko, which is partly owned by Mejeriselskabet, 
for then to sell Scraper's products in Denmark. 

1.5 Tariffs quotas and regulations 

Sweden does not import any baby food, but the ordinary 
regulations for processed fruit and vegetables in jars would apply. 

.6 Local manufacturers 

The market is dominated by two Swedish firn», Findua 
and Scaper, each of who« have 50 per cent of the market.    Both 
firms produce a full range of baby foods, including gruel, 
porridge powders, strained and junior foods.    Findus has recently 
introduced a range of meat-based baby foods for children over 
on« year old in order to widen the potential market. 
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'*' Importers and wholesaler» 

Ttiare are no Swedish importera of »toy food. 

'*•" AdvertiBing and promotion 

A lot of activities are compulsory audi u special price 
°Ü!r*jÍ? ""P*18" Perio<te and weekly participation in retailers 
advertising.    These activities normally take up to 50 per  cent of 
the promotion budget.    Demonstrations and store displays  also play 
an essential  part  in the promotion of baby  food. 

Expenditure on television and press advertising of baby 
food in   1974 was 874,000 Skr.    A certain amount if direct «ail 
advertising is also carried out. 

••• Potential  for Vitaminka products 

The baby food market in Sweden is completely dominated 
»y Findua and Semper.   We therefore  consider that there is no 
potential market for Vitaminka products in Sweden. 

Warne and addresses of manufacturers 

Pindus (Nestle) 
Paca 
267 00 Bjur 

ir 
Pack 
104 » Stockholm 

i 
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». twitserland 

f• I fise of werket 

The m.rket for baby food in Svitserland is relatively 
••«11.    Official production figurai ara not available M these 
er» confidential to aanufacturers but the following «•cimate 
•f the vol urn of the market have been «adet 

tone I 

•trained and Junior (jars)       .1,300 33 

Consumption requirements ar«, for ehe «oat part, a*t 
by Swiss Manufacturers.   However, there are so«« i «ports fro« France 
and Ge many. 

t.2 Consumption 

Consuaption of baby food in Switzerland has increased 
daring the last ten years.   As in aoet European countries the 
birthrate is declining and the feeling in Switserland is that 
this will result in a decline in consumption.   The following 
figures show the decrease in the Svisa birth rate in recent yearst 

X 
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fhf twie« birth ritt 

Olv« fcirtttt per 1000 population) 

Ttir 

IH» 
1970 
lt?l 
1972 
1»?3 

li. S 
IS.t 
IS.2 
14.3 
13.« 

N*nufactur«r« take th« view that coneunption win not 
Mceaeary decline in tint with fall in th« nuAcr of births, M 
f»w»r children ih oui d mean nor« »on« y it available to »pand on 
•adi child. 

Comune r   preferene«« 

Hithin the «trained and junior lection of the Market» 
the gre atei t demand ia for producta baled on neat and vaiatasi«« 
•neh M thoie produced by Calactina. 

Variation» in coniunption 

There do not appear to bt any li «ni fi cant regional or 
class variation« In consumption. 

Packaging 

Strained and junior food« ar« packe'd in glass j«ri with 
•ciwf top lida.   Standard eiae« range fro* ISOg to 2S0g. with Main 
•tal« noetly packed in 2 SO g jar. 

9.3 laporti 

Consuaption requi renanti an alno«t entirely ntt by local 
«wnufactureri. 

—a*. 
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| Titer* are tont imported brand« on th« market, however. 

•     Magrot, che nuat important food chain in Switzerland, sells the 
I French products Ble dina (glass container) and Babador <powder). 

••4 Export« 

• Swit sari and does not export baby food. 

••* Tariff«, quotas snd regulations 

| Baby food is not classified separately and is therefore 
subject to standard processed food regulations. 

I '** Local manufacturers 

I Brand shares in the «trained and junior section of the 
stärket ara as fol lows t 

I 

I 
I 
I 
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>**"* Market share 

S 

IGalactina §S 
•*H» IS 
Cut • OttÌ|o* io 
Ml gros 



Cjlgçtina is the leading rssdy prepared brand and is produced 
** Calactina and Biomalt AG.   Their range of M in meal« 
includes such varieties as spaghetti, ragout and vegetables, 
chicken and rice and is packed in 250g glass jars.   These 
products have an excellent reputation and are «lightly more 
«pensive than other brand«.   Distribution of Galactina products 
is aainly through supermarkets and chemists. 

gipjf» strained and junior foods are manufactured by Samalon. 
Hipp is actually a German brand so it is probably reasonable 
to assume that Samalon have a franchise to manufacture Hipp 
products  in Switzerland.    This brand is the second most popular 
on the market and is sold in glass jars ranging from 190g to 250g 
la sice.    Hipp products have a reasonably good reputation.    Prices 
•re lower  than those for Galactina products.    Distribution of 
Hipp products is through supermarkets and chemists. 

Oulgos - This company is controlled by Nestle and produces a 
full range of strained and junior foods which is distributed 
mainly through chemists. 

Medine is the only other brand of any significance.   This is 
imported from France by Migroa Genossenschafts-Bund which is the 
•est important food chain in the country and claims a 35 per 
cent share of the total food market.    Bledine is packed in jars 
ranging in site from 150g to 250g.    Migros siso sell their own 
brand of baby food. 

I J 
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Pricet and pack IìMS of 
«r« given b«lowi 

of tlM leading branda 

jaby food Variety 

babador (Migroi)   canot» 6 veg. 
apple/paara/ 
banana 

it/vcg. ate. 

Oalactina 

Cavai 

•iff 

7 vag, «cat/ 
noedlea/veg, 

chicken/noodle 
vegetable 

apaghatti 
ragout/vag. 
chicken/rice 

vegetable 
carrot/leavre 
fruitt/rice 

•aat/noodle 
•Mat/vag. 
chicken/riee 
•eat/ipaghetti 
•wat/noodle and 
tonato 

carrot/fruiti 

Pack 
aia« 

190g 

21 5g 
aach 

215g 

2Mki 
250g 
250g 

500g 
190g 
250» 

190g 
190g 
2S0g 
2S0g 

250g 
200g 

Price  Container 

1.25 

(all 
tha 

frica) 

1.35 
1.45 

1.25 

2.40 
2.40 
2.40 

5.10 
1.90 
3.30 

1.40 
1.60 
2.10 
2.10 

2.10 
1.40 

glaaa 

glaaa 
glaaa 

glaaa 

glaaa 
glaaa 
glaaa 

glaaa 
glaaa 
glaaa 

glaaa 
glaaa 
glaaa 
glaaa 

glaaa 
glaaa 
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Piatribution 

laby food it sold in both aupentarketa and chemists. 
A* the following figures show,  there is probably a greater 
amount of baby food sold through auperaarketat 

Estimated penetration of baby food 

100% 

loot 
90Z 

100X 

MX 

Migroa supermarkets 

Other supermarkets 

Independent groe er • 

Drugatores 

Pharmacies 

•••   Advertising and promotion 

Calactina and Hipp are the only branda that «re widely 
promoted.   Advertising is carried out in medical circles in the 
»ope that this will indirectly influence consumera.    Consumar 
prostot ions include free gifts to nev mothers when they return 
from hospital and in-store price reductions. 

§.* Instant   (dehydrated)  baoy  food 

Dried baby food, other than milk, accounts for 11 per 
cent of ths total market.   Producta are in a flake for« and are 
based on fruit, «ilk, cereals and meat.   Milk or water is added 
Wfore consumption.    The leading manufacturer« of dried baby 
food are as fol lows t 

Mesti. 
Or Wander AC 
Limit and Sprung li AG 
Molls AG 
Hilup* SA. 

r 
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Until 1WS when «trained and junior food was Introduced 
in Svi tier land, babies were traditionally fed with dried ('Instant') 
food.    Although strained and junior food has been a great succeas 
and now has a 33 par cent share of the total baby food market, ita 
••las growth continues to be hindered by thé traditional use of  dried 
food which is cheaper. 

•.10   Potential for Vitaminica products 

Swittarlsnd is a small country and is adequately supplied 
with baby food. We therefore consider that there is no potential 
for the export of Vitaminka products to Switserland. 

Mames and addresses of manufacturers/importers 

(¡•lactina    *   Bioatalt AG, 
3223 Belp/BE, 
•witterland. (Tell 031/81 11 11) 

tawalon AC, 
§072 Sachaeln/OW, 
Switserland.    (Telt    Ml/6« 43 25) 

Migros-Cenossenschaf tsbund, 
Limmatplats, 
•003, Zurich, 
•witserland. 

Nestle, Vevey 

f»r Wander AG, Bern Monbi joust ri 45, 
Lindt ê Sprvngli AU, 
Kilchberg/ZH 
Nolle Aft, Alleshelm/BL, 
Milup« SA, Domdidier 

Î 
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2.   Patted Kingdom 

The soft drinks urket is divided up into the following 
categories! »«»w» 

»quash 

Squash«, and cordiali are prepared by the extraction 
»ethod, whereby the fruit is thoroughly squeezed and the juice 
«ted to make the final product.    Cruahea and whole fruir drinks 
are prepared by the newer, more expensive, but more economical 
cosminution method which involves the reduction of the whole 
fruit, by grinding, to a liquid that can be uaed as a base for 
the drinks.    Apart from the fruit base, both types of concentrated 
•oft drink contain water, colouring, preservative, additional 
flavour and sweetening.    Thickening and suspending agents are 
alto used.    The principal legal requirements are that concentrates 
produced by the extraction method must contain a minimum of 25 per 
cent fruit juice by volume and  those produced by the comminution 
•athod a minimum of 10 per cent fruit base by volume.     This means 
that the average glass of squash contains about 5 per cent fruit 
juica and the average glass of crush about 2 per cant fruit juice. 

tingle strength fruit juices 

These are whole fruit juices, including some pulp which 
do not need to be diluted before consumption.    Sometimes sugar 
it «Med, in which case this it indicated on the container. 

Apple juice is probably the only fruit juice which it 
wholly produced in the United Kingdom for retail sale in any 
tignificant quantity.    It is invariably a clear juice which has 
been lightly carbonated and which may contain added sulphur 
dioxide and vitamin C from the extraction process.    Packaging is 
in glass bottles which are subject to in-pack pasteurisation. 

i 



cloudy non-carbonated apple juice it imported in cani, 
•ottled lemon juice, either clear or cloudy, preaerved with 
aulphur dioxide,  is available:    it ia also sold sweetened with 
Mccharin as a dietetic product.    Orange, grapefruit, pineapple 
and tomato juices are available in cana and bottles, both 
types of packs being hot-filled almost always without preservatives. 
It is estimated that between one quarter and one half of all 
•ingle strength citrus juices sold in the United Kingdom are 
Manufactured from concentrate.    Recent years have  seen an influx 
from the Continent of grape, apple and soft fruit juices, mainly 
packed with preservatives in bottles.     Small cans of tropical 
fruit juices are also imported for specialist retail outlets. 
Ready to drink tomato products (juice and juice cocktail) are 
frequently made in whole or in part fro« concentrate. 

Concentrated fruit juices 

The concentrate is froren and water is added before 
consumption.    There are usually four parts water to one part 
concentrate.    Frozen orange and grapefruit concentrates are the 
only significant producta of commercial importance at retail 
level in the United Kingdom.   These are all imported from the 
V.t.A. or the Mediterranean area. 

Hectare 

In addition to these major categories there ara also 
tars which are usually made from the following fruits» 

peaches 

apricots 

mangos 

passion fruits 
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Jkctars are virtually unknown to consumer« in thia country 
although following entry into the E.E.C, they could wall 
become more widely available.   Nee tara are ready to drink 
producta consisting essentially of fruit juice and/or fruit 
puree with added sugars and a restricted amount of water. 
These are low grade products and are less than a single 
strength juice. 

In this report we shall be looking at the market 
for non-citrus fruit juices, more specifically, singlt 
strength juices and fruit juice concentrates. 

2.1    Sise of market 

The total    oft drinks market is worth £240«.   Squash 
«¡counts for  £60 m and  fr'uit* Juice" for £15m although there  is 
• certain amount ot contusion over market sise became there 
is a considerable overlap between concentrated squashes and 
pure fruit juices.    Most of the £15 m fruit juice market is 
accounted for by citr'is juices with non-citrus juices claiminc. 
• very small ahare. ^ 

The non-citrus juices on the U.K. market are as fol lows i 

Apple juice 

Appi« juice is a market cm it. own within the whole fruit 
juice market and will therefore be looked at separately. 

Apple juice ia the most popular non-citrua fruit juice, 
consumption has been rising steadily although recently 
increased prices of raw commodities have resulted  in higher 
retail pricea.    This has slightly stunted the growth of the 
«srket and the current annual rate of  increase is about 3Z which 
is considerably lower than the recent  level of 10Z during the 
growth period.    However,  this is thought to be only a temporary 
setback and th* apple juice market has considerable long-term 
growth potential. * 
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Market value 

The value of the apple juice market is estimated 
•t between tl| end £2* r.e.p. The wirket it divided at 
follow* i 

• %   (volume) 
•eechaai ehloer   -     60X 

Bulmcrs apple juice - 
Own label    ) 
Imported brands) 

301 

101 

Cowtumption trend• 

There are definite regional and class variations in 
the consumption of apple juice.   Consumption ia very auch 
higher in London and the South Eatt of the country.    This has 
probably happened because apple juice ia a sophisticated up- 
market product which appeals to the more cosmopolitan consumer. 
Consequently manufacturers have biased their distribution 
towarda an area which ia most densely populated by this type 
of consumer. 

Contumer preferences 

Clear, fresh, fruity-tasting apple juice scena to be 
•oet popular with consumera.    In more technical terme, this type 
of product usually containa apple juice, vitamin B and carbon 
dioxide.    The fruit it aqueeted and the juict ia then filtered 
and flash paateurited lo give a juice which ia clear and 
browniah in colour. 

Packaging 

Both Bulmera and Becchama pack their apple juice in 
large glass acrtw top bettlet.    Bulmera use a brown 23 fluid 
ounce bottle and Beschämt pack Shloer in a green wine bottle. 
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•ulnare 
••tChMM ) 

OMR label 

Cefali« («od ether ht«Uh dril*«) 

Piatribution 

•ulaera 

Prie« 

25 - 30p 

15 - Vp 

31 - •o. 
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lulatera are primarily Manufacturera of eider and have 
•Jlj he*« produci«« appi. j„ict for four to ,^"1«!. 

Hol. LLÍ îiîr   »î?   ÍCen"d «rocWi-   M"rib»tio«i oí tliair •W" Juice fol lova the aaae pattern. 

1—chaem 

4. _     "••?"*•• Ihloer hae a vider diitributior and ia available 

Advertieing and pre-otion will be d.alt vit h in action tu! 

Other non-citrua juicas includa 

cherry 

hlackcurrant 

apricot 

-     «ranfe-apricoc aix 

redetrrant 



•l*—^tl^i f««»tl0« •* bl*ckc«rr«Bt juico» aost of ths 
abweaentioned juices are {»ported brands. 

Blackcurrant Juice 

.~i .^ ììaÌCUirJ*nt íulM'1- *«««•"* ¿runk as a haalth drink 
and should therefore be considered as a part of the health drink 
•actor of the aarkct.    The grocery market for health drinks is 
worth over Eòa.    Blackcurrant juice accounts for over £5«. 
libai«, Mde by Beechaas is the only brand of any importance. 

ftibena 

Own labal 

Other brands 

Brand share 

MX 
33X 

it 

Paitad Kingdom Production of fruit lutes 

U.K. production of fruit juice for W2 - 1974 is 
on the following tablet 

1172 

1§73 

l§74 

(million gallons) 

7.1 

f.* 

1.7 

A product breakdown of these figures is not available. 

Jnicc extraction is restricted to a few indigenous fruita, 
Mtnly apples, pears and blackcurrants, together with snail 
«Motities of strawberries and raspberries.   Apple juice accounts 
for two thirds of total United Kingdom annual production of Juico 
irosi these hone grovn fruits. 
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2.2    Connu» t ion 

I 
I 
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II. —     ìkmm «•••*••**•• •' *r«it juicas i> íncrsaaing ând there 

U jorrnon to auppoae that the trend «ill »t bt «aintained 
in future year..    The figu«. on the following tabi. h. "Lin 

Iwtraeud fro» the National Food Survey «ml apply to England 

SÄT, Ä*JL-A- *• "-"• '" *•£-'- >»^ »• 

(*» par persoti 
P« yaar) 

lWt 4f (1.4 kf) 
IWJ « (2    kg) 
1*74 (figurai net availabi«) 

ÏLIîiuMÎ *!Ì!§ fl*1«
0?-y"*ioB i« reatauranta, licensed 

to be Mich the aane at consumption in tha boa». 

Cpnauawr preferencoa 

«.»i~i A! *f,tioiie; ^ore *"• U.K. fruit Juica Mrkat it alnoat 

lililí îhïrî  •?* t!nd î* 
w *•* •• • «»»«**«• *« »*»•. although thia image it changing and a nsv haalth drink ineee i. 

being promoted. 
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The demand for non-citrus fruit juices  is increasing as 
consumers are being made more aware of their existence,  and 
•ales are  likely  to expand with increased  promotion from 
manufacturers and  importers.    After apple juice,   the most popular 
non-citrus  juice  is apricot.    Cherry juice  is also very popular 
but is considered  rather expensive.    Tomato juice h-ns always 
been a favourite and in  1973  imports reached a  poak level  of 
22,400 tons. 

Packaging 

Cans were  the traditional form of packaging and  still 
remain dominant  in the fruit  juice market  as a whole.    Standard 
can sizes are  4J   oz,  ]0j  oz,   15 oz, and  19 oz.     However,  most 
of the recent expansion has  taken place in glass packaging.    The 
newer non-citrus juices, many of which are  imported brands,  tend 
to be in vacuum sealed glass bottles with screw top lids. 
Standard bottle sizes are  1   litre,  J  litre and  J   litre.    Among 
U.K. manufacturers, Libby's, who have always been associated with 
cans, have been prominent  in the development of bottles for their 
juice. 

Variations  in consumption 

(    Although,  apart from apple juice,   there do not seem to be 
any significant  regional  variations in consumption of fruit juice 
generally,   the following table  indicates that young, rich house- 
wives buy the most fruit juice. 
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Housewives Buying Fruit Juice in a given Month 

Total 

ABC 1 
C2 
DE 

16 - 34 
35 - 54 
55+ 

45 

55 
48 
34 

55 
49 
36 

Consumption trend« 

Consumption of all categories of fruit juice hag been 
increasing rapidly although it has recently levelled off and 
annual growth is currently at a  level of 6 - 11.    Consumption 
of non-citrus juices is definitely increasing although no 
•eparate figures are available. 

2.3    Imports 

Citrus juices accounted  for 77X of United  Kingdom fruit 
juice imports in 1972, and there is a major market for 
pineapple juice.    Crape juice is a relatively very small sector 
of the market, along with apple,  pear and currant juices. 

The principal sources of non-citrus fruit juices for 
the United Kingdom are as follows: 

J 
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Grape 

Apple 

Blackcurrant 

Country of Origin 

Italy, Spain, Greece 

United Kingdom, France, 
Australia 

(united Kingdom, Eire, 
(Eastern Europe. 

The following tables show annual imports of non-citrus fruit 
jt¡ie. to the United Kingdom in 1973 and 1974? F     f• 
1972 are not given because in that year categorief^nRed to 
such an extent that import figures ceased to be usefuHy 
comparable. Figures for 197A seem rather low. This could 
possibly be due to a further change in categories 
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Tomato juice 

The United Kingdom market for tomato juice dominates 
European trade.    Other vegetable juices are of  little significance 
aa yet on the U.K. market.     Little growth in imports of tomato 
juice was experienced during  the I960's but  a peak level of 
22,400 tons was reached   in  1973.    We do not  however anticipate 
further  expansion beyond   this level in the near  future and  probably 
only  limited growth to around 25,000 tons/year by 1980.     Israel 
is the major United Kingdom supplier,   followed  by Italy,  Greece 
and Spain.     Scope for a  new exporter to  this market is limited 
by the dominance of established suppliers. 

2.4    Export8 

The United Kingdom is not a significant exporter of 
fruit juice. Details of exports are given on the following 
table: 
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2.5 Tariffs, Quotas and Regulations 

This information is included in Appendix I. 

2.6 Local manufacturers 

The leading U.K. manufacturers of fruit juice aret 

Libbys 

Neinz 

Britvic 

Schweppes. 

However,  these companies are mainly concerned with citrus juices. 

The leading U.K.  manufacturers of apple juice are  Buhners 
with their pure apple juice and Beechams with Shloer.     Information 
on these two brands has been given in section 2.1. 

As mentioned earlier, a large proportion of  the non-citrus 
juices on  the U.K. market  are imported brands.    These will be 
dealt with in the section on importers. 

Distribution 

Distribution can be  summarised for  fruit juice as a whole 
is 70% through grocers and  30% through pubs, catering,  off- 
licence etc.    There are variations on this pattern and  non-citrus 
fruit juices are a rule unto themselves.    When they first appeared 
on the market they were regarded as a specialist product  and 
tended to be sold in high-class food  stores and delicatessens. 
These non-citrus juices are  gradually appearing in most grocers. 
Many imported brands find  their way to  the grocers shelves via 
Cash and Carry organisations such as Spa Vivo. 
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Cranlni 

Orange, Grapefruit, Peach, 
Apricot, Apricot & Orange mix 
(24 fl. ozs) 

Cheriy (24 fi. ozi) 

Orange Love  (35 fl. ozs) 

Vegetable Juice and Tomato Juica 
(17j fl.  ois) 

Prices i June 1973 
(retail, each) 

33p 

45p 

33R 

29p 

Further additions  to the pure fruit juice market have 
very recently been made by Leisure Drinks of Derby (U.K.). 
This Company has just introduced four new twist-off-top jars 
from Germany.    These 1  litre  (35 fl.  oz)  jars offer apple, 
red and white grape juices  and pure orange juice.    Packs hold 
six jars shrink-wrapped on white trays with 80 trays per pallet. 

Importers of Fruit Juice  to the United Kingdom 

Some of the leading importers of fruit juice listed  in 
the British Directory of Importers are given below: 

Import from: Trade naaesi 

CR. Braybrooke ft Co. 
38 - 40 Featherstone 
LONDON EC1Y KRN. 
(Tel:  01-253 0571) 

Ltd, 
St., 

Hungary Clobua, 
Golden 
Pheasant. 

Clayton ft Jowett Ltd, 
46 Wood Street, 
LIVERPOOL LI 4AH. 
(Tel:  051-709 8607) 

Italy, Sicily, 
Israel, Spain, 
U.S.A. 

Riviera, 
Carnival, 
Gold Seal, 
Blue Seal. 
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Iiport from: Trade names: 

J.L.P. Denny Ltd, 
39-41 High Street, 
Brentwood, 
ESSEX. 
(Tel:  Brentwood 214799) 

U.S.A., 
South Africa, 
Belgium, 
Formosa, Italy, 
Canada, France, 
¿«pan,  Spain. 

Dietetic Products (U.K.) Ltd,    Germany 
55 Park Street, 
BRISTOL, BS1   5NT 
(Tel:  0272 20714)   , 

Fro-Lon Fine Foods Ltd, 
Astronaut House, 
Hounslow Road, 
Feltham, 
MIDDLESEX, TW14 9AN. 

William Graham & Co.   (London) 
Justin Manor, Ltd, 
341  London Road, 
Hiteham, 
SURREY, CR4 4SA. 
(Tel:  01-648 0331) 

Guthrie Foods Ltd, 
52 - 54 Southwark Street, 
LONDON SEI  1UR. 
(Tel:    01-407 4499) 

Libby, McNeill & Libby Ltd, 
396 Kenton Road, 
Harrow, 
MIDDLESEX, HA3 9DT. 
(Tel: 01-204 0981) 

South Africa, 
Israel, Italy, 
Canada, Taiwan, 
Malaya, Sicily, 
Ivory Coast. 

Canada, Holland, 
Hungary, Italy, 
Portugal, Spain, 
Singapore/ 
Malaysia, U.S.A. 
Israel. 

Bon Ton, 
Bellbird, 
Excello, 
Johnny 
Quickly. 

Stute 
Continental 

Fro-Lon 

Lych-Gate, 
Regatta 
Agents for: 
Florio, Fit 
Superia, 
Pratt-Low, 
Tocan. 

S. Africa, U.S.A., Peacock juices 
Japan, Australia, Treesweet juices 
Malaycia, Spain, 
Italy, Cyprus. 

S. Africa,       Libby 
S. America, Jap in¿ 
Israel, Italy, 
K. America, 
Canada. 
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V. Mane Fila Ltd, 
Vale Road, 
Morely Road, 
Tonbridge, 
KENT. 
(Tel: 073-22 62338) 

Petty Wood & Co. Ltd, 
12 Eastcheap, 
LONDON EC3. 
(Tel: 01-626 5421) 

l»port from 

France 

Trade www a: 

S. Africa, Epicure 
Canada, 
Australia, 
U.S.A., 
Belgium, Israel, 
France, Spain, 
Portugal, 
China, Italy, 
Greece. 

Poll»hon Produce Co. Ltd, Hungary, 
Pollshon House, Romania,' Formoaa, 
M Wardour Street, U.S.A., Norway, 
LONDON W1V 4BB. Israel 
(Tel: 01-437 0543) u. Cwiany. 

Importing Methods 

Fruit juices are imported in several different ways for 
Bottling or blending in this country. 

Information about import procedures are not readily 
available for non-citrus fruit.    However, single  «trength citrua 
juices are commonly shipped in cana of various sizes up to 5 kilos. 
Concentrated juices are available not only in cans but also in 
bulk packs  (45 or  55 gallon barrels or drums) either frozen or hot 
packed with a chemical preservative.    These concentrates need the 
addition of water to make reconstituted single strength juice. 
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So far as U.K.  bottlers of juices are concerned,  many 
experts believe that  the best results are obtained  from the 
frozen concentrates.    This does not apply  to tomato juice,  however, 
Which is usually shipped into this country as single  strength juice 
in cans. • 

2•8    Advertising and Promotion 

Apple juice advertising has been at a very  low level 
although it  is definitely increasing.     Beechams have been  the most 
active manufacturers  in this  field and spend about  £80,000 - £90,000 
a year promoting Shloer.    Most of their adverts appear  in women's 
aagazines,  national  press and newspaper colour supplements.    During 
the past three years  Shloer  sales have grown resulting  in an 
increase in its volume share of  the apple  juice market  from 50% 
to over 60%.     Shloer entered  the grape juice market  in July 1971 
and  the rate of  sales growth for grape juice has ever  exceeded that 
of apple, with rapid  gains being made  in   distribution.     Beecham's   view 
advertising represents a radical change,  and  the whole evolution of 
their advertising is now towards wide "family usage'  and  this stresses 
its  increasing relevance to the grocery trade.    In previous 
advertising,   the product was positioned as  being very  'up'  market 
and shown almost as a  luxurious alternative  to wine. 

A number of  specific consumer promotions have been under- 
taken by Beecham for  Shloer  over the  past  two years   including glasses, 
recipe books,  and most recently free herb seeds with a miniature 
herb garden. 

Bulmers have not advertised their apple juice  to  any great  extent 
in the past,  although they have just  launched a new campaign on 
television. 

Other non-citrus juices 

German fruit juices are promoted  in this country by the 
C.M.A.,  based  in London at  the German Food Centre.     Heavy promotional 
activity has been carried out  in the  last few years with the aim 
of communicating the merits  of pure German fruit juices to British 
consumers and obtaining wider shop dis ribution for German brands 
and in particular,   the "lead  line" flavours of Apple Juice,  Red 
Grape Juice and White Grape Juice. 

i 
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The theme of the campaign, projected via a wide range of 
advertising,  point-of-sale,  promotional  and educational 
activities has been "It's only Natural Pure Fruit Goodness»«. 

•« „K.  t  Th?Primary objective of the  consumer campaign has been 
to obtain wider sampling of  the »lead  line" flavours which have 
already proved popular with British palates - Apple and Grape 
Juices.     In-store promotions have included an ingenious "self- 
sampling kit    from which customers help themselves  to a German 
fruit  juice drink.     Offers of  free  samples  to consumers at 
public  exhibitions,   such as  the Ideal  Home Exhibition and 
Agricultural  Shows,  have proved particularly successful. 

The Germans  consider that Apple Juice,  in particular, 
it establishing Uself  as a serious rival  to the more traditional 
citrus flavours and  intend  to take full advantage of  this 
situation by continuing  their concerted attack on the British 
narket. 

The following  table summarises expenditure on fruit 
juice advertising on television and  in the press: 

Expenditure on Television and Press Advertising 

Uli 1973 1974 

Health Drinks - 

1375,700 £322,300        £357,600 Ribena 

Total Health Drinks      £916,600     £1,193,800    £1,228,100 

This does not cover  total advertising expenditure but is the 
only published information concerning advertisins expenditure. 

i 
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Fruit Juices (Citrus » Non Citrus) 

Jfl 

1972 1973 1974 

£ £ £ 

Armour fruit juice - - 4,800 
Adams orange juice - - 14,200 
Birds Eye Florida 139,200 85,400 93,400 
Britvic fruit juices 44,200 50,300 37,400 
De L'ora fruit juice - - 11,100 
Campbell V-8 Veg-juice 15,700 5,100 - 

Farriers wife orange juice - - 52,600 
German fruit juice 18,200 - - 

Fruit tang juices - - 12,500 
Idris splashdown 3,000 28,200 10,800 
Granini fruit juice 18,300 - - 

Bawlings fruit juice - - 6,400 
Jaffra national fruit juice 8,400 - - 

Shloer apple juice 19,700 47,500 52,800 
K«llogg rise and  shine 236,300 197,600 315,800 
Libby's fruit juices 6,200 106,900 69,100 
Libby's orange C 87,200 32,900 - 

Libby's grapefruit C 62,200 - - 

Libby's  tomato juice 17,400 - - 

Southern gold frui* juice - 16,000 - 

West John orange juice 2,400 - - 

Spartan fruit juice - 11,500 13,900 

cont.. 



expenditure on Television and Press Advertising 

Fruit Juices (Citrus & Non Citrus) 

1972       1973 1974 

This does not cover total advertising expenditure but is the 
only published information concerning advertising expenditure. 

2.9 Potential for Vitaminica Products 

It would seem that apple juice is the most rapidly 
expanding section of the non-citrus fruit juice market - we 
therefore consider that Vitaminka might be able to export a high 
quality apple juice which has undergone the aroma stripping process. 

Trout Hall fruit juice - 4,500 6,300 

Tate • Lyle break drink - - 6,400 

Other brands 1,500 2,000 3,600 

TOTAL fruit juices £660,000 £540,300 £711,100 

-**- 
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Hame« and addresses of manufacturera 

McNeill & Libby Ltd, 
Libby House, . 
396 Kenton Road, 
Kenton, Harrow, 
MIDDLESEX. 

(Tel:  01-204 0981) 

Hein*  (H.J.) Co. Ltd, 
Hayes Park, 
Hayes, 
MIDDLESEX. 

(Tel: 01-573 7757) 

Schweppes Ltd, 
1/10 Connaught Place, 
LONDON W2 2EX. 

(Tel:  01-262 1212) 

Britvic Ltd, 
Vest House, 
Broomfield Road, 
Chelmsford, 
ESSEX, CM1  ITU. 

(Tel:  0245-61871) 

Bcecham Foods, 
Bcecham House, 
Gt West Road, 
Brentford, 
MIDDLESEX. 

(Tel: 01-560 5151) 

i 
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llamea and address* of manufacturera (cont.) 

•ulmer (H.P.) Ltd, 
Cider Makers, 
Ryeland Street, 
HEREFORD HR4 OLE. 

(Tel: H 6411) 

Granini (U.K.) Ltd, 
Creatham Road, 
Bushey, Watford, 
HERTFORDSHIRE, WD2 2JY. 

(Tel: Watford 35182) 

Stute Continental, 
Dietetic Producta (U.K.). 
BRISTOL. 



3,        France 

French product definition» and classification» 

According to French regulations fruit juice is extracted by 
•queezing and must not be allowed to ferment.     Fruit juice 
standards cover the following points: 

- Reconstitution of fruit juices 
- Preservation 
- Quality 

Reconstitution of fruit juices 

The reconstitution of fruit juice from concentrates has 
only been allowed  in France since  1972.    Reconstituted juices 
•ust  indicate    on the  label that the product  is made from 
concentrates. 

Preservation 

ïhe  law states  that the following have to be addedt 

- preservative -   sulphur dioxide 
(100 mg.  per litre) 

- anti-oxidizer - vitamin C 

Quality 

Fruit juices are grouped according to the following criteria! 

- relative density 
- assayable acidity 

- proportion of different constituents* luch as 
sulphur dioxide 

- preservation, colour and taste of the product 
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Classification of Producta 

The fruit juice market in France  can be segmented according 
to the following  criteria: 

- method of  manufacturing 
"   origin of product 
- type of packaging material 

Method of manufacturing 

There are  two types of fruit juicet 

- 100%  fruit  juice 
- reconstituted fruit juice 

100%  fruit   juice 

The processes  involved in making   100% fruit juicea art! 

- squeezing of the fruit 
- pulverisation 
- pasteurisation or flash pasteurisation 

Flash pasteurisation is a process whereby  the product is 
brought to a temperature of  100 C for a  few seconds. 

The intermediate stages In the manufacturing proceas are! 

- clarifying 
- filtration 
- addition of;     -   sugar for acid types of fruit 

- salt, especially for tonatoe juice 
- deaeration of apple juice 
- preheating of apricot juice 

Certain fr-jit juice imported in bulk is pasteurised for a 
Mcond time in franc«* before being bottled. 



Reconstituted  fruit juices 

Reconstituted fruit juice undergoes the following processes: 

- dehydration 
- boiling at 60°C in order to preserve the quality of the 

juice 
- freezing of  the concentrate 
- addition of water,   reincorporation of aromas. 

Reconstituted juices are only pasteurised once. 

In fact  the reconstitution process is essentially concerned 
with exotic  fruit juices: 

- pineapple 
- orange 
- grapefruit 

Origin of Products 

Fruit juice in France is divided into two main categoriesi 

Exotic juices     -    orange 
- grapefruit 
- pineapple 

National juices - apple 
- grape 
- tomato 
- apricot 



Packaging Materials 

The main materials used aret 

- glass 
- metal 
- carton 

Glass is the dominant packaging material. 

I 
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3.1      Sise of Market 

Production 

Production figures are given in the following table. 

Fruit Juice 

Apricot 
Pineapple 
Orange 
Grapefruit 
Apple/Pear 
Grape 
Tomato 
Cocktails 
Blackcurrant 
Strawberry 
Others 

(hectolitres] 1 

1972 1973 1974 

16,200 11,780 6.173 
- 94,425 87.190 
- 150,553 166,481 
- 84,448 75,453 

362,700 322,443 290,395 
451,300 306,439 235,236 
64,900 74,598 76,392 

- 23,242 26.921- 
8,600 - - 
4,000 - - 

18,300 11.152 8,602 

TOTAL 928,00      1,079,080        972,843 

Fruit Nectars 

Apricot 
Blackcurrant 
Pear 
Plum 
Others 

49,600 47,665 48,114 
2,200 2,214 1,467 

- 16,948 12,045 
5,400 9,950 3.998 

12,300 1,274 1,981 

69,700 78,051 69,605 



3.2      Consumption 

Total consumption of  fruit juice can be estimated at 
9,00,000 hi.   in 1974.    Consumption of non-citrus   fruit juices 
is thought  to be about 650»000 hi.  and therefore  accounts  for 
over  two thirds of total consumption. 

As can be seen from the  following table consumption of 
fruit juices appears to be  decreasing slightly whilst 
consumption of nectars has  shown a slight increase. 

Fruit Juice 

Consumption Per Capita 
('000 hectolitres) (litres) " 

»969                1,041,40 2.05 
1970 1,155,50 2.30 
1971 1,171,80 2.34 
1972 1,085,15 2.091 
«973                    928,9 1.78 

Nectars 

Consumption 
('000 hectolitres) 

39.80 
58.29 
68.90 
69.70 
77.80 

Per Capita 
(litres) 

0. 070 
0. 110 
0. 140 
0. 133 
0. 148 

Consumer Preferences 

Apple and pear juice art the most widely consumed fruit 
juicest 

X of total consumption 

•pplt and pear juice 
grape juice 
pineapple juice 
tomato juice 

40 
33 
12 
10 



Place of Consumption 

Most  fruit juice is consumed at home.    In 1973 80 per cent 
of all  fruit  juice was consumed at home compared with 20 per cent 
in catering establishments.     Consumption of apple and grape  juice 
has an even greater bias towards home consumption with 90 per cent 
being consumed at home and only ten per cent  in catering 
establishments. 

Seasonal  Variations in Consumption 

There do not appear to be any significant seasonal variations 
in the consumption of  fruit  juice except that  it is slightly 
higher in June, July and August. 

Packaging 

Materials used for containers  are glass bottles,  cans  and 
cartons.    Cans  and cartons are decreasing in importance.    Glass 
it the dominant material with  88 per cent of  fruit juice being 
»old in glass  containers. 

The fruit juice market  can be divided into sections 
according to  the size of container.     Small containers contain up 
to 40 cl. and  large containers  40 cl.   and over. 

The types of container are shown in the following tablet 
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Container 

Small Containers 

Glast Flask 
Can 

Large Containers 

Can 
Can 
Glass bottle 
Glass bottle 
GlasB bottle 
Carton 
Carton 

Size 

12 cl 
13 cl 

53 cl 
125 cl 
100 cl 
95 cl 
190 cl 
72 cl 
100 cl 

Over 70 per cent of fruit juice is packed in large containers: 

Glass 

Less than 40 cl 
40 cl - 5L 
Total 

Metal 

Less than 40 cl 3-3.5       4 
40 cl - 5L 9      8-8.5 
Total 12-13 12-13 

Overall Total    100 100 

Fruit juice in large containers is largely consumed at home 
(BOX) whereas small containers tend to be sold in bars and 
restaurants.    Large containers are available in most retail outlets 
whereas  small containers  are not. When small containers  are sold  in 
retail outlets they are normally grouped  in packs of three or six. 
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Consumption Trends 

The consumption of  fruit juice is growing slightly at an 
annual rate of five per cent.    The consumption of citrus  and 
pineapple juice is growing at a  slightly faster rate  than other 
juice at around  17 - 25% per annum,  probably because  these 
products are relatively new to the French consumer and have 
been widely advertised in recent years.    This is especially 
true  in the case of  the Tropicana brand. 

The slow rate of increase  in fruit juice consumption 
largely results from the fact  that  they are in direct  competition 
with fruit  drinks which have  always been considerably cheaper. 
According to manufacturers,   even  the widespread introduction of 
reconstituted juices will not  reduce the price gap enough  to 
make  fruit juice a more competitive product.    In addition  to this 
consumers are more concerned with  fruit drink brands  than fruit 
juice brands with the result  that  manufacturers do not bother to 
spend much money on  fruit juice  advertising.    It  is  interesting to 
note that the  leading producers of fruit juice are  also  the 
leading producers of fruit drinks. 



3.3      Imports 

French imports  are difficult  to  calculate in terms of volume. 
The introduction in   1966 of heavy short-necked wide-mouthed bottles 
led to an  underestimation of quantities  imported.    It is  therefore 
generally considered that  imports  in  terms of value  are more 
meaningful.     The  value of French  imports of  fruit  juice  increased 
by  49 per cent  from 61 million  francs  in   1970,   to 91 million  francs 
in   1974.     The majority of imports  are of citrus   iuice.    Orange  juice 
accounts   for 48 per cent of  all juice  imports.    The main suppliers 
are Morocco, who supply orange juice   amounting to a value of 
14 million  francs,   the United States  and Spain.    The  second most 
important imported juice  is grapefruit  and this is mainly supplied 
by Israel and Morocco.    The demand for non-citrus juices  is  almost 
entirely met by home production. 

Details of  imports of non-citrus juices are given in the 
following tables: 
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3.4     Exporta 

French export» have been atagnant  through the   !960's,  although 
increased production has supplied an expanding home market. 
Concentrated juices  are the major export products and much of trade 
is  confined to  the EEC,   in particular West  Germany,  although 
particular attention is paid to the North American market  for 
concentrates. 

Exports of main products  in   1970/1972 and our forecast» 
1975 and  1980 are as  follows: 

for 

1970 

(unit '000 tona) 

1972 1975 1980 

Grape 43.5 33.4 37.0 42.5 
Apple/Pear 20.0 18.7 22.7 28.8 
Citrus 4.2 10.2 13.5 16.5 
Pineapple 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 

Apple  and Pear Juice 

Production of apple juice tends  to fluctuate with changes  in 
local apple production.    Exports  under this heading are principally 
of concentrated apple juice destined for the West German and United 
States market.     It is estimated that over 80 per cent of unconcentrated 
apple and pear juice exports are  to West Germany. 

Crape Juice 

French grape juice exports remained static throughout the   1960'a 
and exports have  in fact tended to decline with increases in home 
consumption. 

The bulk of exporta of unconcentrated juice go to the West 
German market, while  concentrated juice  ahipments  go to a range of 
destinations,  including non-European countriea. 

Further details of exportB of non-citrus juices are  given in 
the  following tableas 
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J.5     Tariffs, quotas and regulation» 

This  information is  included in Appendix I. 

3.6        T.ocal Manfacturers 

The brand shares of the leading manufacturers in  1973 were 
as follows: 

Manufacturer brand Share 

Z 

Pampryl 17.5 
Jaker 9.6 
Eva 8 
Cidou 5.2 
Pam Pan 4.8 
REA 3.5 
Tropicana 2.6 
Pruidam 1 
Others 47.8 

Pampryl SA 

Pe mod it the major shareholder of this company which has 
factories at: 

- Nuits Saint Georges  (Cfite d'Or) 
- Vernon (Eure) 
- Joigny (Yonne) 
•    Bedarrides  (Vaucluse) 

Pampryl fruit juice claims   17.5 per cent of the fruit juice 
•tarkct whilst Banga,  the company's fruit drink brand, holds 20 
per cent of the market for fizzy drinks.    Distribution is carried 
out mainly through wholesalers. 
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Jocker SA 

.»A A^B'uMalvoÌsi? hav* a maJ°r sh«e in  this  company which produces 
and distributes  fruit juice.    The Jocker brand  currently claims   ten 
per cent of  the   fruit  juice market.     The company  also Produces   fruit 
drinks  and has   factories at MaYnn,   Ivry, Vi lie franche and Sorguea. 
Their products  are mainly distributed through wholesalers. 

Eva   (SEUVFE) 

B.S.N.  Evian have a major share  in this  company.    Eva fruit 
juice  claims  8 per cent of the market whilst  the  company's  fruit 
drinks un,lor  the Fruite brand name  dominate  the   fruit  drinks market. 
Distribution  is mainly carried out  through wholesalers. 

Prices 

icí8trÍbVtÍon mar8ins in hypermarkets and supermarkets are 
10 -  15% and in independent grocers  they are  20%. 

Prices  of some of the leading brands of  fruit  juice at  a 
Euromarché supermarket  in June   1975 were as  follow«: 
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Brand 

Jóker 

Pampryl 

Contenta Price 
ÎZEL. (litret) (F.F.) 

grape juice 1 2.25 
grape cockt ail 4 x 0,12 A.40 
tomato n 4.40 
pineapple n 4.40 
nectar apri cota H 4.40 

nectar apri cota 3 x 0.13 2.70 
grape juice red M H 

pineapple M M 

tomato M M 

grape juice 0,95 3.80 
tonato M M 

nectar apri cot M M 

Paw Pan tomato 3 x 0,12 3.45 

Torrid grape juice 
appiè 

1.00 
1.00 

2.95 
2.25 
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Distriubtion 

The wholesale  trade, and in particular the drink wholesalers, 
play an   important part   in the distribution of fruit  juices;    this is 
especially true  in   the   catering sector.     As  a rule  the  multiples are 
supplied  directly by  the  manufacturers.     It  is estimated  that 
M per   cent of fruit   juices are sold through retail   food  and drink 
outlets,   of which 60 per cent goes through multiples  and  40 per cent 
through   independent  grocers.    Only about  20 per cent  is  sold in 
catering establishment«. 

3.7      Importers 

Imported Brand» 

In   1974 Granini-France was formed.     This is the  second 
subsidiary of the German Melitta group  - Granini have  recently 
launched a new range  of products on the  French market which 
include} 

fruit juices   (orange, pineapple  and grapefruit)  marketed 
in  100 cl bottles under the brand-name   'Morelli'  based 
on pure  fruit   concentrates 

- an orange-juice   'Orange Love"  in Hypack  100 cl   containers 
which does  not  oxidise after opening 

- a vegetable  juice range  (cocktail  in ten varieties)  and 
a tomato juice marketed in 50  cl bottles  under  the brand 
name "Granini". 

- a range of  fruit   'veloutés'   (orange, grapefruit, pear, 
peach, apricot and cherry) consisting of a mixture of 
fruit juice and pulp, marketed in 70 cl bottles under 
the "Granini" brand name. 

Granini is basing  its operations  in France on the  fact that 
the fruit  juice market  has not been over-exploited as yet  and offers 
considerable expansion possibilities  as young people  are  tending to 
sov* an/ay from alcoholic drinks, primarily wine. 
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Importer! 

Fruit juice  importers  do not  in general gpecialisc  In fruit 
but deal with a wide  range of food products.    All  the leading 
manufacturer»  import  «end-finished  fruit juices  to  a certain extent. 

The names  and  addresses of the leading French importers and 
wholesalers  are included at   the end of section  3.9. 

3.8      Advertising  and Promotion 

Expenditure on  fruit juice advertising is  generally  fairly low 
although more  recently citrus juice« have been fairly heavily promoted. 
In   1972 total expenditure  for television, radio and press  advertising 
va«   1.5 million francs. 

The reason  for this  low expenditure is that  French  consumers 
do not differentiate particuarly between different brand» of fruit 
juice.    They  tend  to be more aware  of the packaging of the product 
than the quality of  the juice.    Recently leading manufacturers 
have been promoting  the "100% fruit  juice" label  on television. 

Promotions  at   shop level are   considered to be of greater 
importance.    Promotions at trade  level take the   form of special 
gondola stands which  are given to  the shopkeeper  free of  charge 
and also special price reductions.     Promotions  at  consumer level 
take the form of coupons giving price reduction,   competitions  and 
free gifts. 

i.9      Potential  for Vitaminica Products 
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*'        Belgium 

Rotei    Official  fruit, juice production and consumption 
statistics  have not been  published iince   1971. 
This is  due  to the  fact   that the member»  of the 
Belgian association of  fruit juice producers have 
refused to  allow  figures   to be published. 

4.I      Site of Market 

Production 

Production of fruit juices was estimated at 119,000 hectolitres 
in  1971.    This  is somewhat  lower than   the figure published by the 
Institut National de Statistique, due   to the  fact that  some 
»anufac turerà  include  imports  in their  returns  to the  INS,     Although 
official statistic« have  not  been published since  1971,  it  is 
reported  that  the growth  in  this segment has been more   rapid  than 
that  recorded for soft   drinks.     According to  trade estimates,   fruit 
juice made  from Belgian  fruit  accounts   for only 30 per cent  of total 
production;    of  this,  24 per  cent is believed to be  apple juice and 
aost of the  remaining 6 per cent grape  juice.    The fruit juice 
sector is not  thought  to  account  for more than 5 per cent of  the 
total value of non-alcoholic bevarage  production. 
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4.2      Consumption 

Apparent  consumption of non-alcoholic beverages is estimated 
to have reached BF 5,577 million,  at manufacturer's selling prices, 
and BF 9,644 million at retail  prices, in  1971.     The bulk of this 
total was  constituted by sales  of soft drinks.     Fruit juices 
accounted for only  fractionally more than 7 per   cent of total 
consumer expenditure on non-alcoholic beverages   in   1971, although 
the growth  rate  in  this segment   is  reported to have  accelerated 
over the past   three years.     According to INS  and  trade estimates, 
consur.er expenditure on  fruit  juices grew, between   1970 and   1972, 
by 52  and 66  per cent   at    constant  and current  prices respectively, 
although per capita consumption of fruit juices   in Belgium is 
apparently still low by European standards. 

As one might expect,  consumption of fruit  juice is highly 
seasonal, with  a summer peak accounting for 50  to 65 per cent of 
total annual  sales 

Apparent Consumption of Fruit Juice in Belgium 

Volume  ('000 hl.^ Value   (BF mn)* 

1971      1972       1973 1971       19 72       1973 

Fruit juices     377.2     n.a.      n.a. 543     n.a.      n.a. 

at manufacturers' selling prices 
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Valut-  oí  i , > ; ! si ir.pt i on of Fruit Juice,   1970 -   1972 

1970 1971 

Fruit   Juices 491 100 692 

1972 Per Cert 

141 

change 
IF m     Index    19 71/72 

747 152 •7.9 

At Curr.'Mi   ( l')7A) 

Prices 

Fruit  juices 491 100 715 146 • 14        166     •n.s 

Consirior Preferences 

The ri.st  popular varieties of fruit juice  for home  consumption 
arc,   appii,   apricot  and blackcurrant juice.     In recent years, the 
Belgian  mnsu. er has become much more interested in natural health 
foods,  p.trtii .larly  the more  unusual  types of  fruit  juices,  such as 
plum juice,  ,I:HI it  thought that  this section ot  the market  is likely 
to increase. 

Pjickat'inij 

The Most widely used typ« of container is a glass bottle with i 
screw  top. 

Coiuiiirption Trends 

Alt hou.-h  the  influence of climatic factors on  the consumption 
of soft   drinks  and fruit juices precludes   an   accurate  forecast of 
future   tr.'.uis on an  annual basis,  the  trade «stimate»  indicate that 
consnr.pt inn vi1,] e,.pand by an average of some  7 per cent per year 
between  m«  aad   1980. 
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4t3      Importa 

The value of fruit juice  imports was approximately 25 per cent 
higher than exports  in  J973, while by volume exports  exceeded import« 
by over  10 per cent.    This is  a reflection of the   fact  that a 
considerable proportion of imports  is  represented by  concentrates 
deitined for processing in Belgium.     The bulk of  imports  consists 
of citrus juices,   and leading foreign suppliers of  fruit juice 
•re West Germany,  Israel,  the Netherlands, The  United States  and 
France.    Imports  accounted for approximately 69  per  cent of the 
total value of apparent consumption  in   1966,  and  for over 83 
per cent in  1971. 

Volume of Foreign Trade in Fruit Juice,   1971 -  1973 

(tons) 

Import« Export« 

1971 J972      1973 

Fruit juice« 25,674 28,519  33,858 
- Citru»           14,501 17,337  18,225 
- Grape              3,320 3,005    3,335 
- Tomato             1,614 1,801     1,273 
- Other«           6,2 39 6,376  11,025 

Per cent 
change 

1972/73 

• 18.7 
• 5.1 
+ 11.0 
-29.3 
•72.9 

1971       1972      1973 

7,847 
2,889 

881 
326 

3,751 

22,192  37,705 
17,235 31,543 

553        568 
612    2,258 

3,792    3,336 

Per cent 
change 

1972/73 

•69.9 
+83.0 
+ 2.7 

•269.0 
-12.0 

1 
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Value of Foreign Trade in Fruit Juice,   »971 -  1973 

(BF rnn) 

Imports 

Per cent Per cent 
change change 

»971 1972 1973 1972/73 1971 1972 1973 1972/73 

Fruit juices 452.0 502.8 583.6 + 16.1 122.1 293.1 462.1 •57.7 
- Citrus 296.0 340.2 326.5 - 4.0 61.4 215.6 364.3 +69.0 
- Grape 31.5 32.7 39.0 + 19.3 9.2 5.3 6.4 +20.8 
- Tomato 21.0 23.0 12.8 -44.3 6.8 14.4 23.5 +63.2 
- Others 103.5 106.9 205.3 +92.6 44.7 57.8 67.9 +17.5 

Further details of Belgian imports of non-citrus juices are 
given in the  following tables: 
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4*4 Exporta 

An increasing quantity of fruit juices manufactured in 
Belgium for export  is,  in fact, merely processed from imported 
fruit juice  concentrates.    Largely as a result of the development 
of these  activities,  the  share of Belgian  fruit juice destined for 
export,  recorded as  37 per cent in  1971,  is now probably well  over 
50 per cent.     Citrus juices account  for the bulk of these exports, 
with orange juice the most important of these. 

Belgian exports of non-citrus fruit juice  can be seen on the 
following tables: 
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*«5      Tariffi, quotas and regulations 

This information is  contained in Appendix I. 

^•6      Local      Manufncturers 

The  leading Belgian manufacturers of fruit  juice are: 

- Hero Drinks 
- Loor, a 
- Reino 

The most important  imported brands of fruit juice are Granini 
De Betuwe  and Libby's. 

Distribution 

Fruit juice is either delivered direct to retailers by 
manufacturers or it reaches them via importer» and wholesalers. 

• •7      Importers/Wholesalers 

The names and addresses of the leading importers and wholesalers 
are listed below: 

Europe Juice 
Avenue du Manoir 54 
1460 Waterloo 

Chaudf ont aine Monopole 
Rue du Cristal 6 
9430 Chaudfontaine 

Haelterman 
Rue Ed Tollenaerc 56 
1020 Brussels 
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Delby's 
Uredebaan  74 
2510 Mort sel 

Cavenor s.a. 
Rue St.   Denis 260 - 268 
1190 Brussels 

Colruyt s.a. 
Stwg op Bergen 93-97 
1500 Halle-Brabant 

4.8     Advertising and Promotion 

The value of press advertising of non-alcoholic beverages 
was BF 82 million in   1973.    Figures  relating specifically to  fruit 
juice  are not  available but since fruit juice  accounts for 5 per cent 
of the  total   value of  production it  could be  estimated that  the value 
of press  advertising of  fruit  juice  in   1973 was  BF 4.1 million.    As 
advertising on  audio-visual media is  not permitted in Belgium,  the 
principal items  of advertising expenditure are  the press, billborad 
displays,  and point of  sales promotional material.    Print media 
and billboard campaigns   aim principally at encouraging home 
consumption. 

Press Advertising on Non-Alcoholic Beverages,   19/1  -   1973 

1971 
1972 
1973 

IF 74 million 
BF 69 million 
IF  82 million 

(Estimate for fruit juice) 

(BF 3.7 million) 
(BF 3.5 million) 
(BF 4.1 million) 

\ 
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**'      Potential  for Vltamtnka Product! 

Since the bulk of imports are of citrus juice it seen»  unlikely 
that there is  any potential  for Vitaminka product«  at present, 
although, in view of the  increasing interest amongst Belgian consumers 
in the more unusual  types of fruit juice, such as plum, it is possible 
that there may be export opportunities  at a future date, 
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Mame»  and addresses of manufacturers 

Hero Drinks 
Boulevard St.  Michel  6 
1)60 Brussels 

Reino 
Boulevard de  l'Humanité 
1190 Brussels 

Looza 
Avenue Brugmann 12 
1060 Brussels 

! 
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5.        The Netherlands 

5. I     Production 

Dutch production of non-alcoholic beverages has  followed  a 
strong upward  trend in recent years,  though the  trend vas broken 
in   1972  due  to  an increase in excise  duty of   14.5  cents per  litre 
and the effects  of a poor summer.     In   1973 production recovered 
«nd surpassed   the   1971   level by a wide  margin. 

The most  important single  item is  fruit  juice with 
production  increasing steadily over  the past   10 years.    Fruit 
juice accounted  for about 56 per cent of total  production in 
1973, and showed an increase of 21  per cent over  1972. 

Production of Fruit Juice  in the Netherlands 

(million litres) 

Small Packaging 

Fruit Juice 

1971 1972 1973 

409.5       377.8        457.4 

It  is estimated that orange juice  and orange drinks  represent 
40 per cent of  the total  fruit juice  and fruit  drinks market. 

5.2      Consumption 

Consumption of soft drinks rose  consistently until   1971, 
but  the  trend was broken in  1972 by a poor summer and higher 
•xcise duties.     Consumption recovered again in   1973 and reached 
a level of 58.4 litres per capita per year. 
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It is estimated that  80 per cent of «11  fruit juices and 
fruit drinks  are consumed at home.     The remaining 20 per cent 
is  consumed in  catering establishments.    Consumption of  fruit 
juices has  increased in catering outlets since  the  introduction 
of a new law in   1974 enforcing very severe   legislation concerni 
driving whilst  under the  influence  of  alcohol.     Generally, 
however,  consumption in the  catering sector is  declining. 

Consumer Preferences 

It is  thought that  fruit juices  (containing   100 per cent 
fruit)   claim 90 per cent of the market for  fruit  juices and fruit 
drinks whereas  fruit  drinks  (containing 50 per cent fruit)  only 
have a  10 per cent share. 

As can be seen from the following figures, orange is by far 
the most popular variety and claims 40 - 45 per cent of the fruit 
juice market. 

Orange 40-45 
Apple juice 20-30 
Tomato juice 10 -  15 
Crape juice 5 
Grapefruit juice ) 
Apricot juice        j up to    S 
Others                     1 

The quality of juices in the Netherlands is  generally quite 
low.    This  is  due  to the  fact  that  the Netherlands  consumer is 
extremely price  conscious and that  the cheapest juices tend to 
have the highest  turnover.    As brand names  do not  play a very 
important role in the juice market, producers do not run the risk 
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of loiing »ales by   lowering quality in order to be  able'to offer 
their products at   the most  competitive prices. 

A relatively  small but  growing number of consumers  are 
prepared to pay a   reasonable price   for a good quality product. 
They have  developed  a fora of "shop   consciousness",  attributing 
a particular quality  imago  to each  distribution organisation 
and assuming  that   they will be  able   to purchase,   in the outlets 
of the  distributor  concerned,  a product  that  conforms  to at 
least   a minimum standard of quality, whatever its   specific brand. 
At present   the  demands of quality-conscious   consumers  are met 
mainly by the  leading multiple, Albert Heijn,  although other 
distributors   aim at  building up the same quality  image.    It will 
be a    long time before  the   consumer  can be persuaded to abandon 
his price  conscious   attitude  in  favour of insistence on quality. 
It would be  inadvisable  for new suppliers  to  attempt  to export 
»ingle-strength juices  to  the Netherlands because   the EEC common 
external  tariff  favours the   reconstitution of juices  from 
concentrates   rather  than the direct  import of glass-bottled 
•ingle-strength juices.    Since both   types of juice   are sold in 
glass  bottles   the   consumer is not likely to distinguish between 
them. 

Variations  in  Consumption 

Consumption of   fruit juice  is  higher in and  around the  four 
main  cities,  Amsterdam, The Hague,  Rotterdam and Utrecht. 
Consumption in  the  North of Holland is slightly  lower than in 
other areas. 

Class variations in consumption exist only  in terms of 
branded and non-branded products.     Consumers  in  the  upper income 
bracket tend to purchase more branded, high quality  fruit juice 
•uch as De Betwe,  B3  and Hero, whereas  consumers  in the lower 
income bracket  tend   _o be content with the non-branded products 
which  are often of  a  lower quality. 
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Packaging 

The dominant  container« are one  litre  square  topped glass 
bottles with twist-off  tops  and one  litre "Purepack"  square 
carton«.    Cans  are not widely used as  containers  for fruit juice. 

Consumption Trend» 

Consumption of  fruit juice« is  rising  fast at  a rate of 
15 - 20 per cent per year.    The main  reasons   are: 

- fruit juices   are now at a similar price level  to fruit 
drinks whereas in the past  they have been more 
expensive 

- fruit  juice  is being consumed on social occasions  as 
well  as at breakfast 

- the new severe  legislation regarding  drinking whilst 
under the  influence of alcohol is  encouraging the 
increased consumption of fruit juices. 

5.3      Imports 

There are only  two important foreign suppliers  to the  Dutch 
stärket  - Belgium and West. Germany.    Imports   from Germany are 
nainly  of apple  and grape juice. 

j ui ce. 
The following tables show Dutch  imports  of non-citrus  fruit 
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5.4     Exporta 

Exports of soft  drink«, including fruit juice, achieved a 
pbonomenal growth in   1973, and between   1971  and   1973 the volume 
of exporta rose  from 22 million litrea  to 98.5 million litres, 
a fourfold increase.     Exports are mainly  to West  Germany which 
took  74 per cent of Dutch exports in  1973.     The success of Dutch 
• oft drinks on the Orman and Belgian markets   can be  attributed 
both  to their low prices  and to a reputation   for fairly good 
quality,  though not high quality. 

Dutch exports  of non-citrus fruit juice   can be seen on the 
following tables: 
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**5      Tariff», quotas and regulations 

These ate included in Appendix I 
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5»6       Loc.il Manufacturers 

The brands of  fruit juice available in the Netherlands  and 
their iharc of the fruit juice market is as follows: 

Market Share 

Z 
De Betuwe 12.3 
Vrumona (B3) 10.3 
Di Giorgio 6.5 
Hero (Swiss) 4.5 
Granini  (German) 1.0 
Other brands 

} Own label (3.4 

100.0 

De Betuwe is part of  the Unilever group.    Its  activities 
include the  production and distribution of jams,  soft drinks, 
fruit juices, sources, fruit wines   and canned fruits. 

The  company's  two brands of  fruit juice, de  Betuwe and 
Rijno  together claim  12.3% of the market and are in  a particularly 
strong position in  the catering sector. 

Distribution is carried out by de Betuwe's own sales and 
delivery force. 

Vrumona originally belonged to  30 regional soft drink 
bottlers but   it is now part  of Heineken.    The company's activities 
include the  production and distribution of soft drinks,  fruit 
juices and  chocolate milk.     Vrumona  is in a strong position  in the 
catering sector due  to the  influence of Heineken.     Their two brand«, 
Vrumona and } 3 claim  10.3 per cent  of the  fruit juice market  and 
have  a reput. .ion for being hign quality products.     Distribution 
is mainly  carried out  through wholesalers. 

I 
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Di Giorgio - Internationally is   controlled by  the Di Giorgio 
Corporation in  the  USA.    The company produces,   distributes  and 
exporta  fruit  juices,   fruit drinks and catering packs of jam and 
•ugar. 

The company's   two brands of fruit  juice,   Vallon   (7.5%)   and 
Sunland (1%)   claim 8.5 per cent of the market.     Vallon is mainly 
•old through  grocery  shops and Sunland  through   catering and 
licensed establishments.    These fruit   juices   are of a medium 
quality.    Distribution is mainly through wholesalers. 

Hero Conserven  NV is  70 per cent owned by Hero in 
Switzerland.     Activities include the production and distribution 
of jams,  soft   drinks,   fruit juices,  ready-to-eat meals,  canned 
fruit  and vegetables.     Hero fruit juice have   a   reputation for 
high quality  and currently claim 5 per cent of   the market. 
Distribution  is mainly  through general  food or  drink wholesalers. 

Prices 

Wholesale margins range from 10 - 20 per cent and retail 
»argina from 15 - 25 per cent. It is interesting to note that 
»argina vary  for each   type of  fruit juice. 

Aa mentioned earlier the Dutch consumer  is very price 
conscious so on   the whole prices are relatively  low and the  fruit 
juice  is of a medium quality. 

Price and pack  sizes of selected brands   of fruit   iuice  are 
liven below.     These prices were collected in  an Albert Hejn 
•upe market. 



Brand 

Albert Heyn 

Dr Si cioer 

Granini 

Reiec'll 

Profi markt 

Granini 

Schwaben tal 

Vallon 

Type 

tomato jtjice 
blackcurrant 
nectar peaches 

grape juice 
blackcurrant 

cherry 

apple juice 

apri cot 

grape juice 
blackcurrant 

tomato juice 

Pack Size 
(grains) 

Price 
(D.fl.) 

0.956 
0.336 
0.700 

1.49 
3.50 
1.98 

0.700 
0.700 

1.95 
1.95 

0.700 2.49 

1.000 1.49 

0.700 

0.700 
0.700 

1.00 

2.25 

0.99 
1.29 

1.18 
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Di» tribut ion 

Fruit juice is distributed to retailers either by 
manufacturers or through wholesalers and is sold mainly  in 
grocery  shops and to a lesser extent  in  catering and licensed 
establishments. 

5. 7       Importers and Wholesalers 

It  is estimated that 65 -  70 per cent of fruit juices  are 
distributed through wholesalers ,  either drink wholesalers   or 
general   food wholesalers.     There  are  800 -  850 food and drink 
wholesalers  all of whom operate on  a regional basis only.     The 
specialised drink wholesalers   concentrate mainly on catering 
outlets, whilí t the general   food wholesalers concentrate  on  the 
grocery   trade. 

are: 
The  leading importers of fruit and fruit juice concentrates 

Di Giorgio 
de Betuwe 
Vrumona 
Hero 
Catz International 

With  the exception of Catz  International of Rotterdam the 
leading  importers  are all  leading manufacturers.    To a certain 
extent  the big grocery chains, such as Albert Hejn,  and 
department  stores  import direct. 

The  names and address of the  leading fruit juice importers 
and manufacturers are given below: 
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Cat* Intcrantional 
Schiekado  133 
Rotterdam 3001 
Tels  670444 

Cleomene Aridjis 
Jekerstraat 84 
Utrecht  2503 
Tels 030/93-46-35 

Cooymans B.V. Koninklijke 
Branderijstraat   J 
Hertogenbosch 
Tels  04100/25211 

CoveIt 
Beeaelsewcg 7 
Swlamen 

F.A. J.W.F. v.d.   Brenk   (Sunkist 
Roosmale Nepveulaan  19 
Ape 1 doom 
Tels  95760/53739 

H.J. Heinz N.V. 
Stationastraat 50 
*«t  (gld) 
Tels  088191 

Koninklijke Mij  de Betuwe N.V. 
Crotebrugse Grintwep 50 
Tiel 
Tels 03440/5234 

U.V.  Essence fabriek Grimo 
Hijverheidslaan JO 
Weesp 
Tels  02940/13357 

U.V.   Vruchtenconservenfabrieken 
Krayenhof flaan  10 
Nijroegen 
Tels  080/774777 

Polk«  Frutal Worki 
Nyverheidsweg 7 
Amersfoort 
Tels  03490/13141 

Raak 
leactorweb 69 
Utrecht 
Tels  030/443444 

growers) 
Siebrand N.V. Wijnhandel en Likeur- 
• tokerij J,W. 

Postbus   121 
Kampen 
Tels  05202/3041 

Spyer, Van Der Vijver I Zwanenburg B.V. 
Oude Kerlstraat 8 
P 0 B  27 
Etten Leur 
Tels  01603/395! 

Steur B.V 
l.P.  93 Schiedam 
Tel:  OtO/705433 
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Van Wagenberg-Festen Coirnerven Fabrieken 
Kieuwe  Maasijk  1 
Je us den  a/d Maas 
Tell   04)62/550 

Verenigde Nederlandse Broiwerijen 
Breda O ran j eboom N.V. 
Ceresstraat   13 
Breda 
Tel:   01600/24241 

Vrumori a N.V. 
Vrumonaweg 2 
Bunnik 
Tel:   03405/2344 

Di  Giorgio Internâtion BV 
Turnout 

Hero Conterven NV 
Tetering se dijk 227 
Breda 
Tel:   01600 79220 

De  Betuwe NV 
Crote  Brugaeweg 50 
Tie I 
Tell   03440 5234 

i 
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5.8     Advertising and Promotion 

Fruit juice is not advertised very widely.    Only three brands 
•re advertised on televisioni 

Brand 

Florida 
de Betuwe 
Vrumona 

Advertising Expenditure 

1974 

not  available 
»0,000 ÜK 

1,000,000 DK 

Fruit  juice promotions «re  fairly infrequent.    The most 
connoti types of promotions  are special  display stands and price 
reductions. 

i'9      Potential   for Vitaminka Products 
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6. West Germany 

The following standard definitions are applied to fruit juices? 

"Saft" 

This  does not  contain  added sugar or colouring.    With   the exception 
of grape juice,  concentrates may be  used.    Water which is  used for 
thinning concentrates must not  contain minerals. 

"Naturreiner" Saft 

This must not contain  concentrates, sugar,  colourinß or water.    It 
is a pure juice which often  carries  the word "spa" to indicate high quality. 

"Muttersaft" 

.u      Jhii  is »adf from Passed fruits,  (usually blackcurrant,  redcurrant, 
white  cherry, plum)  and requires  the  addition of water and sugar before 
consumption. 

Nectars 

These  contain fruit, water and sugar.    Artifical  colouring and 

CEïrîÎ'E' "5 ""t.P^raitt/d.b,Vt fruit acid can bc added-     The expressions whole  fruit    and "drinking fruit" are not official. 

6.1 Size of market 

„,K.. *The We8t GCnnan raarket.for fruit Juice is greater than  that of any 
other European country.    Despite considerable home production, West Germany 
is by far the major European importer. 
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Domestic production is  to a great extent dependent on the harvest 
of «toned fruits.    Whilst the poor harvest of   1972 only produced 
168.6 million  litres of fruit juice  and nectar», production in  1973 
reached 256.1  million  litres.    • 

Production based on locally  available  fruita 

1972 1973 

(million litres) 

Apple juice no 212 
Juices of berries and 
fruits with stones 58.5 43.7 

Crape juice 0.2 0.35 

Domestic production accounts  for less  than half of total output 
by German manufacturers.    As may be expected,  a considerable proportion 
of raw materials   for the production of  fruit juices  is  imported (although 
to a lesser extent  in the  case of apple juice).     In general only high 
quality product   lines  are made  from domestic output. 

Official  statistics  relating to  companies with  ten  and mire 
employees  put  German output of fruit juices   (including products made 
from imported concentrates)   at 692.6 million  litres  in   1973, a growth  of 
17 per cent over the previous year, when total  output was  590.6 million 
litres,  (as  against  a growth of   12 per cent  for   19 71/1972).    It is, 
hot/ever,  thought   that  this  figure  underestimates   the  true volume of 
output, which was  thought to be  750-780 million  litres  in   1973,  taking 
»ccount of both  industrial and artisan output of all  fruit juices  and 
fruit nectars. 
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6.2        Consumption 

Total  consumption of fruit juices, must,  and  fruit nectar was 
estimated  at   1,054 million litres in   197.3/1974.     It   is  thou?ht that 
total   consumption of apple juice amounted to 200 million litres  in 
the s ame ye ar. 

Apple juice  is   definitely the  most popular   fruit juice 

the most popular varieties being carrot  juice and mixed vegetable juices. 

The   following  table shows  the   growth in  the  per capita consumption 
of fruit juice: 

Fruit juice 

- juice of fruit 
with  stones 

- Citrus  juice 

(litres per head) 

1965    W66    1967     1968    1969      1970     1971   _I9 72     1973    1974 

6.2      6.6      7.0 

2.5      3.3     4.6 

0.9      0.8      1.0 

7.8 8.3 9.9 11.6 12.3 14.0 11.6 

3.4 4.4 4.6 4.6 4.1 4.1 4 
1.5 1.5 2.4 3.5 4.4 6. 1 4.5 

Overall,  consumption has increased bue consumption fell in   1974 
because m  that year the  fruit juice   industry suffered rather badiy as 
a result of a 20 per cent  increase  in   raw material   costs  resulting mainly 
troa   the higher prices   paid for sugar  and bottles. 

Recent  research  in West Germnay has indicated  that although 
consumption of non-alcoholic drinks   is   still increasing it  is  likely to 
remain static after   1985   and this will   lend to  increasing competition 
•mong manufacturers.     According to this   research per   capita consumption 

m.«      l JU1Ce  1S  llkcly t0 reach  ,7'3  litItíS in   '98C   and  19.3 litres  in 1985 • 
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Ai one might expect  consumer expenditure on   fruit  iuire ha« 
increased «long with  increased consumption.    Again   tie  fa fin 
expenditure in  ,974  reflects  the general  economic  reaction in that 

Fruit juice 

- juice of fruit 
with stones 

- citrus  fruit 

Total expenditure   on  fruit juice 
(millions   DM) 

'965     1966    1967     1968    1969     19 70 .'9,71     1972     1973    1974 

534      519      495       662     637       776     979   1,129   1,735  1,117 

124       160      215       148      188       Í96      214      206      279      273 

96        78      106       156      149       244      361      449      580      407 

Research has  indicated that,  as   far as fruit   juices  ate  concerned 
consumers  are particularly interested  in  the health     aspect,   and exLc    a 
ÏeaV•  r CTnt\*S Wel1  as * fruity andwholesoJt.se.     Indecent 
«MtT rrS-ïr beCOme  mK:h m0re  Pricc  conscious   than ever before 
Ziti  i*    M  !"        e   ?   l0W-Priced frui'  Juice, that   are in  demand.     The 
»arket   for high-priced products  i.  considerably deflated.    Housewives  are 
buying  less  fruit nectars because  these   are expensive   at 2.40 ¡JTpeT 

Pe/Iitre! ^ ^^ ^ Which  can be b^ht   at  « • °" '?» DM 

Variations  in  consmnpt ion 

Consumption at  all  levels of society has increased.    This has 
happened as a result of  an increased  awareness of healthy living Ìnà a 

rt nt  introdUrV00d ?* "^  the P°°r qUalit* of  <±• • « «2 the 
rínfí^^^Lotí:^8evere penaitie> for drinkin8 *»« «-« 
r.n^fl 

FrUÌt *"*" Î"  maínly b0Ught by ho"»ewives and   the highest per 
capita consumption is   amongst  the upper income groups. 
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A rec«nt survey indicated that proffesional people drink th« 
most juice. 

Fruit juire Veg. stable juice 
Z % 

Professional people 60.6 20.6 
Executives 58.4 26.3 
Civil Servant« 53.0 20.4 
Skilled Workers 42.8 13.1 
Labourers 42.1 13. 1 
rannera 29.7 6.3 

On the whole children are thought to prefer squashes to fruit 
juices. 

Seasonal  Variations 

Until  recently a definite peak was recorded for fruit juice 
consumption in the first  and last quarters of the year.    This seasonality 
has declined in  importance and  fruit juice is drunk  all   the year round, 
particularly in upper income households. 

Packaging 

The West German market  is  dominated by non-returnable one litre 
glass bottles with twist-off tops and one litre "Purepack" cartons.     Cans 
are of minimal importance. 
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6.3        Imports 

West Germany  is   a leading producer of fruit juices, with an 
output of around   150,000  tons  per annum of orange juice,   250,000 tons 
of  apple juice and  a  further  100,000  tons of other types.     Apart  from 
deciduous   fruits,   production  is-  gent-rally speaking based on  imported 
concentrates, and has  been developing  in  line with market  demand and 
the  use of one-litre bottles for single-strength juices. 

The important   development   in  imports has been  the   increase in 
• hi Tinenta of concentrates  since   ad  valorem duties,   as   imposed by  the 
EEC, make it more  economical  to  lower as   far as possible   the  ratio of 
ths  value of the   container to the  value  of the juice  inside  it.    The 
EE(   common external   tariff has  encouraged trading between   the  countries 
involved where there   is   significant production.    For instance, West 
Germany obtains  apple   and grape  juice   from France  and  Italy,  and the 
Netherlands is the  largest supplier to  the German market  of lemon and 
grapefruit juice. 

The high  consumption levels   for  fruit juices ensure   that  despite 
considerable home   production, West   Germany is by  far the  major Furopean 
importer,  and in  line with other European countries  imports have expanded 
from 80,000 tons   in   1960   to 270,000  tons  in   1972.    Over half of all 
imports  are of citrus  juice and  gr.:pe,   apple and pear juices  are major 
products.    Imports  of pineapple  juice   are particularly  small,  and there 
has been a recent   rise   in  shipments of  currant  and cherry juices. 

Imports of major juice products  in  1970/1972    and our forecasts 
for   1975 and 1980  are as   follows: 

('000 tons) 

1970 1972 19 75 Ji?> 
Citrus 
Crape 
Appie/pear 
Pineapple 

91.5 
55.1 
32.7 

1.5 

151.2 
57.2 
31.8 
2.6 

23.0 
65.0 
30.0 
2.2 

290.0 
70.0 
35.0 
2.5 
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Apple and pear  juice 

hut- hv TeS<;h
tW0 ?rod»cts are frequently combined  in national  statistics 

but by far   the major  commodity in   apple juice.     West  German apple   juice 
consutiptxon  is around  280,000  tons  per annum and  is   principan?     u d 

Se  tot   1Pr°drtl0n-     In,P°.rtS   are   thu»   »latively  small   as'com^ared w  th 
the total  market,   and  inevitably   the bulk of shipmems  are fron, EFC 
countries  with surplus  apple production, namely  Italy  and France       These 

in ÎÎ71 „i?        rXPf; ,r0m Gre0CC  ln  thÌS  cateK°ry  are of interest   and 

**»rrJen*,ingS ,°f  unconc£,ntrated juice   come    from a wider variety  of 
ource    and products   are  largely  of  unsweetened pure   fruit juices   packed 

^various   bottle  sizes, with a growing tendenc/towards  the one- lit re 

i3g¿»¿Ji^^ raspberry, bl^ and cu 

Grape juice 

«* .g«!: "h"ct•ú
b"e^n

tí:0
r:i<t:br:'

d"abu-n,.arkKL f°r8•pe i-1» 
Th. inport   mark« ha,   rê»Zrlu îvêïTIrl °ne"Utre b°ttle- 
juice, .uho^t„,rearcZ"ir)zi:r^¡:zr^:hother 

ha. principali, h«,, i'the .törr Tf      ""^"^ •  rf«T" 8•fl>. however, 

«~ BUl8.ria ¿ .*.^y^^';^-;»^.;ïi7B:î:..lw. 
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The following table summarises  import«   of fruit concentrate! 
and fruit juices  in  1972 and  19 73. 

Concentrates 

Importi 

Volume 

(tons) 
1972 1973 

Value 

(DM1000) 
1972 1973 

Grape 2,939 
Orange 880 
Other citrus 323 
Apple and Pear 17,649 
Others 517 

Fruit juices 

Grape 54,237 
Orange, 
unsweetened    116,319 

Orange, 
sweetened 

Grapefruit 
Lemon 
Other citrus 

9,975- 
11,076 
6,930 

Citrus/Pineapple       0 
Cherry 8,390 
Blackcurrant 3,139 
Apple 13,228 
Pear            ^ 912 
Apple/pear 
Pineapple 2,568 
Others 11,131 

3,940 
1,518 

258 
14,387 
1,268 

56,249 

149,891 

9,209 
12,484 
9,380 
5,888 

16 
7,096 
2,433 
7,907 
1,254 

22 
1,919 
9,814 

3,821 
1,982 

861 
30,968 

2,691 

5,763 
2,603 

754 
35,126 
3,741 

26,315        34,458 

161,038       190,743 

11,935 10,771 
18,291 16,997 
10,428 14,955 
8,656 8,505 

2 21 
13,006 11,358 
5,820 4,790 

13,802 9,021 
803 1,278 

- 7 
2,856 1,970 

14,074 13,987 

*   specific gravity above   1.33 
** including concentrates  up to specific gravity 1.33 
*** mixtures 

Further  details of imports of principal non-citrus juices  are 
given in the following table. 
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é»4        Export» 

concent ü¡Í.Í0|11Ofí« ***« f•»«*«« export« of fruit juice« and fruit rate« in   1972 and 1973. 

Export« 

Volume 

Concentrate« 

Grape 
Orange 
Other citrus 
Apple and Pear 
Others 

Fruit juice« 

Crape 
Orange, unsweetene« 
Orange,  swtetened 
Gfnpc-fruit 
Lemon 
Other citrus 
Cherry 
llackcurrant 
Apple 
Pear *** 
Appie/pear 
Pineapple 
Others 

293 
40 
51 

450 
354 

3,210 
I 4,933 

1,249 
1,233 

941 
166 

1,004 
1,513 

14,093 
217 

266 
3,519 

278 
37 
13 

872 
157 

3,367 
7.925 
2,999 

766 
869 
370 

1,039 
1,800 

11,422 
170 

293 
5,115 

Value 

(DM '000) 

1972 1973 

471 
266 
145 

1,221 
3,673 

502 
165 
70 

2,433 
1,162 

4,161 4,301 
7.024 10,370 
1,541 3,489 
1,494 975 
1,792 1,79 7 

218 489 
3,768 4,259 
6,125 7,213 
1,618 11,728 

200 168 

232 310 
5,381 7,828 

•pecifir gravity above   1.33 
**      including concentrates up to specific gravity   |.J3 
áAA   mixtures 

_    Further detail«  of exports of principal non-citrus juices are 
given  m the following table. 
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6.5       Tariffs,  quotas  and  régulations 

This  information is  included io Appendix I. 

r 
6.6 Local  manufacturers 

There  are some 400  fruit juice producers  in Germany, most of which 
are small.    Only about   100 are members of the industry's  trade association. 
The  II  largest   companies  control more  than half of   the  fruit  juice  market. 
Fruit juice  manufacturers  tend to be  located close   to  the   centres  of 
consumption which  cuts  transport  costs to a considerable extent. 

table: 
The major fruit juice manufacturers  are shown  in the following 

Breakdown of major manufacturers bf  fruit   juices 

Companies 

Deutsche Granini  GmbH 
Peter Eckes KG 
Junita Furchtsaft KG 
R.H.   Dittmeyer OMG 
Naturella Sudsaft AG 
Anton Riemerschmid KG 
Others 

Per cent  share 
(estimates) 

14.5 
9.0  (approx) 
8.5 
6.5 
6.3 
3.6 

51.0  (approx) 

Deutsche  Granini  GmbH is now owned by the Melitta Group and,  since 
the takeover  in   1968,  the company has been very  considerably expanded. 
This growth  is   due  largely to the  impact of  the Granini brand which was 

remarketed    in   1969.    Granini now accounts  for over 60 per cent of  total 
turnover.    Some  85 per cent of the  company's  output  is  sold through  retail 

J 
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food outlets  and only 9 ner cent through  the  catering trade.    Granini 
has  three brand names,  Kirsicgel,  Granini  and Gesund und munter.     In   1966 
Granini  intx'oduced a raupe of nectars which they call   drinking  fruits 
and discovered  that  there was  considerable market potential   for  this  type 
ofproduct.     Granini   are   currently producing about   70 million bottles of 
drinking fruit   a year,  and it  is estimated  that  they now have   75 per cent 
of  the West  German market  for nectars.    This  accounts  for 55 per  cent of 
their turnover. 

ti   . Besides   a wide  range  of fruit juices   and nectars Granini  added a 
dinner" series  of vegetable  juices  to their  range   in   1973.     These proved 

to be very popular because  Germans have become exceedingly health-conscious, 
The  range includes  such varieties  as  carrot,   tomato  and mixed vegetable 
juices. 

All Granini  products  are sold in wide-necked glass bottles with 
•crew-top lids.     They are projected as  drinks which  are part of a 
civilised diet   rather than a  luxury product.     Granini emphasise  the quality 
of • first-clasß  product. 

Peter Eckes KC operates  in numerous   drink segments.     In  the   fruit 
juice sector  the  company  is   represented by  two main   fin;«:    Eckes  Übersee 
Fruchtsaft KG produces  the  relatively new  citrus  juices  under the brand 
'Hohes C", while   the  more  traditional juices   are made by Natursaft GrnbH 
under the brand "l)r Koch".     The group  includes   companies  importing bo.h 
citrus and other  tropical  fruit   juices  and also lias   a  cooperation 
arrangement with  the  Dutch  company N.V.Raak. 

Juni t a Fru ch t s a f t KG is   the newly  formed marketing and distribution 
corapany of the  following medium-sized regional  fruit juice manufacturers: 

- Kringa   Fruchsaft OHG, 
Herrath 

- Emig Natursaft KG 
Eberbach 

- Bruni a Gebr.   Braun KG 
Strade  and Berlin 

- Bavaria Fruchsaft GmbH 
Fürstenfeldbruck 

I 
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This merging together of four manufacturers has  streamlined 
production,  administration and distribution.     Junita  distributes under 
the   'Potz-Tausend" and "Drink out" brands.     Products,   in the "Potz- 
Tausend"  group are divided into  the following  groups: 

(i) German juices 

(ii) Fruit nectars 

(ill) Imported juices 

- white  cherry 
- blackcurrant 
- apple 

- apricot 
- peach 
- William's pear 
- tomato 

- grape 
- grapefruit 
- orange 
- passion fruit 

- I 

R.M. Dittmcyer OMG has  a variety of interests  and branches 
throughout  the world.    The main brand of fruit juice  is  "Valensina". 
The company aims  at the  quality end of  the market. 

Naturella Sudsaft  AG is  owned by the Württemberg Agricultural 
Cooperative  and is  the  imiin  converter oí   domestically  grown  fruit. 

^¡l££^J^^.eJl^^llilJi.,j has been  developing the   fruit juice side 
of it's   activities,  although  the  company  is  probably best known as  a 
spirits manufacturer.     In  line with this   development   the  company took 
over Fritz Donath  in   1971.     The parent   company  produces, mos-tly  fruit 
juices,  made  from tropical  fruit, while  Donath  concentrates  on 
non-tropical  fruit juices.    The  leading brand of the parent  company 
is    Sangrita" while Donath brands are "Neuform",   (sold  largely to 
hospitals  and the  catering trade), and "Banjo"   (retailed in food 
outlets). 

• 



Among other significant  companies  in this  sector arc Deutsche 
Libby  GmbH and G & J Rickertsen.    Both  are  importers of   fruit juices 
and  the  latter importing Sunkist products.    Another important company 
is  the Union Deutsche Lebensmittel  GmbH  (the Cernían branch  of Unilever) 
which  is market   leader in the  fruit   concentrates sector with the 
MTri-Top" brand. 

Prices 

Retail  prices of selected products  are as  follows: 

Price 
Fruit juice Container size (DM) 

Apple 
Crape  ( red) 
Currant 
Cherry 

0.7 litres 
1      litre 
1      litre 
»      litre 

0.98 
1.58 
1.B8 
1.S8 

(July  1975) 

Distribution 

Channels of  distribution for soft drinks  and a breakdown of 
tistribution are illustrated on the  following   diagram: 

manufacturer wholesaler 

food outlets 

door to door 

institutional 

catering 
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Breakdown of distribution of toft  drinks 

Direct toj 

Per cent 

- Hotels,  restaurants and food retailers          40 
- Canteens 10 
- Consumers |o 
- 5peci¿i1ist wholesalers 40 

Supplying: 

Food  retailers 
Hotels,   restaurants 
Cons urne rs 
Kiosks 
Canteens 

41 
25 
17 
II 
6 

Sales vin specialist  drink wholesalers have  increased in  recent 
years.    Door-to-door supply is now a well  accepted system of distribution 
with some^O par cent of sales of non-alcoholic drinks   reaching the 
consumer in this way. 

It is estimated that 96 per  cent of West German    grocers  sell  fruit 
juice.    A product breakdown is  given below: 

Fruit juice Percentage of grocers selling product 

Apple 
Redcurrant and Blackcurrant 
Cherry 
Vegetable juices 

65 
57 
39 
59 

I i 
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6.7      Importers/wholesalera 

Importers and wholesalers  are listed be lowI 

Holland, J.H.   & Co. 
Hamburg   ] 
Monckebergstr  I] 
Tels   331577 

Rew-Zentrat A.G. 
3-J 7 Jakordenstr 
5 Cologne 
Tel:  7755-1 

Braun Gebr. K.G. 
2)6 Stade 
Atlander Str.   21 
Postfach   1147 
Teli 04141-2745-7 

Sturope, Ferdinand Firma 
Inh.  Eduard St umpé 
Eysseneckstr.   3 
6 Frankfurt 
Tall  590411 

Franck, Otto, 
P.O. Box 318 
89 Augsburg 2 
Frohsinnstr.   8 
Teli  30066 

Handel s varkehr G.m.b.H. 
6 Frankfurt  (Main) 
Wohlerstr 3-5 
P.O.Box 3088 
Tel:  (0611)   71  71  71 

Hernpcl, Heinz A 
28 Bremen  1 
Donandstr.77 
Tell  344033 
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6.8      Advertising and proumtion 

Television  and weekly magazines  are the most  frequently used media 
for advertising  fruit juice. 

Breakdown of Advertising on  fruit juices   in   1972 

(DM '000) 

Weekly Trade Total 
foil ifB    Magazines    Publications    TV    Radio      DM 

Fruit juices        922 3,480 190 !,980 256      6,738 

r leve 
Granini  spend the most money on advertising, with expenditure  at 
1 of 2.5  million DM in   1973. 

All  the  leading maunfacturers  advertise widely and provide  retailers 
Vith extensive marketing services.   In-store promotions  take the  form of 
free  samples,   recipes, price  reductions,  competitions etc.    Promotional 
activity is often carried out in conjunction with the CMA. 

f•'       Potential   for Vilnminka products 
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7. Austria 

7.1        Size of market 

7.2 

Production  figures are not  available. 

Consumption 

Estimates of Austrian fruit juice consumption (excluding imports) 
are as  follow»: 

1972       <litre")      „73 

Apple juice 18,961,328 
Apple  drinks 7,021,368 
Grape juice 743,615 
Blackcurrant juice                         2,038,823 
Berry juices 700,444 
Other juices (mainly citrus)     3,122,368 

17,554,824 
4,647,942 

463,477 
2,227,443 

871,948 
3,660,177 

Although  these  figures are low due  to the   fact that imports  are 
not  included, we know that  the principal imported   fruit juices  are  apple 
and grape, so, overall,  these two juices  dominate   the Austrian market. 

Cons urop t i on   t re n d s 

Consumption of  fruit juice is   increasing.     In  1974, consumption 
showed an increase of   13 per cent and there  is  likely to be a further 
increase of  10 per cent in  1975. 
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7.3        Import» 

Austrian  fruit juice  imports have  undergone  a very  rapid growth 
in the  past  few years,  showing a net  increase of AO per cent per annum 
since   196 7.    Unlike   the major markets of West Germany  and the United 
Kingdom,   citrus juices   are  relatively  unimportant   in Austrian trade, 
the principal  areas  of  growth being  in grape  and apple   juices.    The' 
main impetus  for this  expansion has   come  from East European exporters, 
notably  Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania. 

Imports of grape and apple  and pear juices  in   1970/1972 and our 
estimates   for  19 75  and   1980  are  as   follows: 

Crape 
Apple/Pear 

1970 

14.6 
4.4 

1972 

15.5 
8.5 

1975 

14.0 
10.0 

1980 

18.0 
13.0 

Apple and pear  juice 

Imports  in this   category are  primarily of concentrated apple juice 
(for U9t  in  the preparation of  local   drink products).     Some 65 per cent  of 
shipments  are   from East European  countries, Switzerland being the only 
other major supplier. 

ÏI"it juices   including raspberry, blackberry,   cherry and currant 

There are substantial  imports of both raspberry  and blackberry 
juices   to Austria,  principally from Yugoslavia.     Shipments  are normally 
of single-strength  unsweetened juice. 

Grape juice 

Austrian imports of grape juice have increased considerably in 
recent years.    This  situation has  apparently been  forced by massive 
ihipments of cheap single-strength juice  from Bulgaria. 

Further details  of imports  are given on the following tables? 



7.4       Export» 

Detail! of exporta are given on the following tableat 
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7.5 TariffsT  quotas   and  regulations 

This  information  is  included in Appendix I. 

7.6 _l.ocal       Manufacturers 

The leading manufacturers of fruit juice  in Austria «re  as  follows« 

- Ybbstaler Obstverwertung 
- Firma Platzer 
- Firma Pfanner 
- Firma Rauch 
- Steirerobst 
- Pago 
- Obi 

Ybbstaler Ohstververtunp, dominates  the   fruit juice market in 
Eastern Austria together with Platzer.    Products  are  distributed under 
the brand names  "Yo" and "Susi".    "Yo" is particularly popular for home 
consumption whereas "Susi" is mainly consumed  at  catering outlets. 

Firma Platzer distribute   fruit juice   under the brand name "Platzer" 
and dominate  the market   in Eastern Austria togchter with Ybbstaler. 

Firma Pfanner distribute  under the brand name  "Pfanner and 
dominate   the market in  the West  of Austria together with Rauch who  distribute 
under the brand name "Rauch".     The products  of   the  latter taaufacturer  are 
•ainly consumed at home. 

Steirerobst and Pago  dominate the market   in the  South of Austria. 
Steirerobst with  the "Mastro"  and "Sonny" brands has  a greater share  of 
the market  than  the Pago brand which has  a wide   range and a good reputation 
but tends   to be  used mainly by  catering outlets. 
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Obi,  this  company1» main product is apple juice  for which the 
brand is "Obi".    This brand has  only  a sm*>ll share of the fruit juice 
market. 

Di atributi on 

Fruit juice  is either delivered direct to retailers by 
Manufacturer*  or it  reaches  them via importers and wholesalers.    Fruit 
juice is sold in most grocery shops. 

7.7        Importers 

The principal  imported brands   are German. 

Peter Eckes 

2514 Traiskirchen 
Wiener Strasse 217 

Peter Eckes  is  a leading German fruit juict manufacturer with 
production facilities  in Austria. 

Aktivator Spriituosenfadrik  Gea.  mbH 

1230 Wien 
Scheringgasse  4 

This company imports  and distributes Granini  fruit juice nectars 
fro« Germany. 

Other food and drink importers  and wholesalers are listed below: 



Bills 
Industriegelaendestrasae 6 
2351 Wiener Neudorf 
Tel: 46  51 

Konstirnverband 
Theobaldgasse   19 
J060 Vienna 
Tel:   7 57 38 

Hofer KG 
Giering 100 
46 12 Sattledt 
Tel: 311 

Sapr 
Imbcrgstrasse  33 
5020 Salzburg 
Telj   77  1  25 

Loewa 
NeulerchonfeldstraBse   17 
1160 Vienna 
Tel: 43 35 21 

Erich Schenkel & Sohn 
Hasenaurstr 2 
1190 Vienna 

Julius Heninl 
Julius Me ini«asse   3-7 
1160 Vienna 
Tel: 4680 

Dand Aussenhandel 
Mahle rat rasse 9 
1010 Vienna 
Tel: 52   19 02 

Ade g 
Bahnohof Praters tern-Lassal lest r 
1022 Vienna 
Tel: 24 85 04 

Franz Chobot 
Yppengasse 5 
1160 Vienna 

Hans Mayr, Inh. E Herbsthofer 
Linke Wienzoile 20 
1060 Vienna 

Franz Tommasoni 
Kostlergasse  5 
1060 Vienna 

Gebr. Wild 
Neuer Markt 
10)0 Vienna 

10/11 
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•ohi« Joser Bolgt  & Co 
Vollzeil« 30 Hoher Markt 
IO IO Vienna 10JO Vienna 

Julius Meini AG * Dr A Wander Ces mbH 
Julius Meinig 1-7 Ebendorferstraßce   10 
1160 Vienna IO JO Vienna 

Kugler Kohltnarkt 6 Weleda Diatetika 
1010 Vienna We leda-P rapa rate, Apel • Co 

Gtuermrmngaase   2-4 
IO IO Vienna 

Theodor Etti 
Gudronstrassc  115 
1100 Vienna 

Irish * Haupt 
tuafgasse  7 
1010 Vienna 

•ayer-Pharma Ges mbH 
liberat rasse  15 
10)0 Vienna 

Chemomedica 
Creutzberg & Co 
Wipplingerstrasae   Ì9 
IO 10 Vienna 

Herbert Herdlitzk« 
Maane ritrasse 7 
9010 Klagncfurt 

i 
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7« 8       Advertising and promotion 

Fruit juice   is  advertised in  all   the mass media.    In   1974 a 
total of  11.29 million schillings was  spent  on fruit juice advertising. 

7• '        Potential  for Vitaminica products 

The Austrian   fruit juice market   is   dominated by non-citrus   juices 
and consumption  is   increasing.    Yugoslavia  is  already exporting fruit juice 
to Austria so it would seem reasonable  to   assume that there are export 
opportunities  for Vitaminica products,  expocially raspberry, blackberry, 
cherry and currant  juices. 

J 
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Wainea  and address of Austrian manufacture ru 

Ybbstalcr Obstverwertung 
3363 Krellendorf 
Ulmerer Feld 
Hau« Minig 

Firma Platzer 
3352 St. Peter in der Au 

Firma Pfanner 
6900 Bregenz 
Alte Landstrabe   10 

Fi risa Rauch 

8 te i re robs t 
8200 Gleisdorf 
Mublvalds trabe   1 

Pago Jakob Pagitz 
9029 Klagenfurt 
Wagglatz 7 

Obi 
2482 Hunchendorf 

1 



8.     Sweden 

8.1    Size of market 

Citrus juke accounts  for 90 p<;r cent of th»  total 
fruit juice market  in Sweden.    The market  for non-citrus juices 
is  relatively very unimportant and consequently information 
relating to it is fairly scarce. 

Production 

The following table gives details of  production 
of fruit juice in Sweden: 

Production of fruit juice in Sweden 

(Unit:  tons/000 Kr) 
1972                                1973 

Quantity    Value        Quantity    Value 
1974 

(not available) 

Citrus juice 
(unsweetened) 31,879 58,713 36,367 68,577 

Citrus juice 
(sweetened) 42,784 85,971 39.648 84,897 

Non-citrus juice 
(unsweetened) 6,304 3,257 9,636 . 

Non-citrus juice 
(sweetened) 71,102 70,685 32,050 78,519 . 

Vegetable juice 
(unsweetened) 323 1,522 530 2,799 

Vegetable juice 
(sweetened) 483 2,316 519 2,412 - 

TOTAL 146,571 225,511 112,371 246,840 

il 



Value 

Total sales of fruit juice in Sweden in 1974 amounted 
to 205 million SKr. 

8.2    Consumption 

Per capita consumption of fruit juice was about 7 kilos 
in 1974 and has doubled since   1970.     Per capita consumption of 
vegetable juice is minimal and  has been static for some years at 
0.2 kilos per person per year. 

Consumer preferences 

The most popular varieties of non-citrus juice arc, 
tomato,  pineapple, blackcurrant and  apple. 

Packaging 

The most widely used containers are the Purepak 1-litr« 
square carton bottle and to a  lesser  extent  1-litre glass 
bottles.    The Purepak container has been a phenomenal  success 
and  this can be attributed to  the fact  that  it is distributed 
•ainly by dairy associations,  which place the juice within the 
cooled dairy range. 

Consumption trends 

Total  consumption doubled between 1970 and 1974.    In 
1974  total consumption amounted  to  56 million kilos.     This 
trend  towards  increased consumption has occurred as a result 
of  the Government promoting health food and vitamin C and is 
also due to  the fact  that Swedish people travel extensively 
and are acquiring continental  habits. 
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8.3    Imports 

l    io,, Î0
T
tal  irif,ortB  üf  frui* juice amounted   to 36,906 ton» 

in iy/j.    Imports  of  citrus juice amounted  to  30,189 tons with 
the greatest quantities  coming from Israel,   the United States 
and Brazil.     Imports  of  non-citrus juice only amounted  to 
»,717  tons m  1973  and  came mainly from Austria,  Poland and 
West Germany. 

The following  table summarises Swedish  imports of 
fruit juice: 

Citrus juice 

Ron-citrus juice 

Imports 

(Units:  tons/000 Kr) 
197? 1973 

frtamtlty    Value      Quantity    Value 

2Ä.184      69,709     30,189      80,165 

6,717       19,986 7,695      17,420 

1974 

not 
available 

TOTAL fruit juice    33»879      87»129     36,906    100,451 

The following  tables give further details of  Swedish 
imports of fruit juice: 
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8.4 Esporto 

Swedish exports of fruit juice are minimal.  In 1973 Sweden 
exported 406 tons of citrus juice and 292 tons of non-citrus 
juice.  These exports were mainly to Scandinavian countries. 

The following table summarises Swedish exports of 
fruit juice: 

Citrus 

Non-citrus 

TOTAL fruit juice 

Exports 

(tons/000 Kr) 

1972 1973 1974 
Quantity    Value Quantity   Value 

458          1,295 406          1,653 
not 

available 
248              792 292              932 

706          2,087 698          2,585 

The following tables give further details of Swedish 
exports of fruit juice: 



Names  and addesses  of tnanufact uvers 

ÎCA/Kumln Furkfindustri 
Vastra Drottninggatan  33 
692 00 Kumla 

Skanemejerier 
213 01  Malmo 

'        -* 



8.5   Tariffa»  quotas and regulations 

This  information is included  in Appendix 1. 

' * '     Local      manufacturers 

Non-citrus juices,  particularly apple and blackcurrant 
•re mainly produced by: 

- Skanemejerier (The  Skane Dairy) 

- ICA/Kumla Fruktindustri  (Brand name:    Bob) 

Imported brands are: 

Jaffa    -    (citrus juices imported from Israel) 

Dclnonte    -    (tomato and pineapple juice imported 
from the United States) 

Lindau    -    (apple and blackcurrant juice fro« Germany.) 

Distribution 

The distribution system is highly centraliped.    Most of 
the turnover  of  the food trade  is controlled by  the following 
three organisations: 

- KP  (Co-op), 
Fack, 
104  65 Stockholm 15. 

- ASK/DAGAB, 
Fack, 
104 01 Stockholm 60. 

- ICA Hakon, 
Sjohagsvagen 3, 
721 84 Vasteras. 
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- ICA EOI,, 
Fack, 
Goteborg 5. 

- ICA ESSVE, 
Box 9020, 
121  09 Stockholm. 

1.7    Importers/whol esalers 

The  three organisations mentioned  in  the last  section 
increasingly  import directly without  the   services of an agent 
and aim to ha^e  their own brands in future,   together with a 
few well-known quality hrands.     Since non-citrus  juice   is 
•ainly locally produced  it  is either delivered  direct  to retail 
outlets by  the manufacturers or goes through one of the main 
wholesale organisât ions. 

'• *   Advertising and promotion 

Since the market for non-citrus juices  is so Mtall, 
advertising is minimal. 

8.9   Potential   for Vitaminka products 

In view of  the fact that non-citrus  fruit juice does not 
seem to be very popular  in Sweden end only claims ten per cent 
of the total  fruit juico market, we do not  consider that  there 
is any potential market for Vitaminka products. 
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9.     Switzerland 

9.1 Size of market 

Production figures are not available. 

9.2 Consumption 

Apple juice dominates  the fruit juice market  followed 
by orange juice and grape juice.      Per capita consumption in 
1974 was a3 follows: 

Apple juice 
Orange juice 
Grape juice 

(Litres per head) 

13 
4 
2 

Total consumption of grape juice in 1974 was 12 million litres. 
Consumption of grape juice has been fairly static  in recent 
year» because grape juice is expensive compared with other non- 
alcoholic drinks  and there is growing competition from orange juice. 
Consumption of orange juice is  increasing rapidly. 

Other fruit juices,  such as raspberries,  blackcurrants 
and cherries play only a secondary role. 

The most  popular vegetable juices are tomato, beetroot, 
and carrot. 

Home consumption of  fruit juice is generally increasing 
and  this sector of  the market  is   likely to remain strong  since 
consumption is highest  among children.    The catering sector is of 
considerable importance in Switzerland,  owing  to  the great role of 
tourism in the  country,  and  consumption of  fruit  juice  in this 
sector is  likely  to continue  to  increase.    Consumption of vegetable 
juice has been increasing recently and this  trend   is  likely to 
continue.    Biotta,  a leading manufacturer has recently been 
promoting vegetable juice on a grand  scale. 



Packaging 

The first  concern of  the average Swiss consumer  is 
whether the product  is in an acceptable price category compared 
with other brands  of  juice.    Good quality and attractive  packaging, 
supported by promotional measures,   are  the other decisive  elements 
influencing the  consumer's .decision to buy.    The introduction of 
the  1-litre glass  bottle  some years ago was  very successful  and 
has  to a great  extent replaced cans.    More recently a  gradual 
shift has been observed from the  1-litre  square glass  bottle 
to the round  1-litre bottle and a  set of  four  1.6 dl  glass bottles, 
their  tops connected  by a  strip of cardboard,  has been brought on 
to  the market.     A  serious problem for glass-bottled  juice  could 
arise from the  Swiss  consumer's  increasing concern with pollution 
and   the disposal   of   non returnable bottles.    A Swiss reconstituting 
firm, with its  "Of ruta" brand,   packaged  in a Hypa aluminium car ton 
bottle, made great  efforts with heavy advertising in all media,  to 
strengthen the opposition to non-returnable glass bottles and 
tried to compensate for the disadvantage of the non-visibility of 
the juice in Hypa packaging by a very attractive pack design. 

9.3    Imports 

Swiss  imports of fruit  juice have shown consistent  increase 
over  the past  12  years of around  17% net per annum.     Spectacular 
growth has come  in citrus juice shipments, whilst increase in grape 
juice imports have been more conservative and those for apple and 
pear products remained minimal. 

Imports of main products in 1970/1972 and our  forecast! 
for 1975 and 1980 are as follows: 

Red grape 
(unconcentrated) 

Other grape 
(unconcentrated) 

Grape/apple/pear/ 
(bottled) 

(• 
1970 

000 tons) 
1972 1975 1980 

4.7 6.5 7.0 S.O 

3.3 4.8 6.0 7.5 

0.4 .0.1 0.2 0.2 

I I 



Fruit juico including raspberry,  blackberry,  cherry and currant 

The data available in the national  statistics relating to 
these products  is  largely composed of  ciLrus juice  imports,  but  it 
is estimated  that sonic  500 metric  tons of raspberry  juice and 
similar quantities of   blackberry,  cherry and currant  juice were 
imported in 1972,  principally  from Italy,   the Netherlands,  West 
Germany, Austria and Yugoslavia. 

Grape juice 

Grape juice imports have more than doubled in the past 
»even years with approximately 60% of shipments tieing of red grape 
juice in barrels. Very little grape must be imported.  The 
principal suppliers of single-strength grape juice to the Swiss 
market are Italy, Spain and France. 

The following table» give details of Swiss imports of 
grape juice and other non-citrus juice. 
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9.A   Export» 

Swiss exports are no* v«ry significant - they consist 
«ainly of grape juice.    The  following table« give further 
details of Swiss exports. 



sff 

'*^    Tariffs  quotas and repulations 

This  information is  contained in Appendix I. 

'•'     Loral manufacturers 

Biotta AG     (brand  name -  Biotta) 

Biotta  is   the leading brand of berry and  vegetable juices 
and  is generally considered   to be of a high quality.    Prices for 
Biotta juices are high but   they have an excellent   reputation. 
They are  efficiently marketed and  are backed up with heavy advertising 
and effective  sales promotion material.     They are available in  the 
large grocery chainr, such  as coop,  Denner,   Usego and Karo,   and  also 
in drugstores,  pharmacies  and health food   shops. 

Migros Genossenschafts-Bund 

Migros is  the most   important chain of food stores   in 
Switzerland  and claims a 35 per cent 8hare of  the  total  food market. 
The following brands of citrus and non-citrus juices are  sold in 
Migras: 

-       Del   Monte 
M  (Migros'   own brand) 

# -       Bebedor (fruit  juice for babies). 

in The Migros brand  is  one of the five most  popular 
Switzerland.     Migros juices   are of a high  quality and their prices 
are very competitive.    They are exclusive  to Migros supermarkets 
which are generally located   in fairly large  towns. 

Çalactina  and  Biomalt AG 

This Company is part  of  the Biotta  group and manufactures 
the Galactinabrand of fruit  juice as well  a.s Galactina baby food. 
Galactina  fruit juicos are  of a high quality and   tcui to be 
fairly expensive.     The Company has a good  reputation and  markets 
its products very efficiently in chain food  stores euch as  the 
Coop and Denner and also in drugstores and  pharmacies. 

J 
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Jl£rp_Çpn.scrvfcn Lcnahurp,  (brand nome - Sip) 

Hero is one of  the most well-known Swiss companica 
and manufactures a range of  processed  fruit   and vepot*blu 
products  including fruit juice.    Hero's  brand  name'for fmit 
juice  is  Sip and  is one of  the five most popular brands on 
the market.     Hero produce  citrus and non-citrus juices which 
art «old   in all the main chain food stores and also in high- 
class  independent food  shops. 

Coop Schweiz 

This  is the second  largest chain of   food stores in 
Switzerland  and claims  a  25 per cent  share of  the  total  food 
market.     The Coop sells  the Mondial and  Sun brands of  fruit 
juice which are high  quality products of a medium price.    These 
brands are sold in the  3,500 Coop stores which are concentrated 
in the central area of  Switzerland. 

SamaIon  (brand name - Hipp) 

and 
This brand of fruit juice is mainly consumed by babies 

is  therefore generally  sold through druestore«. 

Prie es 

Retail prices of selected varieties of fruit  juice in 
July 1975 were as follows! 

,   J 
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Brand Variety       Pack siz zc price 
(SFrT 

of 
container 

Del Monte/Negros 
(Nectar) tomato 

apricot 

apricot 
cocktail 
pear 

M (Migrila own brand)    carrot 
red carrot 

Galactina 

Biotta 

tomato 
carrot 

tonato 
carrot 

banana 

700 ml 
750 nil 

5 x 130 ml 
5 x 130 ml 
5 x 130 ml 

300 ml 
300 ml 

180 g 
120 g 

500 ni 
500 ral 

500 ml 

1.70 
1.90 

?.40 
2.40 
2.40 

1.10 
1.10 

1.90 
1.40 

2.40 
2.40 

2.70 

can 
can 

glass 
glass 
git ss 

glass 
glass 

glass 
glass 

glass 
glass 

glass 

Distribution 

The Swiss distribution system is becoming strongly 
centralised and  the  large distribution organisations frequently 
sell fruit juices under  their own labels.    They generally have 
both a single-strength and a reconstituted juice in their assortment, 
whereas frozen concentrates are marketed almost  exclusively by 
Migro« and  the Coop.    Migros  is  the most dynamic and the  largest 
distributor   in Switzerland.    These  two consumer  co-operatives 
import directly, whereas  in dealing with other  retail groups 
such as USEGO in 01 ten or IGREG in Basle the services of an 
agent are essential. 

I 
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The penetration  level of distribution in the different 
types of outlets  is as  follows: 

Type of outlet Number of outlets Estimated 
distribution of 

fruit juice 

Migros 400 
Z 

100 
Other chains 5,000 100 
Independent food 
•hops 7,000 90 

Drugstores 1,268 100 
Pharmacies 1,042 SO 
Hotels            ) 
Restaurants) 10 

9.7    Importers/wholesaler • 

The leading importers and wholesalers arc listed below« 

Migro» 

Coop 

SamaIon 

Uaep.o AG,  4600 Olten/S0 
(This is  the fourth largest food chain in Switzerland 
and sella its own brand of fruit juice  (U-brand) which 

is manufactured by various companies abroad). 

Denner AG, 8045 Zurich, Grubenstr 12 
"ÎThis is"the third  largest food  chain in Switzerland and 

Stalls its own brand of fruit juice  (B-brand) which is 
manufactured by various companies abroad). 

i 



Howcj,  2540 Grenchen/50 
Tfhìs ii the main importer  for the tourist and Caterina 
industry). * 

Other leas  important manufacturera/impurtors include: 

Grapillon SA Mont   S/Rolle 
laumann & Co AG,   Bischofszeil 
Michel  SA Lausanne,  Ma illy 
OBI  - Genossenschaft,  Bischofszeil 
Horga AC,  Ebnat-Kappel 
Obst - und Weinbau - Genossenschaft 
Wadenswil. 

OVA-Genossenechaft 
Affoltern a/A 
Sais AG, Horn/TG  (Unilevtr) 
Zweifel ft Co. AG 
Zurich. 

I J 
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•••   Potential for Vitsminka product! 

The demand for citrus juice in Switzerland I* rapidly 
increasing and substantial expanaion is likely to occur  in this 
•action of  the market.    These will be in direct competition 
vith non-citrus juices.    However,  it night be possible for 
»itaminka to export high-quality juicee,  including apple, pear, 
cherry, blackcurrant, redcurrant,  strawberry, raspberry and 
trape juice. 

Harnea and addresses of leading manufacturara 

Biotta AG 
§274 Tagurwilen/TC 
Tell    672/96 7 11 

Migros Genos senschafta-Bund 
Liaatatplati 
•005 Zurich 

Calactina 1 Bioaalt AC 
3123 lelp/BE 
Telt 031/61 It 11 

Hero Conserven Lensburg AC 
5600 Lenzburg 1AC 
Tell 064/50 11 5 

Coop Schweir, 
4002 Basel 
Telt    061/35 50 SO 

Saaialon AG 
6072 Sachaeln/0W 
Telt    041/66 42 23 

> \ 
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UL      TW HARKET FOR FRQZEH FRUIT 

1. General 
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2.    United Kingdom 

2.1    Sige of market 

8ales of frozen fruit in the United Kingdom are small. 
The market is well supplied with fresh fruit throughout the 
year.    Technically it is difficult to freeze many of the more 
popular varieties, and frozen fruit is relatively expensive. 

As a result, although there is a developing trade in 
bulk packs for catering and  industrial use - much of it 
unsweetened - consumer packs are limitod to a small volume of 
seasonal varieties such as strawberries and raspberries and 
•ore recently apple slices. 

Imports account for the great majority of supplies of 
froten fruit in the United Kingdom, the majority of imports 
consisting of frozen fruit without sugar destined for use in 
the production of jam and similar preserves.    A recent trend 
is the development of imports of frozen fruit to use in the 
flavouring of yoghurt. 

Production 

United Kingdom production of frozen fruit is relatively 
low,    Production figures are given on the following tablet 

Frozen fruit 

1972 

Production 

(tons) 

1,700 

1973 

Production 

(tona) 

1,400 

1974 

Production 

(tons) 

1,500 

•ourcet Ministry of Agriculture and manufacturers estimates. 

Value 

It ia estimated by a leading group of freezer centrea 
that the total frozen fruit market is worth £750,000 at r.a.p. 
In terms of volume this amounts to 2,400 tona. 
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2.2 Consumption 

Household per capita consumption is increasing slightly 
as can be seen from the following table: 

Household consumption of frozen fruit 
(oa per person per year) i 

"72 3,12 (0.09 kg) \ 
»» 4.16 (0.1 kg) 
*97* not available 

Figures for consumption in catering and institutional 
establishments are not available, but it is thought that total 
consumption amounts to 2,400 tons. 

Consumer Preferences I 

As mentioned earlier, the frozen fruit market is largely 
concerned with bulk packs. These are either used for processing, 
catering or sold in freezer centres. The retail market is very 
•«all and consequently very little information is available. 
However, strawberries, raspberries and blackcurrants are the 
fruits in greatest demand, amongst both consumers and processerà. 
A more recent development is the increasing population of frozen 
apple slices. lie jam, the leading freezer centre chain sold 
•ore apple slices than any other single item in 1974. They sold 
approximately 750 tons of frozen fruit of which 200 tons were 
frozen apple slices. The reason for this is thought to be the 
Increased prices of fresh apples. It seems likely that this trend 
will continue. 

Packaging 

The standard retail pack for frosen fruit is an S os 
cardboard pack. Sales through freezer centres are «ainly in 
21b polybags. 
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Cona«tpt*on trends 

In view of the fact that this is a processing market 
rather than a consumer market, trends in    actual consumption 
of frosen fruit arc difficult to monitor.    Hovever,  it. can ho 
said that production of frozen fruit in this country has 
increased over the last ten years, and so have imports. 
Manufacturera say that the consumption of  frozen fruit is 
increasing due to increased ownership of freezers and the 
increasing price of fresh fruit. 

2.3   Importa 

As mentioned earlier imports account for the great 
Majority of  supplies of frosen fruit in the United Kingdom. 
Host of these imports consist of unsweetened frozen fruit 
for use in the production of jam and similar preserves. 

After steady growth in the mid - 1960's, total importa 
Stagnated in the five years to 1972, although 1973 shipments 
wer« up to over 9,000 tons.    Principal products imported 
include strawberries, raspberries and apple. 

Imports in 1970 and 1972 with our forecasts for 
197 S are shown below: 

1970 1972 1975 

Fruit without sugar 
of whichi 

3.7 3.1 9.0 

Strawberries 
Raspberries 
Apples 
Blackcurrants 

0.2 

0.3 

1.0 
O.t 
0.2 
0.1 

2.0 
1.1 
0.7 
0.4 

Fruit with sugar O.t O.S 0.1 

J 
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MW on the following tablet i 
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Froten Raspberries 

Th« frozen raspberry Hat perhaps Che greatest potential 
for domestic sales of any frozen fruit on the United Kingdom 
Market. 

However,  an exporter would probably meet strong competition 
fro» Scottish suppliers in. the market for whole fruit,  and the 
principal imports demand will remain that for pulp.    The main 
suppliers at present are Hungary, thi> Netherlands and Yugoslavia. 

Iaports of raspberries to the United Kingdom can be 
•«en on the following tables: 

j, u 
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Froten blackcurrant! 

- »i    •> !nÍt-d Kin8do" froiten Wackcurrant consumption it 
î ïî       at r",1,500 tons *** ,,,lm,8,•    Al«oft the whole 

of this quantity is used by caterers.    Substantial quantities 
••inly nome produced - of frozen blackcuirant pulp are also 
uied for further processing - mainly jams and pies.    Froten 
pulp consumption is estimated to amount to approximately 
7,500 tons per annua. 

Import statistics for froten blackcurrants have 
only recently become available, but show the quantities 
•hipped to be amali and variable.    Poland is the principal supplier. i»»*»«.*!»* 

V 
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Froaen strawberries and frozen fruit with »ußar 

The demand for froten whole fruit is very limited in 
the United Kingdom,  and the majority of supplies of both 
«Hole fruit and pulp are destined for further processing. 
The principal suppliers are the United States and Mexico, 
hut imports from all sources vary considerably from year to 
year, dependent upon U.K.  fresh fruit production and the 
harvests in supplying countries. 

Froten strawberries are also a principal commodity 
asxmgat imports of  frozen fruit with sugar, although this 
category includes substantial quantities of other berry fruit 
notably bilberries and loganberries. 

Iaports of frosen strawberries to the United Kingdoa 
can be teen on the following tablesi 

t 
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The Unitati Kingdom li not a significant exporter of 
froten fruit.    Total export» of frozen fruit in 19H only 
Mounted to 1,186 tone.    Details of exporta can he aeen on 
the following table. 



'•* î*titt*  quotas and régulations 

These are contained in Appendix I. 

horlt\  manufacture ri 

The retail market can be divided into traditional 
grocery outlets such aa supermarkets, and freezer centres. 
An increasing amount of frozen fruit is being »old through 
freezer centres and they currently claim over 50 per cent 
Of the total froxen fruit market. Traditional grocery 
outlet« «re not terribly interested in selling a wide variety 
of frozen fruit and their range is usually limited to straw- 
berries and raspberries. The main suppliers to arocerv 
Multiples aret ' 

Birds ey* 
Findus 

- Ross 

•irds Eye currently claim 20 per cent of the market 
for strawberries and raspberries and produced 200 tons in 
lt?4. »irds Eye grow their own strawberries and import 
raspberries from Hungary. 

Over 50 per cent of frozen fruit sales go through 
frecier centres and this is likely to increase. The most 
important chain of freezer centres is Beja« who claim one 
third of the total froten fruit market. In 1974 Bejam »old 
750 tons of frozen fruit. Bejam's range of frosen fruit 
includes the following « 

- raspberries 
- strawberries 
- apricots 
- apple slices 
- gooseberries 
- melon balls 
- rhubarb 
- fruit salad. 
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Salca of apple alicea have increased recently and 
are regarded aa having considerable potential. 

freezer centres have three main supplierai 

- Northray Farm 
- Pellew Harvey  (Angelus brand) 
•   Anglo' European Foods  (Harvest brand) 

Theae companies are fairly equal in importance and 
•upply over 200 freezer centres each. 

Beaidee Bejam other freezer centres include Cordon Bleu 
in the North, Bewharst and centres belonging to the large 
grocery Multiples such as Teeco. 

Industrial market 

Froaen fruit used for processing by manufacturers U 
supplied by a large number of anali manufacturers, wholesalers 
and importers.    (Manee of iapottera and wholesalers will bo 
given in section 2.7.) 

Prices      (June 1975) 

Below are listed eon» current retail prices. 

Hneus    (retail price list) 

pack sice Stockist Recommended 
         per doten        retail price 

Raspberries • oa £3.4* 35p 

^-^»—J 
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Birds lye (retail prie« litt) 

IMick si»« 

Raspberries 
Strawberries 

8 os 
8 es 

fro»» (Freeser Centre price list 

Wick sise 

Strawberries 
Raspberries 
Melon Balls 

Pistribution 

2 lb 
2 lb 
2 lb 

Stockist 
per dosen 

13.41 
£2.53 

Recommended 
retail price 

35p 
26p 

Knits        Price 
per case   per case 

12 
12 
12 

I   p 

7.92 
11.52 
7.92 

Price 
per unit 

*    P 
0.66 
0.96 
0.66 

•k.4*     'Tí'í C#ntrM ** dir*ct trom Powers and pack under 
v£ JSlYiiU «rofcry ""^¿Pl" buy direct fr« ,M»S"t•: 
m» usually deliver to the«.    Imported frozen fruit reach«« rhl 
retail market via importer, and wholesalers. "" 

2.7    Importers 

Leading importer» and wholesaler» are listed below: 

Interests 

Armour I Co. Ltd 
193 St Johns St 
London E.C.I (Importer) 

P.R. Benson I Partners Ltd 
35 Piccadilly 
London tf.l. (Importer) 

Compass House Ltd 
Riby St, Grimsby 
(Importer, agent, wholesaler) 

fruit, vegetables 

veg«tsblea and fruit 

catering - all products 

{ 



Vil lia« Crahan Ltd 
Justin Manor 
341 London Road 
Hitchan, Surrey 

Manuals Frosted Food« Ltd 
53-55 Stepney Green 
London (Importer) 

Northray Farm Product! Ltd 
Autby Houae 
Worth Thoresby 
Criiuby    (Inportar) 

Janea Richards * Co. Ltd 
Greenford Road, Sutton 
Surrey    (Importer) 

Sidwell ft Co. Ltd 
Roseaount Tower 
Stafford Road 
Wellington, Surrey 
(Inportar) 

Sydney Harvey 4 Co. Ltd 
26-28 Mark Lane 
London E.C.3    (Importer, agent) 

Southern Frozen Producta Ltd 
Arundel Place, 
Brighton    (Agent, whole«a1er) 

Svithebank Frozen Foods Ltd 
White Rose Cold Store 
Ingleby Rd, Bradford • 

luteresti 

fruit and vegetable! 

fruit and vegetables 

fruit and vegetable! 

vegetables 

catering vegetables 

vegetables and fruit 

«egetablea and fruit 

vegetables and fruit 

M i 
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C.1, trayfcrook« A Co. Ltd 
Ü-40 Paatharatona Strc«t 
Union KIT MM 

J.L.P. Denny Ltd 
3f-41 High Strict 
•rentwood, Ease* 

Glaabea Ltd, 
*•** Eveil Road, 
Svrbitcm, Surrey KT6 7*1 

Myb« Pood International Ltd f 
SS Park ftract, ( 
Briatol BS1 5RT 

Jack L. Iarati Ltd 
St>»0 Picei* Cheabera, 
Covent Cardan 
London NË2E HP 

Leonard Nia to 
tS Victoria Itrfat, 
Liverpool LI 6» 

! 



**••   Advertising and promotion 

~i 8ince the r'tail •ark«t for frosen fruit is very 
limited there is no cotioumer advertising.    There is no record 
of any expenditure on television or presi advertising in 
published sources. 

2.Í   Potential for Vitaroinka Products 

t.Vt VOUld •ug8CSt that il mi8ht be possible for 
Vit ««ink« to export unsweetened frozen berry fruits - including 
•travbtrries, raspberries, bilberries, loganberries - in bulk 
packs for catering and industrial use. 
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Names and addressee of leading manufacturers/supplier» | 

Bird a Eye Foods Ltd 
Station Avenue 
Wal ton-on-Thames 
Surrey 
Teli    98 28888 /' 

Findus 
Numbers tone Road 
Grimsby, Lines DN32 8HP 
Tel;    0472 59141 

Ross Foods Ltd 
Ross House 
Humber Bridge Road 
Grimsby 
Tel:    0472 59111 

Korthray Farm Products 
Autby House 
North Thoresby 
Grimsby, Lines 
Teli    0472 87441 

N.B. Pellew - Harvey i Co. Ltd 
London Road 
Grantham 
Lines NG31 6JS 
fel:    0476 5511 

Anglo European Foods Ltd) 
19/20 Old Bailey 
London EC4 
Teh    248 9361 
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3«        France 

3.!      Si «e of Market 

The retail market for frozen fruit is extremely small «id total 
consumption in  1973 was only 907 tons.   Thi» compare» with only 471 
tons in  1972 and 894 tons  in  1971.    The market is  therefore fairly 
volatile, consumption being very much determined by seasonal changes 
in the fresh fruit market.    Annual production of frozen fruit for 
retail purposes rose from 444 tons in 1972 to 827 tons in  1973.    The 
breakdown of this production was as follows: 

French production of froren fruit  (retail) in 1973 

<toos) 

laspberrics 41* 
Mibe tries 2|2 
Strawberries 144 

iaspberries are the «lain type of froren fruit produced for 
the retail market followed by bilberries and strawberries. 

However, the industrial usage of froren fruit is far greater. 
National production of froren fruit for re-processing was almost 
26,000 tons  in  1973 and net  imports totalled 10,500 tons.    The 
following table details thia production for re-processing. 



French production of frosen fruit (for re-processing) 

Strawberries 6,415 
Chesnut« 4,526 
Apricot« 2,e18 
Bilberries 2,37$ 
laspberries 2^79 
Oth« r« î#572 

Total 
25,989 

Strawberries accounted for on« quarter of froten fruit 
(for re-processing) production in  1973 with chestnut» being • 
further 15 per emit.    Apricots, bilberries and raspberries each 
accounted for roughly 10 per cent of total production. 

Trends 

The retail frosen fruit market is relatively stagnant mainly 
••caule frosen fruit costs twice as much as it's fresh equivalent. 
Demand often reflects seasonal changes in the availability of fresh 
produce but in general the main demand is during the winter when the 
only alternative to frosen fruit is high cost imported fruit, the 
price differential thus being eroded. 

The market for frocen fruit (for re-processing) is not M 
affected by changes in demand, the bulk of this production be in« 
for jam making etc. 



3.2     Consumption 

French demand for retail frozen fruit has shown little growth 
in recent years.    Consumption has risen from 894 tons in  1971 to 
•07 tons in 1973.    Per capita consumption is particularly low at 
only  17 grains per annum.    The consumption of different  types of 
frozen fruit is more or less'the same as production, as France's 
net trade in these products is  limited. Thus  raspberries, 
bilberries and strawberries are the main types of  frozen fruit 
consumed. 

The breakdown of Prench consumption by the home and catering 
••ctors is as followst 

ireakdown of home-catering consumption 

JUL l»72 1973 

370 450 4O0 
<*> ,                          <*•) (96) (44) 

Catering                      S24 21 507 
<*>                            (59) (4) (56) 

In normal years around two thirds of Bales are to th« catering 
•ector.    However, in  1972 the very sharp fall in consumption was 
aainly due to the  fall in catering demand from 524 tons in  1971  to 
only 21 tons.    In  1973 this fall was made up with catering demand 
rising to 507 tona. 

Consumption patterns, for frozen fruit are »imilar to those 
for frozen vegetables.    The bulk of consumption is in the larger citie». 
•©•tly north of the Loire, and mainly by young people in the middle to 
upper income groups. 

I 



3.3     Ieports 

French Imports of frozen fruit have grown by roughly one third 
from 9,156 tons in  1972 to  11,881  tons in   19 74.    The bulk of these 
i «ports «re in fact  for re-processing with only 94 tons in  1972 and 
43 tons in   1974 aimed directly at the retail market.    Belgium is the 
•ain supplier of this type of frozen fruit. 

French imports of frozen Btrawberries, raspberries and 
blackcurrants and redcurtants (without added sugar) have been fairly 
static and in the latter case have declined since   1972.    Imports of 
frozen strawberries have   risen from 3,258 tons" to  3,6?3 tons,  frozen 
raspberries  from 999  tons  to  1,194 tons, and frozen blackcurrants 
•nd redcurrants have fallen from 721 tons to 575 tons.    The main 
growth in French imports have been in the "other frozen fruit" 
category.    This category includes apricots and other tree-fruits. 
Imports of these have increased from 4,084 tons to 6,446 tons. 

French import« in total thus represent about one third of 
total demand for frozen fruit by the re-processing industry. 

I t 



3» 4     Exporta 

Exporti of frozen fruit from Franc« are itili extremely snail 
despite having almost  doubled since   1972.    Export«  in  1972 totalled 
575 tons and by 1974 had increased to just over 1000 tons.    As with 
imports the bulk of these were exports of frozen fruit for 
re-processing.    Exports of frozen fruit with added sugar in  1974 
were   197 tons as against only 26 toni in 1972.    These exports were 
»•inly to Italy and Belgium. 

French exports of frozen fruit without  added sugar, with the 
exception of frozen strawberries, have grown strongly since   1972. 
Exports of frozen raspberries were up from  16 tons  to   145 tons, 
frozen blackcurrants and redcurrant  from only 2 tons  to 17 tons and 
other frozen fruit from 272  tons to 449 tons.    However, frozen 
strawberry exports fell from 259 tons to 196  tons.    West Gemany is 
the «win market for all of the above exports. 

French exports of froten fruit represent only around 4 per cent 
of total production, the bulk of this being for how  consumption 
purposes. 



i» 5     Tariffs, quota» and regulations 

Se* Appendix I. 

3,6     Local manufacturers 

We have no precise breakdown of market aharea but it ia 
•atimated that Findua, Groko and Iglò share the market roughly 
in proportion to their aharea in the frozen vegetable market. 
Findua ia therefore the market leader with around 50 per cent 
of the market. 

Diatribut ion ia also aa for frozen vegetables but because 
of the aize of the retail market, obvioualy on a much smaller 
•cale.    Froaen fruit ia usually marketed together with frosen 
vetetanlea. 

The aain local manufacturera are» 

France Clace-Findua 

(see Frozen Vegetable Section 3.6) 

A« in the froaen vegetable market, Findua is estimated to 
hau» 50 per cent of the retail frozen fruit market. 

    The two main types of froaen fruit diatributed by the 
company are strawberries and raspberries both with added sugar. 
Current prices for these products are aa follows I 

Current price» for Findua frozen fruit producta 

Product Site Frio* 

Strawberries 223 4,30 
Raapberriea 225 5.80 

t 
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¿l¡££!* 
(M« froten V« cet ab le Section 3.6) 

Iglò*a ahare of the  frown fruit ia «atUuted to be «round 
«5 per cent. 

Iglò'a two main type« of fruit are alio atrawberrias and 
raepberrUa both with added sugar.   Current price« for thaae 
producta ara as followt 

Current prices  for Ifllo froten fruit product! 

•roduct                             lie« »rtct 

li"»») itr.f} 

ItrawbarriM                      223 4,50 * 
taaoberriet                        22$ 3.80 

*•• •*»»' «Min sanufacturers are lilted In the Frotan Ve gat ab It 
«action 3»o> 
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*•'     Inporters 

Croko-Franrc 

(•ce Frown Vegetable Section 3.7) 

Grcko's market share for froxt-n fruit is roughly 5 per cant. 
The nain variety of fruit ia frozen strawberries. 

Current price» for Croko frotan fruit products 

Product 

Strawberries 

8it* 
(ir«i») 

22S 

Price 

4.50 

The other Main inporters of fresen fruit at« lilted in the 
Prosen Vegetable Section 3.7. 

t 
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4.1 

ÍÜJaí um 

Sise of market 

The retail market  for frosen fruit in Belgium it very snail. 
Domestic produrtion is limited and net imports have declined from 
64 tons in 1972 to only 26 tons in J974. 

There has, however, been some growth in  the bulk market for 
frozen fruit  for re-proressing.    We do not  at present have, any data 
on domestic production but  imports have  grown from 798 tons in   1972, 
to 2,386 tons  in  197'«.    Over the same period exports have increased 
fro« 347 tons to 422 tons.      Net imports  in  1974 were therefore almost 
2,000 tons.    This was largely made up of  imports of  froren strawberries, 

4.2        Consumption 

We do not have any details on Belgian consumption at present. 

4.3 Imports 

Belgian imports of sweetened frosen fruit have declined fro« 
99 tons in 1972 to only 58 tons in 1974.    West Germany is the main 
supplier of this product. 

At the same time, Belgian imports of unsweetened frozen fruit 
have grown strongly.    These imports were only 798 tons in  1972, but had 
trebled to almost 2,400 tons by  J974.    Strawberries  are the most 
important type of frozen fruit imported into Belgium and strawberry 
imports have increased from only  135 tons  in  Î970 to over 1,000 tons 
In  1974.    Frozen raspberries and blackberries accounted for a further 
294 tons of the   1974 total with imports of other frozen fruit at 
1,058 tons. 

Holland and West Germany are still the main suppliers of these 
imports but recently Poland has become increasingly important, particularly 
in the supply of froten strawberries. 

1 



4.4      Exports 

Belgian export« of frozen fruit with added sugar In  1974 wen 
particularly amali at only 32 tona.    Thia compares with  35 tont in 
1972.    France is the main recipient of these exports. 

Exports of unsweetened frozen fruit have grown somewhat since 
»972 from 347 tons to 422 tonB.    Strawberries were the main export 
product at   121 tons and 33 tons of frozen raspberries, and red and 
white currants were also exported in that year.    The balance was made 
up by exports of other frown fruit. 

market. 
The Netherlands, West Germany and France were the main export 

4.3 Tariff»,» quotas  and reftulailons 

t«a Appendix. 
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4»ê        Local manufacturer¡. I 

The only tignificant retail  distributors of froten fruit in 
Belgium are Iglò and Frima.    However,  trade sources  inform us  that 
Friaa is not at present producing frozen fruit due to market conditions. 
The «ain varieties of frozen fruit sold by either company are  froten 
strawberries and raspberries. / 

The small quantities of frozen  fruit distributed on the Belgian 
Market are sold through  the same channels as frozen vegetables  (see 
Froten Vegetable Section 4.6). 

The growing quantity of imported froien fruit without  added 
sugar are mainly used for the production of jams.    The principal jan 
producers in Belgium are« 

Materne, Rue du Progrès 22, 5100 Jambes 
Htrtoy, Boulevard de L'Humanité 292,  1190 Brussels 
Marie-Thua»s Louvain, Kolonel Begaultlaan 25,  3010 Wilsele 
Mero, Boulevard St.Nichel 6,   1040 Brussels 

e. 1       laporters 

The main importers of frozen ve ge tab It « are alno involved In Che 
importation of froten  fruit (see Frozen Vegetable Section 4.7).    Other 
importera directly involved in the import of froten fruit arel 

Cocri Ringoir, Bursselsesteeweg 657, 9001 Centbrugge 
Wo, Rue des Grands Pres  164, 4600 Chance 

I 
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5.    Hol Und 

'•*    ***• of market 

The Dutch market for frozen fruit has expanded considerably 
•ince 1965, although there has been a relative degree of stagnation 
in the last three or four years.    Production  in 1965 was 6900 tons 
and by 1970 this had increased  to over 15,000  tons.    However, ( 
production declined to only 12,000 tons.    However, production \ 
declined  to only 12,000 tons in 1971 and 1972 before recovering 
somewhat to just over 14,000 tons in 1973.    We do not have a precise 
breakdown of production but  the following table shows deliveries of 
fresh fruit to the frozen food  industry between 1970 and 1973  and 
is a good indicator of final production. 

Deliveries of fresh fruit to the frozen food  industry 1970-1973 

('000 tons) 
1970        1971       1972        1973 

Itravberries 6.5 5.4 5.0 4.9 
llackberries 1.0 1.1 2.5 0.8 
»aspberries 1.9 1.3 1.4 2.3 
Cherries 4.2 4.3 1.8 4.6 
Blackcurrants 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.6 
led/white currants 1.0 0.2 0.6 0.4 
Other« 0.9 - 0.8 1.2 

Iot«l 16.0        13.0       12.6        J4.8 

J 



Dutch production is very much concentrated on »oft 
fruit».    Strawberries i« the main fruit type accounting for 
around one third of production in 1973.    Cherries with just 
over  30* are next in importance followed by raspberries. 
Blackberries had previously been of greater importance but 
in 1973 accounted for only 5% of total  production.    Black- 
currants and red and white, currants are the only other 
fruit type« of any importance. 

We do not have any specific figure for retail 
consumption of  frozen fruits but it is estimated to be quite 
«nalJ  with the bulk of production being absorbed by the re- 
processing industry mainly for the production of jam.     The 
retail market  is considered to be small and static mainly 
because of the high cost of frozen fruit relative to fresh 
produce.    Some  small  increase in the demand for frozen fruit 
is seen when supplies of fresh produce are reduced. 

5.2   Consumption 

Dutch consumption of froten fruit is extremely volatile 
»«inly as a result of changes in the net international trading 
position rather  than changes in production.    Total consu»ption 
of frozen fruit is shown in the following tablet 

gMìgh apparent consumption of frozen fruit (tonal 

Production 

Imports 

Exports 

Apparent 
Consuaption 

1967 

7,800 

3.000 

7,200 

3,600 

1969 

12,500 

7,900 

11,000 

1970 

15,290 

9,140 

12,620 

1971 

12,430 

7,540 

10,500 

«72 1975 

12,220 14,140 

11,410 7, HO 

11,590 13,060 

5.400       12,080 9,470       12,040       9,040 



5.3       Iwporta 

Total Dutch imports have grown considerably in recent years 
from only 8,680 tons in 1971 to 14,560 tons in 1973. However, the 
following tables do not include imports from Belgium which have in 
fact increased from 4,750. tons in 19 71 to 7,220 tons in 1973 and 
thus represent almost 50 per cent of the total. In total, ircports 
represent around 40 per cent of consumption although some quantity 
»re re-exported. 

Around two thirds of total  imports consists  of spinach from 
ielgium and West Germany, peas from France and Belgium and French 
beans from Belgium.     As the following  tables exclude Belgium supplies 
they understate  the  importance of  these  three crops.    Frozen sprouts 
it the only other main category of vegetable, the balance being 
"other vegetables". 

linee  1969 Dutch consumption of froten fruit has varied 
fron around 9,000 tons in a bad year to just over   12,000 tons 
in a good year.    Production, although variable, h^s been much 
steadier than consumption and the main determinant of total 
consumption has been the level of net exports.    On  a per capita 
basis, frozen fruit consumption in   1973 was 0.66 kg. 

f i 



5.4 Export» 

Dutch frozen fruit exports underwent a period of sustained 
growth throughout  the  1960's and Holland is by far the largest exporter 
of frozen fruit  in Western Europe.    Total  exports  in   1972 were   11,330 
tons and although  there has been some setback since  that year,  they still 
amounted to over   10,000 tons  in   1974.    Strawberries  are the. main export 
crop but there are   considerable  exports of raspberries, blackcurrants, 
«id rîdcurrants and other frozen fruit. 

Since   1974,  all exports  have been  grouped together vithout a 
breakdown of types  of fruit but we believe  that the   1974  total would 
have been in similar proportion  to the previous years. 

West Germany is very much the main export market receiving over 
70 per cent of total exports.    Prance and the IK are the other main markets. 

5.S Tariffs 

See Appendix. 
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3.6      repeal, manufacturer» 

As already stated, the Dutch retail market for fruten fruit 
is extremely limited with Iglò and Groho the  main distributors of 
these products.    Strawberries and raspberries are the main types 
of frozen fruit sold at the retail level although there  is  a small 
demand  for frozen cherries1.    The bulk of production is  in  fact sold 
to the  re-processing industry and the two main companies  in this 
sector are Van Wagenberfesten,  Heusden and Zwan and Burg, Etten. 
Other industrial users are: 

de Betuwe 
Hero 
Jonher Fris 
Zwaardemaher 

Por frosen fruits there are no contracts between the users 
and producers because of the Bhort production periods. All suppl 
ars therefore bought on the free market. 

supplies 

The details of distribution at  the retail level ar« as for 
froten vegetables, although on a much smaller scale (see Section 
5.2 Frosen Vegetables). 

Î i 

The main local manufacturers are: 

(i)    Iglò (see Frozen Vegetables section 5.6) 

It is estimated that Iglò accounts for roughly 551 
of the Dutch retail market for frozen fruit.    The two stain types 
•re strawberries and raspberries and the Company's products are 
considered  to be of the highest quality, although this is 
compensated for in high prices. 

(2)    Groho (see Frozen Vegetables section 5.6) 

With around one third of the market Groho is in a 
stronger position that in the frosen vegetable market.    Again 
the two main varieties are strawberries and raspberries and the 
products are considered to be of «tedium quality. 

5.7   Importers 

Th« companies listed in Frozen Vegetables section f.7 
•re the main Dutch importers of frosen vegetables. 

5.i   Advsftising and promotion 

There are no separate allocations for the promotion of 
frosen fruit and all advertising is done within the context of 
the frosen food product range. 

J à 
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i. Meat Germany 

• •I        Site of Market 

»-<.» fh*.rrta*1 market for fro«n ''«it in West Germany it expanding 
rapidly   with the bulk of supplie, coming fro«, abroad.    Total «Hi 1 
conju«pt on is  estimated at over 7,000 ton»  and with import« of frozen 

production to be in the region of 5,000 ton». 

1.^.1    II! 8ddítlon to
L
the abov« 8ale8 °f frozen fruit at the retail 

level, there  is  a much more substantial market  for frozen  fruit  for 
w-proce.sing.     Imports alone of these products amounted to over 
37.000 ton» in   1974 with total exports in that year of 4,000 tons. 

ft* 2       Consumption 

.*  1 «nîT* r,tüÍl coanw^tlm} °* '"«n fruit in 1974 is estimated 

Ueíter Pwvious year, is obviously still very 

-# #«, ltrfb?rr1"» «»Parries and «yrtleberries are the main types 
¿TU^L^IJ'T'V

9
 

auhou*vhe" *• - «•" but growing ¿¡Lo- 
ur í Ü     fer'ies.    Frozen strawberries account for about half of 
cocal oemand. 

\\ia «•«*"«ted that around 60 per cent of the above total is 
co»ai*«d by the catering induetry with the remaining 40 per cent for 
mm* consumption. 

i—«.¿ii""111 ^rCf *V .the Urge 1uantitie» *f f"«n fruit for reprocessing available in West Germany, is from the jam and 
confectionary industry.    A large part of total import» is in the 
for« of frozen fruit-pulp. 

i 
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*.3      lagoni 

Iaports into Weat Germany of frozen fruit with added sugar 
•re not  detailed in the official statistics.    However, we do know 
that these totalled  1,900 tons in  1972, with frozen strawberries 
«counting for roughly one  third of this total. 

The majority of imports  consist of unsweetened fruit  and a 
detailed breakdown of these  imports  is  given in  the following tables. 
In total,  imports  of unsweetened frozen fruit have declined sharply 
•ince  1972  from over 46,000 tons  to 37,700 tons  due  to a fall  in 
imports of other fruits,  from 26,600 tons  to  18,550 tons.    Frozen 
rapsberry and blackberry imports have also fallen from 8,800 tons 
to 6,850  tons  following a very strong growth in their importation 
in the previous  two years.    The only frozen  fruit product  to have 
gained since  1972 is  frozen strawberries with imports up from 
K>,780 ton» to  12,325 tons.    However, import demand for this 
product, overall since   1970, has been fairly static. 

Up to 80 per cent of the above imports are fruit pulp and it 
is in thia sector of the industry in particular that Poland, 
Yugoslavia, Hungary and Czechoslovakia have  recently achieved major 
txport increases.    The only significant West European supplier of 
frosen fruit is Holland. 

1 



ê.4       Export» 

West German export» of sweetened frozen fruit are also not 
detailed in the official statistics.    Exports of these products 
have been around 500 tons in recent years and have been mostly 
exports of frozen strawberries. 

Exports of unsweetened frozen  fruit have  declined since 
1972 even more  rapidly  than imports.     Exports  totalled 5,360  ton« 
In  1972 but had  fallen to only A,000  tons by   1974.     Fr02.cn 
strawberries accounted for around 40 per cent of the total in   1974 
with exports of   1,428 tons as  against   1,773 tons  in   197?.    Exports 
of raspberries  and blackberries were   1,016 tons  and other fruit« 
were   1,534 tons.    Both had declined by between 20 per cent and 
30 per cent since   1972. 

France and Holland were the main export markets but substantial 
quantities were also sent to Belgium and Italy. 

é.5       Tariff« 

Bee Appendix. 
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6.6 Local ufacturers 

The retail market for frozen fruit in West Certnany is «irailar. 
with regard to distribution, to the market for frozen vegetables 
Iglò  (see Frozen Vegetable section 6.6)  is  the  main sanu facturer "and 
is estimated to have an even larger share of the  fresen fruit market 
with possibly  75 per cent of the  total market. 

However, most of the frozen fruit available in West Germany is 
used by the processing industry, in particular the jam industry. The 
leading manufacturers of jam are: 

Schwertauer Werke, Bad Schwartau. 
Horman i Loi Gmbh, Altwarmbuchen. 
Frani: Zentis, Aachen. 
Heinrich Weseloh, Winsen/Luke 
lieburg t P for tnc r/Masse rman | Ci«, Schevetseingen. 
Arthur Schindler KG, Lugde/Westf. 

, .    .**? ?thcr maln Pro«*»»4«« of froten fruit is for the production 
of fruit juice and liqueurs. 

••7       Importer» 

Most of the main Importers of frosen vegetable! are involved 
in the importation of frozen fruit,  (see Frozen Vegetable section 6.7). 

Other importers, more directly involved in the import of frosen 
fruit are i 

Hahn Albrecht Import agent uren, 
Croasmarkthalle 
5 Kocln 

Handelsverkehr CwbH 
3-5 Voehlerstr 
6000 Frankfurt Main 

Ui i 



Pacific KG 
i) EimabuettUr Itr 63 
1 Nwburg 50 

»uhr-EÎ Rhuhr-froat Ink Paul Petting 
Rutthenetr 47 
4*5 Geilenkirchen 

Wulff Gustav 
26 ialUndami 
2 Heaburg I 

•••       Advertising and promotion 

There are no separate advertising bud «a ti for froten fruit. 
Any promotion« of audi product! would COM under 
foods in general. 

the group of froaon 

Ui Ï 
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•••        fottuti aï for Tit wink« product» 
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7. Austria 

7.1 Site of market 

The Austrian market for frozen  fruit i§ fairly small  and is 
predominantly for frozen fruit without   added sugar.    We do nor. have 
any figures  for home  consumption of  frozen  fruit with added sugar 
but we believe  this  to be extremely small.    The main suppliers  to the 
averci1  market  are  from imported sources. 

Au«train production Is limited and has in fact declined in 
recent years. Total production in 1972 was 1,015 tons but by 1972 
this had fallen to only  700 tons. 

7.2 Consumpt ion 

Austrian consumption of frozen fruit is largely of unsweetened 
fruit fron imported sources.   The bulk of this is therefore used by the 
processing industry mainly for the production of jams.    Total  consumption 
fcrs fallen from 6,841 tons in 1972 to  4,648 tons in  1974.    On a per capita 
bri is, consumption in   1974 was 0.60 kg«.     We have no information, at 
present,  relating to types of fruit consumed or consumption patterns. 

7.3 Imports 

( 
\ 

Austrian imports of frozen fruit  are principally of unsweetened 
fruits from Yugoslavia and Poland.    No breakdown by product is  available 
but shipments are primarily of pulped berries, peaches and apricots. 
After a period of sustained growth up to   »972, imports have receded fro« 
the record level in that year of 6,293 tons, to 4,457 tons in   1974. 

7.4 Exports 

Austrian exports are also totally of univettened fruite and are f 
almost totally to West Germany.    Although subject to annual variation 
they have averaged around 500 tons in  recant ye«rs. 



Î.5        Tariffa 

tee anpendix. 

'•' la e al      manufacturers 

The only large Austrian manufacturer of frosen fruit is 
Eskiro-Iglo, 2301 Grossenzersdorf.    This company sells it'e products 
under the Iglò and Eskimo brand names and is estimated to have 95 
ft cent of the small retail market. 

As the bulk of Austrian frozen fruit consumption is by the 
processing industry we include here a list of some of the main jam 
producers: 

Pomona Obstverwertung 
• 181 St Rupprecht bei Vi11 ach 

Bruder Unterwege r Obstverwertung 
MM Thai Assling 

Felix Austria 
7210 Mattersburg 
Poi(fach  109 

Ire ganzi a Konservenfabrik 
6911 Lochau/Bregenz 

lneersdorfer Nahrungsuittelverke, 
1230 Wien Drachestrasse  107-9 

t 
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'• ' Importer« * 

.AAt.t   E"ki"°"Î8\0 iB öl«o • aajor importer of frown fruit but in 
Mtfltloft we include hero the times of several other tt*>orter»i 

Wieseinger Elisabeth       ' ( 
Salzburg \ 
Gob* lsberg» tran se 20 

Kamleitn«r A Kraupe, 
Ledergasse  78 
4020 Lins 

(tee «Ito Section 7.7 Froten fefstablca) 

7.9        Potential  for Vitaminita producta 



I. Sweden I 

1.1        li» of market 

Although Sweden is still the main Scandinavian importer of 
froxen fruit,  domestic demand for those products has  declined 
considerably  since   1970.    Tdtal demand in   1970 was  almost   10,000 ( 
tons but in   1972 fell  to only  3,000  ton« before recovering  a little 
to jtMt over J,000 tons in   1973. 

Domestic production has fallen more or less  in line with 
this  drnp in demand,  as can be seen  from the  following table: 

Swedish production of frozen fruit j 

(tons) 1 

H>J0        1971        IJ72        1973 

Without added fugar 2,454      1,202      1,123      1,237 
Wth added sugar 1» 172 795 550     1,123 

lotal 3,826      1,997      1,673     2,360 

Total production in  1970 was   3,826 tons but by  1973 had fallen 
by alaost 40 per cent to 2,360 tons.    Almost  all of the fall  in total 
•roduction was in the unsweetened types of frozen fruit with production 
«ore  than halving from 2,654 tons to   1,237 tons.    The production of 
«reetened fruit in fact, fell by less  than 50 tons over the period,  and 
Vf  1973 represented almost half of all production. 

Production of frozen fruit without added sugar is normally 
dominated by  the production of red cranberries and myrtleberries.     In 
1973 these two types of frozen fruit accounted foi over 80 per cent  of 
production, with strawberries accounting for a further 13 per cent. 
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Swedish production in  1973 of frozen fruit without added tupiar 

tons X 

Strawberries 
Myrtle berrieB 
Red Cr.mberrieB 
Others 

Total 

159 
442 
S83 

53 

1.237 

13 
36 
47 

4 

100 

The production of frozen fruit with added sugar, however, 
Is as equally dominated by strawberries  and bilberries.    In  1973 
over 84 per cent of total production was of these two fruit typet 
with the balance being other frozen fruits. 

Swedish production in 1973 of frozen fruit with adde J sugar 

tons X 

Strawberries 
Bilberries 
Others 

439 
505 
179 

39 
45 
16 

Total 1,123 100 

t.2       Consumption 

The above changes in production very mud» reflect the recent 
fall in thi overall consumption of fro ¿en fruit.    Total demand in 
1970 was 9,426 tons but by  1973 had almost halved to only 5,360 tons 
having been as low üS  3,180 tons in 1972.    This fall in overall demand 
has, however, been iclt only in the unsweetened frozen fruit sector of 
the market.    Our estimates of consumption since   1970 are as follows: 
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Swedish apparent consumption of frozen fruit (1970-1973) 

(tons) 

»>*>             1971 J972             1973 

Without added sugar    7,754            3,952 2,223           3,639 
With added sugar          1,672               945 957           1,722 

*•»•!                                M**    '       4,897 3,180           5,361 

The above  figures show that although total demand for 
«sweetened frozen fruit has more  than halvd since  1970 that 
for sweetened frozen fruit« has Increased slightly overall, despite 
having been well down in  1971 and  1972.    As far as trends are. 
concerned, it appears that the market for unsweetened frozen fruit 
is certainly experiencing considerable problems  in maintaining 
levels even   talf those of  1970.    The market for sweetened frozen 
fruit appears to t)ave stagnated at around the   1970 level with 
recent estimates suggesting that  demand in  1974 was roughly   1,600 
tons. 

i     «i/n?U°1 reT cftpita consumption of  froren fruit was 0.65 kgs 
in 1973 of which 0.44 kgs was of unsweetened fruit and 0.2t ksa 
was of sweetened frdt. ^ 

Th« bulk of the unsweetened froren fruit  available is consumed 
fcy industry mainly for the production of jam.    It ig estimated that 
»per cent of the sweetened froren fruit is used for hon« consumption 
*lfl 30 per cent by catering outlets. 

The «est popular types of frosen fruit available on the retail 
aarket «re strawberries and bilberries mainly provided for by he 
production, end raspberries most of which are i*<ported. 
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••3      Inports 

For most of the I960's, Sweden was  the second Urge et importer 
of froten  fruit in Europe after West Germany.    However, since the 
peek year of  1969, Swedish imports of frozen fruit have experienced 
no growth and until   1973 were in fact in regular decline.    Sweden is 
new seventh in the European table of frozen fruit importers. 

Swedish import« in   1969 were  7,000 tons but by 1972 they had 
fallen to only 4,100 tons.     Some  recovery was seen in  1973 and imports 
rose to 5,450 tons.    During this whole period most of the imports were 
unsweetered fruit and in  19 73, 4,740 tons of the total were unsweetened. 
These were mostly raspberries (30%), strawberries  (21%), and 
nyrtlebcrries    (18%).    The balance was made up of red cranberries   (6%) 
and other frozen fruit (25%).    Most of those imports were supplied by 
last European countries of which Hungary, Poland and Csechoslovakia 
vare the nost important. 

laports of sweetened frosen fruit haw remained fairly steady 
and in 1973 totalled 700 tons.    This total was almost equally split 
between strawberries and raspberries, again mostly fro« East Europe. 

i.4       Exports 

Up to  1970 Sweden had not been a significant exporter of 
frosen fruit with exports   rarely   exceeding 500 tons par annum. 
However, since   1970 exports have  developed considerably from 700 
tons to 2,400 tons.    These exports  are mostly unsweetened and 
exports of frozen fruit with added sugar totalled only  108 tons in 
1973.    The exports of sweetened fruit were almost all frosen 
nyrtleberrics. 

The «such larger export market  for frosen fruit without 
added sugar is dominated by sendings of frosen my rt lebe r ri es which 
totalled 1,020 tons in 1973 and thus  accounted for 44 per cent of 
the total.    The other main exports were red cranberries (31%), 
raspberries   (13%), strawberries (3%)   and other frozen fruit (9%). 
West Germany was the largest export market  followed by the 
neighbouring Scandinavian countries. 
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••*      Wal «mnufacturers 

Ai two thirds of tht total supplies to the Swedish «artet «re 
unsweetened frosen fruit these «re nainly used by the processing 
Industry for th« production pf jams.    The ««in Swedish Manufacturers 
of jan arci 

Foodie (Winner),  254 00 Staffanatorp 
Findui  (Nestle), Fach, 267 00 Bjun 
Onos, 290   10 Tollarp 
Kovia (Unilever), Ostterportsgaten, 211 28 Maino 
Cadbury/Slott*, Uppsala 

Frozen fruit for domestic consumption it exclusively produced 
by the following three companies. 

Flndus J -      .. , 
Foodia J *** **"« 
Felix (Cavcnhaa)  241 00 Eatou 

Their shares of the market are similar to those in th« frotan 
«apa tab le market with Findus and Felix accounting for around three 
quarters of total salea.    The distributive system is also s ini lar to 
that for frozen vegetables (see Froien Vegetable Section 1.6). 

0«?       1«portere 

The conpani es included in the list of nain importers of fro san 
vegetables are also the nain importers of frotan fruit (tee Frotan 
Voga tab le Section 8.7). 

•••      Advertising and promotion 

There it no separate advertising for froten fruit and all 
promotional activity if included in the overall strategy for frotan 
foods. 
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9. twitzerland 

1.1 lite of market 

The total Swiss market Cor frozen food has grown considerably 
from 2,000 tons in  1968 to 6,000 tons   1972.    The bulk of these supplies 
•re froa imported sources.   However, we estimate that the actual retail 
market for frozen fruit is still  small at below  1,000 tons. 

He do not have any production statistics, at present, but believe 
that the bulk of market supplies  are imported. 

9.2 Consumption 

Total consumption of frozen fruit was estimated at 6,000 tons 
in  1972.    This, however, included frozen fruit  for re-processing and we 
•stimate that the actual domestic consumption of frozen fruit would have 
b«cn less than   1,000 tons. 

The main varieties preferred in the Swiss market are strawberries, 
raspberries, blackberries and bilberries. 

9.Î Imports 

Imports of frozen fruit  are not broken down by type of fruit.    We 
believe that they mainly consist of unsweetened strawberries, blackberries, 
peaches and apricots  for re-processing.    These  totalled 5,000 tons in  1974 
•a against 6,000 tons in the previous two years.    Unsweetened imports came 
mainly from East Europe, with Poland, Rimani a and Yugoslavia the main 
suppliers.    There were, in addition, 214 tons of sweetened fruit imported 
in  1974 almost totally from Mexico. 
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9.4 Bxportt 

Sviti export» of frocen fruit have been limited in recent years, 
Total export* in   19 74 were 5JO tons after being at high as 669 tons in 
the previous year.     These exports are mostly unsweetened fruit and the 
stain export market has been France. 

9 »3 Tariffs, quotas and regulations 

See Appendix I. 

9.6 Local manufacturers 

The nain »anufacturers of frosen fruit  are the sane as for frosen 
vegetables i.e. Nigros, Frisco-Findus and Ditxler (see Froren Vegetable 
Section 9.6).    Distribution and market shares  are also as for vegetables. 

The following table shows current prices for fronen fruit in the 
Swiss stärket. 

Product 
Sisa 

(trim) 
Price 
(8.F.J 

Raspberry 
Strawberry 
Blackberry 
Bilberry 

330 
400 
300 
350 

2.70 
2.00 
2.10 
2.30 

Strawberry 
Raspberry 
Blackberry 

430 
373 
423 

2.60 
3.50 
3.70 

I sporters 9.7 

The nain importers of froten vegetable« also handle 
frosen fruit ioport» (see Froren Vegetable Section 9.7). 
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**•        Potential lor Tit—ink« product» 
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